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Propositions1. De�ne the mapping [�] from full one-sorted �rst order predicate logic tohigher order proposition logic as follows.[x] = x;[Rt1 : : : tn] = R[t1] : : : [tn];[' �  ] = ['] � [ ];[' &  ] = ['] & [ ];[' _  ] = ['] _ [ ];[:'] = :['];[8x:'] = 8x:['];[9x:'] = 9x:[']:So for example [8x:Px � Px] = 8x:Px � Px: (The x on the left is anobject variable, the x on the right a propositional variable. Similarly,the R on the left is a relation symbol, the R on the right a higher ordervariable.) In fact the range of the mapping [�] is a very small extensionof second order propositionl logic.The mapping [�] is sound but not complete.2. There is no �xed point combinator in the Pure Type System �U . (Thanksto Benjamin Werner.)3. The system of higher order propositional logic (PROP!) is a conservativeextension of second order propositional logic (PROP2). The proof usesthe fact that complete Heyting algebras constitute a sound and completemodel for PROP2.If � is a set of formulas and ' a formula of PROP2 such that � `PROP! 'with derivation �, then it is in general not true that the normal form of�, which is obtained by eliminating cuts, is a derivation of � `PROP2 '.In typed lambda calculus this corresponds to the following two facts. Let� be a context and � be a type of �2. Then� `�! M : � 6) � `�2 nf(M) : �;ix



x CONTENTS� `�! M : � ) 9N [� `�2 N : �]:Therefore it is not surprising that up to now there is no purely syntacticalproof of the conservativity of PROP! over PROP2.4. The restriction of the typed lambda calculus with recursive types �� tothe calculus ��+, where one only allows �-abstractions over positive typeschemes, is not a real restriction. For every type � of �� one can constructa type �0 of ��+ such that � � �0. Hence all lambda terms can be givena type in ��+.5. The proof of Corollary 15.1.5 in [Barendregt 1984] is not complete: the())-part, stating M has a �-nf)M has a ��-nfis indeed trivial, but it is not true that � contractions do not create newredexes.6. It is well-known that it is impossible to prove 0 6= 1 in the Calculus ofConstructions. (Here, 0 and 1 are the polymorphic Church numerals.) Inthe inconsistent systems �?, �U� and �U , the statement 0 6= 1 is of courseprovable, but even with a proof in normal form.7. Let �N be the Pure Type System with ��-conversion, de�ned byS = N;A = N � N;R = N � N � NIf �N satis�es the Church-Rosser property for ��-reduction (CR��), thenall Pure Type Systems satisfy CR��.8. The relation�d witht�d u if t�� t0 and u is a domain of t0 for some t0;is in general not well-founded on the set of well-typed terms of a PureType System. (A domain of t0 is a term that appears in t0 as the type ofa �-abstraction.)This causes a problem when trying to prove conuence of ��-reduction inPure Type Systems that are not normalizing.



CONTENTS xi9. Besides the di�erence in income, the most important di�erence betweenAIOs and the old-style research trainees on Dutch universities is that the�rst, on top of the tasks of the old-style research trainees, also have theduty to follow courses. The AIOs should not demand from the universitiesthat they organise courses as compensation for the �nancial o�er. Insteadthey should try to keep their duties in terms of courses they have to attendas low as possible.10. The experience of having deep insight is not the same as having deepinsight. The �rst can be attained by various means, the second only byserious study.
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Chapter 1IntroductionIn this thesis we are concerned with systems of logic, systems of types and therelations between them. The systems of types should be understood here assystems of typed lambda calculus, so in fact this thesis takes up the study of therelation between typed lambda calculus and logic. This is not a new subject:a lot of research has been done, most of which is centered around the so called`formulas-as-types embedding' from a logical system into a typed lambda calculus.This embedding will also be the main topic of this thesis.The �rst to describe the formulas-as-types embedding was Howard, who alsointroduced the terminology `formulas-as-types', [Howard 1980]. The manuscriptof this paper goes back to 1968 and a lot of ideas behind the embedding goback even further, especially to Curry (see [Curry and Feys 1958]), who was the�rst to note the close connection between minimal proposition logic and combi-natory logic. The article of Howard is mainly concerned with giving a formalexplanation of the intuitionistic connectives. In this way it is an attempt toformalize the Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov (BHK) interpretation of the intu-itionistic connectives, as it can be found in the original work [Kolmogorov 1932]and [Heyting 1934], but also in the recent book [Troelstra and Van Dalen 1988].In that interpretation a connective is explained in terms of what it means to havea proof of a sentence built up by that connective. Howard gives a formal inter-pretation of proofs (and hence of connectives) in terms of typed lambda calculus,by giving an interpretation to the introduction and elimination rule of the logic.For � and 8, the introduction rule corresponds to �-abstraction and the elimi-nation rule to application. The ideas in [Howard 1980] were used and extendedfurther by Martin-L�of in his Intuitionistic Theory of Types [Martin-L�of 1975],[Martin-L�of 1984] and by Girard who extended it to higher orders [Girard 1972],[Girard 1986], [Girard et al. 1989]. All this work can be united under the headingof `proof-theory'.Another approach was taken in the research project Automath by de Bruijn[de Bruijn 1980], who independently de�ned a kind of formulas-as-types embed-ding from logic into typed lambda calculus which is of a di�erent nature and,1



2 Introduction Ch. 1maybe more important, which has a di�erent purpose. The di�erence in naturelies in the fact that the typed lambda calculus is not meant to represent oneparticular system of logic as close as possible, but to serve as a framework formathematical reasoning in general. The purpose of this work is to clarify andformalize the underlying principles that all mathematicians use and agree on. Ina sense this is an attempt to put on stage the part of mathematics that comes`before logic', the part that every mathematician is informally aware of, such ashow to use and give de�nitions. A practical o�-shoot of this program is the pos-sibility of doing mathematics on a computer by implementing the formal systemof typed lambda calculus. Let's point out here that the di�erence between thetwo approaches is not always as sharp as this discussion might suggest. It is verywell possible to use both approaches in one system.The most interesting part of the various embeddings is not that formulas areinterpreted as types, but that proofs are interpreted as terms (which obviouslycomes as a consequence of `formulas-as-types', if we understand a type as a set insome weak sense). This makes that the proofs become �rst class citizens in thetype system. On the one hand this provides for a whole world of new options, likethe possibility to formalize meta-reasoning (reasoning about proofs) in the systemor the possibility to let terms depend on proofs (like a function that extracts froma proof of an existential sentence a `witnessing object' of the sentence). On theother hand this requires a well-understood notion of what a proof is: if we claimthat the terms of some typed lambda calculus represent proofs, this statementimplicitly contains a de�nition of the notion of proof. A workable approximationof the notion of proof is the notion of `derivation' in a speci�c formal system oflogic.The formulas-as-types embedding described by Howard goes from �rst orderpredicate logic in natural deduction style to an extension of the simply typedlambda calculus. It yields an isomorphism on the level of proofs (derivations), ifwe identify derivations that only di�er in some speci�c trivial way. The systemsdescribed by de Bruijn provide the possibility to embed a large variety of formallogics, hence we can not expect to have an isomorphism on the level of deriva-tions: only some of the proof-terms correspond to a derivation in the logic. Inboth systems, the interpretation of proofs-as-terms does provide an equivalencerelation on the proofs, signifying which derivations are to be understood as beingequal.We have already mentioned as a practical application of the formulas-as-typesembedding the possibility of doing mathematics on a computer. This was one ofthe main starting points for de Bruijn in setting up the Automath project. InAutomath the computer was mainly used as a proof-checker: the user types in aproof (in the form of a �-term) and the formula it is supposed to be proving (inthe form of a type) and the computer checks whether the proof proves the for-mula, that is whether the term is of the given type. Later, other research groupsenlarged the job of the computer by developing interactive theorem provers. The



3pioneering work on LCF [Gordon et al. 1976] has been very important here, be-cause it has lead to the interactive meta-language ML. This language is very wellsuited for implementing a typed lambda calculus that is to be used for interac-tive theorem proving, because it allows the user to program tactics for proof-search. Important developments in the �eld are the Calculus of Constructions[Coquand 1985] [Coquand and Huet 1985], [Coquand and Huet 1988] and its re-cent extension Coq [Dowek et al. 1991], which are implemented in a languageclosely related to ML. Further we want to mention the work in Edinburgh onECC (Extended Calculus of Constructions, [Luo 1989] and its implementationin ML `LEGO' [Luo and Pollack 1992] and the work at Cornell on the systemNuprl [Constable et.al. 1986], which is an implementation of Martin-L�of's typetheory. The work on LCF itself grew into the systemHOL [Gordon 1988], a proof-assistant for classical higher order logic, which does not use the formulas-as-typesembedding but implements Church's simple theory of types [Church 1940].Another important practical application of the formulas-as-types embedding,in particular the one described by Howard, is the possibility to extract programsfrom proofs. This conforms to the BHK-interpretation of connectives and proofsin constructive mathematics, according to which, for example, a proof of thesentence 8x 2 A9y 2 B'(x; y) contains a construction of an element ba 2 Bfor every a 2 A such that '(a; ba) holds for every a 2 A. In the formulas-as-types interpretation of Howard, the proof-term contains an algorithm in theform of a �-term. This was extended to higher order logic by Girard, who alsoemphasized the consequence of this approach, namely that cut-elimination in thelogic corresponds to evaluation of a program. As a calculus for typing the �-termsthat were extracted from the proofs he introduced the systems Fn (n � 2) and F![Girard 1972], which can be seen as very rudimentary programming languages.Also Martin-L�of made contributions to the idea of extracting programs fromproofs, not by going to higher orders but by adding an inductive type formingoperator [Martin-L�of 1984].The programs-from-proofs notion has been extended and re�ned a lot over theyears, notably by the Projet Formel group in Paris (Calculus of Constructions andCoq, [Coquand and Huet 1985], [Coquand and Huet 1988], [Mohring 1986] and[Paulin 1989]), the Nuprl project at Cornell [Constable et.al. 1986], the Equipede Logique group in Paris [Krivine and Parigot 1990], [Parigot 1992] and the re-search group in G�oteborg [Nordstr�om et al. 1990]. The crucial feature of theprograms-from-proofs approach is that the proofs are preserved in the formalsystem in some `algorithmic' form. If one just wants to do mathematics on acomputer this is less important, because it will often be su�cient to know thata formula is provable. Note however that also in the latter case it can be anadvantage to preserve proofs, for example if one wants to set up a library ofmathematics which is reproducible in book form.In this thesis we are mainly concerned with the formulas-as-types embeddingitself, with some emphasis on the Howard approach. So we do not for example



4 Introduction Ch. 1discuss technical details of the programs-from-proofs notion, nor do we discusstechnical problems that arise when trying to set up a library of mathematics.The reader can �nd a detailed description of the logics that are subject to theformulas-as-types interpretation. These logics are chosen in such a way that wecan easily de�ne a collection of typed lambda calculi for which the embeddingis an isomorphism on the derivations of the logic (modulo some easy equivalencerelation). Then we discuss the two approaches to formulas-as-types by studyingsome examples. Further we study and prove Strong Normalization and Conu-ence of the reduction relation in the typed lambda calculi, which are importantproperties for these systems. Most of the typed lambda calculi that are lookedat in this thesis are instances of so called `Pure Type Systems'. This is a generalframework for describing typed lambda calculi that will be discussed in detailhere. Most of the meta-theory that one would like to have for the typed lambdacalculi can be proved once and for all for the whole collection of Pure TypeSystems.An important issue of the formulas-as-types embedding is its completeness onthe level of provability: even if there is no isomorphism on the level of derivations,it would be really undesirable if the typed lambda calculus would prove moresentences than the logic. This issue will be discussed in detail for the Calculus ofConstructions. On the one hand the embedding is not complete, but on the otherhand this is not so dramatic, because there is a completeness result for sentencesof a speci�c form.We give a short overview of each of the chapters.1. Chapter 2 describes the logics in a generic way, from �rst order predicatelogic to higher order predicate logic, and relates them to more standardpresentations of these logics. The logics are minimal in the sense thatwe only have � and 8. Also the propositional variants will be described.We discuss the conservativity relations between these systems. The mostinteresting result in this Chapter is probably the proof of conservativity ofhigher order propositional logic over second order propositional logic (bothclassical and intuitionistic.) The proof for the intuitionistic case is given bydescribing a semantics in terms of complete Heyting algebras. As far as weknow this is a new result.2. Chapter 3 discusses the formulas-as-types embedding. Here we distinguishtwo approaches, one `�a la Howard' and one `�a la de Bruijn'. We give a de-tailed description of the embedding of minimal �rst order predicate logic ina typed lambda calculus (�a la Howard) and show completeness on the levelof derivations. This means that the embedding constitutes an isomorphismbetween the derivations in the logic and the terms in the typed lambda cal-culus. Then we discuss the formulas-as-types embedding (�a la de Bruijn)in Automath systems and in LF [Harper et al. 1987].



53. Chapter 4 treats the notion of `Pure Type System'. We prove a list ofmeta-theoretic properties and give examples of instances of Pure Type Sys-tems. The properties we prove are the ones that are well- known from[Geuvers and Nederhof 1991], but now extended to Pure Type Systemswith ��-reduction.4. In Chapter 5 we give a proof of Conuence of ��-reduction in normalizingPure Type Systems. Conuence of �-reduction is quite easy, but Conuenceof ��-reduction is remarkably complicated. Conuence in fact states theconsistency of the type system as a calculus (in the sense that it showsthat two di�erent values are indeed distinguished by the system). Theimportance of this property lies further in the fact that it is one of themain tools for proving decidability of equality and from that decidabilityof typing. (Under the formulas-as-types embedding, to decide whether aterm is of a certain type is the same as to decide whether a proof proves acertain formula.)5. In Chapter 6 we discuss the Calculus of Constructions (CC) and its �nestructure in the form of the so called `cube of typed lambda calculi'. Westudy the formulas-as-types embedding from (subsystems of) higher orderpredicate logic into (subsystems of) CC. We also look at conservativity withrespect to provability between the type systems of the cube. A new resulthere is the conservativity of F! over F, which comes as a Corollary of thefact that higher order propositional logic is conservative over second orderpropositional logic, which result was proved in Chapter 2.6. In Chapter 7 we give a proof of Strong Normalization of ��-reduction inCC. (Strong) Normalization is the other main tool for proving decidabilityof equality and from that decidability of typing. It is also the main tool forshowing consistency of a type system as a logic (in the sense that not alltypes are inhabited by a closed term). To be a bit more precise: the con-sistency of CC itself is quite easy, but if one wants to show the consistencyof a context of CC, (Strong) Normalization comes in.7. In Chapter 8 we briey discuss some issues that have been left and list someopen problems that may be of interest for further study.Some of the work reported in this thesis has already appeared somewhereor will do so later, notably Chapters 4 and 7, which is can an extension of thework in [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991] to the case that includes �-reduction. (In[Geuvers and Nederhof 1991] we only considered �-reduction). Chapter 6 hasappeared in a slightly di�erent form (with some mistakes) as [Geuvers 1992] andboth Chapters 4 and 6 contain work that has also been reported in [Geuvers 1990]and [Geuvers 199+].



6 Introduction Ch. 1



Chapter 2Natural Deduction Systems ofLogic2.1. IntroductionIn this chapter we want to discuss the logical systems that will be used in thecontext of the Curry-Howard isomorphism. In the original paper by Howard[Howard 1980] on this formulas-as-types isomorphism, there are interpretationsof all the standard connectives of intuitionistic logic. As we are mainly inter-ested in second and higher order systems (in which cases all connectives can becoded in terms of � and 8), we shall restrict our attention mainly to � and 8.The Curry-Howard isomorphism gives an interpretation of derivations as lambdaterms in a typed lambda calculus, but it only does so for derivations in natu-ral deduction style. (As already pointed out, the �- and 8-introduction rulescorrespond to �-abstraction and the �- and 8-elimination rules correspond toapplication). Consequently, the representation of our logical systems will also bein natural deduction style.This doesn't yet settle the whole question of what the precise formulation ofthe system should be. If we would only be interested in provability the choicefor the formalization of the logic should be determined by the questions aboutprovability that we want to tackle. In our case however, we are interested inthe formal proofs (derivations) themselves and it depends heavily on the formalpresentation that we have chosen, how many distinct derivations of a propositionwe have. (This is also a reason for not choosing Gentzen's sequent calculus todescribe the formulas-as-types embedding, because in that system distinctionsbetween derivations are often due to an inessential di�erence in bookkeeping).So our choice for the formal system of logic will be determined by the formulas-as-types interpretations of the proofs in typed lambda calculus that we want todo later. 7



8 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 22.2. The LogicsOne issue that we want to stress here is the choice of the so called `dischargeconvention' that has to be made. This issue was drawn to our attention by thebook of [Troelstra and Van Dalen 1988], where the crude discharge convention,CDC, is used throughout the book, except when it comes to the formulas-as-types interpretation. Let's briey state the problem by an example in minimalimplicational propositional logic PROP, which we shall describe in two formats,to be called PROPA and PROPB, both natural deduction style. This examplealso shows how our choice for the formalisation of the logic is determined bythe Curry-Howard isomorphism. In fact the isomorphism clearly visualizes thedi�erences between the formalizations.2.2.1. Definition. The systems PROPA and PROPB have as formulas the ele-ments of the set FORM, given in abstract syntax byForm ::= Var jForm � Form;where Var is a countable set of variables.The derivation rules of PROPA are the following. (In the rules, ' and  areformulas and � is a �nite set of formulas).(ax) � ` ' if ' 2 �(�-I) � [ f'g `  � ` ' �  (�-E) � ` ' � ` ' �  � `  The derivation rules of PROPB are the following. (' and  are formulas).(�-I) [']... ' �  (�-E) ' �  ' The formula ' in the �-I rule is said to be discharged (or cancelled). The ['] doesnot refer to one single occurrence of ', but to arbitrary many (zero or more) ''s.With the derivation rules one can form deduction trees, starting from a singleformula being the most basic form of a deduction tree. Then we say that � ` 'is derivable if there is a derivation tree with root ' and all open formulas of thetree in �. (A formula is open in a derivation tree if it occurs as a leaf in nondischarged form).In practice the name of the rule will of course not be mentioned explicitly.



Sec. 2.2 The Logics 9In the system PROPB there is in general no canonical node in a derivationtree to which a speci�c cancelled formula corresponds. Look for example at thefollowing derivation.2.2.2. Example. [']' � '' � (' � ')The discharging of ' can ambiguously either belong to the �rst or to thesecond use of the �-I rule. To make the proofs more readable this ambiguity isoften solved by writing a number on top of the discharged formula and writing thesame number besides the line where the discharging took place. In that case thederivation tree above in fact corresponds to two di�erent derivation trees. Onecan also solve the ambiguity by using the so called crude discharge convention(CDC), which says that at the �-I rule in the de�nition of PROPB all openoccurrences of ' are discharged. If we adopt CDC, the derivation tree above iscanonical: ' is discharged at the �rst �-I rule.In view of the Curry-Howard isomorphism, it is preferable to choose forthe discharge convention which attaches a number to the discharged formula-occurrences and to the rule where the formula has been discharged. This is notfor reasons of soundness but for the completeness of the Curry-Howard embed-ding. The example above represents two proofs of ' � ' � ': �x':�y':x (thedischarged ' corresponds to the second �-I) and �x':�y':y (the discharged 'corresponds to the �rst �-I). If the formal logical system has CDC, only thelatter term can be obtained as the interpretation of a proof. This is why, in[Troelstra and Van Dalen 1988] CDC is dropped when discussing the formulas-as-types isomorphism.The system PROPA already has a sequent-like notation that is familiar fromtyped lambda calculi, but it is nevertheless more inconvenient then PROPB fordescribing the Curry-Howard isomorphism. (And therefore it is even more re-markable that this is the kind of formalization that is often used for describingthe isomorphism). The problem lies partly in the fact that the judgements � ` 'are not really sequents in the sense of Gentzen, because in that case the � wouldhave to be a (ordered) sequence instead of a set. We adopt the example aboveto the formalism of PROPA to see what the problem is.2.2.3. Example. f'g ` 'f'g ` ' � '` ' � (' � ')



10 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 2The �rst application of the �-I rule sort of `splits' the assumption ' into twocopies of ', reading f'g as f'g[f'g. It is impossible to recover the two possibleproofs of ' � ' � ' (�x':�y':x and �x':�y':y in typed lambda calculus format)from the derivation above: one could say that the �rst version is obtained byletting the ' in the succedent correspond to the `right copy' of ' and the secondversion by letting the succedent correspond to the `left copy' of ', but this is thetype of forced solution (with no motivation at all in the logic) that we want toavoid. Note that replacing the �-I rule by the two rules(�-I1) � `  � ` ' �  (�-I2) � `  � n f'g ` ' �  to solve this problem is not only very unpleasant but on the other hand doesn'tgive the general solution. So we conclude that presenting natural deduction in away similar to PROPA is not what we are looking for.In the original paper by Howard [Howard 1980] the defects of PROPA donot appear because there the format of the natural deduction system uses realsequents, which are of the form � ` ' with ' a formula and � a �nite sequence offormulas. The rules of �rst order propositional logic (we call this version PROPC)are then as follows.2.2.4. Definition. The formulas of the system PROPC are the same as forPROPA and PROPB. The derivation rules of PROPC are the following. (Inthe rules, ' and  are formulas and � is a �nite sequence of formulas; �;� is theconcatenation of � and �).(ax) � ` ' if ' 2 �(�-I) �; ' `  � ` ' �  (�-E) � ` ' � ` ' �  �;� `  (weak) � `  �; ' `  (perm) �; ';  ;� ` ��;  ; ';� ` � (contr) �; '; ';� ` ��; ';� ` �It is clear how a derivation in the system PROPC corresponds to a lambdaterm (construction in the terminology of [Howard 1980]) of the simply typedlambda calculus. The weakening rule amounts to an extension of the contextwith one new declaration, the permutation rule does not change anything (thecontexts of the simply typed lambda calculus are a kind of `multisets' of formu-las) and the contraction rule amounts to substituting in the lambda term one freevariable for another. Now there are many more derivations then there are distinctlambda terms of the corresponding type, due to the structural rules of weakening,permutation and contraction. So we can view the Curry-Howard embedding as



Sec. 2.2 The Logics 11splitting up the set of derivations in equivalence classes. (Where two derivationsare equivalent if they are mapped onto the same image under the Curry-Howardembedding). In fact the embedding only takes care of the `computationally in-teresting' part of the derivation; it extracts the construction from the derivationand in that sense it is a satisfying formal treatment of the BHK-interpretationof proofs-as-constructions. In our case, however, we do not just want to recoverthe construction behind the proof, but also �nd a unique (up to certain trivialchanges) proof that corresponds to the construction. For that purpose, PROPCis not so convenient as the following example will illustrate.2.2.5. Example. Look at the following derivations of ` ' � ' � ' in PROPC .(1) ' ` '` ' � '' ` ' � '` ' � ' � ' (2) ' ` '';' ` '' ` ' � '` ' � ' � '(3) ' ` '';' ` '';' ` '' ` ' � '` ' � ' � ' (4) ' ` '';' ` '';' ` '';'; ' ` '';' ` '' ` ' � '` ' � ' � 'From the logical derivations it is not very obvious that the �rst and the thirdderivation should be considered equivalent and distinct from the second deriva-tion. The Curry-Howard embedding makes this apparent: (1) and (3) correspondto �x':�y':y, while (2) corresponds to �x':�y':x. The situation for derivation (4)is even more complicated: the lambda term it corresponds to depends on whichtwo occurrences of ' in the sequence ';'; ' have been contracted in the appli-cation of the contraction rule. So, disregarding completeness, even to make thesoundness of the embedding work we have to make the contraction rule more ex-plicit, either by annotating in the sequent the formulas that are being contractedor by restricting the contraction to the last two formula occurrences.From the discussion above it may have become clear that we have a strongpreference for the format of the system PROPB, with annotations to �x theformula occurrences that are being discharged at a speci�c application of a rule.



12 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 22.2.6. Definition. For n a natural number, the system of nth order predicatelogic, notation PREDn is de�ned by �rst giving the nth order language and thendescribing the deduction rules for the nth order system as follows.1. The domains are given byD ::= B jProp j (D!D);where B is a speci�c set of basic domains.We let the brackets associate to the right, so Prop!(Prop!Prop) willbe denoted by Prop!Prop!Prop and so every domain can be written asD1! : : :!Dp!D, with D1; : : : ;Dp domains and D a basic domain or thedomain Prop.2. The order of a domain D, ord(D), is de�ned byord(B) = 1 for B 2 B;ord(Prop) = 2;ord(D1! : : :!Dp!B) = maxford(Di) j 1 � i � pg; if B 2 B;ord(D1! : : :!Dp!Prop) = maxford(Di) j 1 � i � pg+ 1:Note that ord(D() = 1 i� D does not contain Prop. So the `functional'domains (like for example (B!B)!B) are of order 1, whereas one mightexpect them to be of a higher order or not being part of any of the log-ics. This use of the orders con�rms however with the formulas-as-typesinterpretation that will be studied in the following Chapters. The ordersare de�ned in such a way that in n-th order logic one can quantify overdomains of order � n.3. For n a �xed positive natural number, the terms of the nth order languageare de�ned as follows. (Each term is an element of a speci�c domain, whichrelation is denoted by �).� There are countably many variables of domain D for any D withord(D) � n,� If M � D2, x a variable of domain D1 and ord(D1!D2) � n, then�x�D1:M � D1!D2,� If M � D1!D2, N � D1, then MN � D2,� If ' � Prop, x a variable of domain D with ord(D) � n, then 8x�D:' �Prop.� If ' � Prop and  � Prop, then ' �  � Prop.The system PRED1 is a special case. In addition to the rules above wehave as rules



Sec. 2.2 The Logics 13� There are countably many variables of domain D if ord(D) = 2,� If M � D2, x a variable of domain D1 and ord(D1!D2) = 2, then�x�D1:M � D1!D2.The �rst states that we have arbitrary many predicate symbols. The sec-ond allows the de�nition of predicates by �-abstraction, e.g. �x � B:' �B!Prop.4. On the terms we have the well-known notion of de�nitional equality by �-conversion. This equality is denoted by =. The terms ' for which ' � Propare called formulas and Form denotes the set of formulas.5. For n a speci�c positive natural number, we now describe the deductionrules of the nth order predicate logic (in natural deduction style) that allowus to build derivations. So in the following let ' and  be formulas of thenth order language.(�-I) [']i... ' �  i (�-E) ' �  ' (8-I)  8x�D: (�) (8-E) 8x�D:  [t=x] if t � D(conv)  ' if ' =  The formula occurrences that are between brackets ([�]) in the �-I rule aredischarged . The superscript i in the �-I rule is taken from a countable setof indices I. The index i uniquely corresponds to one speci�c applicationof the �-I rule, so we do not allow one index to be used more than once.The use of the indexes allows us to �x those formula occurrences that aredischarged at a speci�c application of the �-I rule.(�): in the 8-I rule we make the usual restriction that the variable x maynot occur free in a non-discharged assumption of the derivation.For � a set of formulas of PREDn and ' a formula of PREDn, we saythat ' is derivable from � in PREDn, notation � `PREDn ', if there is aderivation with root ' and all non-discharged formulas in �.The system of predicate logic of �nite order, notation PRED!, is the union of allPREDn. We follow the usual convention of not writing the number in case of a�rst order system, so for PRED1 we write PRED.



14 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 22.2.7. Remark. The choice for the connectives � and 8 may seem minimal.It is however a well-known fact that in second and higher order systems, theintuitionistic connectives &, _, : and 9 can be de�ned in terms of � and 8 asfollows. (Let ' and  be formulas).' &  := 8��Prop:(' �  � �) � �;' _  := 8��Prop:(' � �) � ( � �) � �;? := 8��Prop:�;:' := ' � ?;9x � D' := 8��Prop:(8x�D:' � �) � �:Similarly we can de�ne an equality judgement (the �-equality =, the de�nitionalequality of the language, is purely syntactical) by taking the so called Leibnizequality: for t; q � D, t =D q := 8P�D!Prop:P t � Pq;which says that two objects are equal if they satisfy the same properties. (It isnot di�cult to show that =D is symmetric).It is not di�cult to check that all the standard logical rules hold for &;_;?;:;9 and =. In the following we shall freely use these symbols.2.2.8. Remark. In each PREDn (n � 2), the comprehension property is satis-�ed. That is, for all '(~x) : Prop with ~x = x1; : : : ; xp a sequence of free variables,possibly occurring in ' (xi � Di), we have9P � D1!� � �Dp!Prop:8~x� ~D('$ Px1 � � �xp):(Take P � �x1 � D1: : : : �xp � Dp:'(~x).)The above de�nition has some peculiarities that we want to bring into thespotlight. We have allowed countably many variables of all domains of order� 2, which includes for example countably many variables of domain Prop. For�rst order logic it may seem more natural to allow only variables of domains oforder 1, but the slight extension we give here doesn't do us any harm. (It isa conservative extension.) We have also forced the possibility of forming newpredicates by �-abstraction in �rst order predicate logic. This is unusual (insecond and higher order cases this feature is called `comprehension') and it hasonly been added to make the formulas-as-types embedding complete on the levelof the proofs. Finally we do not have constants, but only variables. This mayseem strange but it con�rms with the feature that we allow variables of domainsof order 2 in �rst order logic: a binary relation on B is represented by a variableof domain B!B!Prop. That we don't have constants is also related to the fact



Sec. 2.2 The Logics 15that in our presentation a logic is not introduced via a similarity type that �xesthe language (mainly by declaring of the constants). Instead what we describedabove is more a general presentation of the logic that captures all of the logics-with-similarity-type.In paragraph 2.3 we show some easy conservativity results to justify the choiceof our `extended' systems.2.2.1. ExtensionalityThe de�nitional equality on the terms is �-equality. There is no objection totaking ��-equality instead: all the properties remain to hold. In fact it wouldmake a lot of sense to do so, especially for predicates, where we tend to view�-abstraction as the necessary mechanism to make comprehension work. (Andso both P � B!Prop and �x � B:Px describe the collection of elements t ofdomain B for which Pt holds).This is related to the issue of extensionality: terms of domain D!Prop are tobe understood as predicates on D or also as subsets of D (an element t being inthe set P � D!Prop if Pt holds). But if we take this set-theoretic understandingserious, we have to identify predicates that are extensionally equal:(8~x:f~x � g~x & g~x � f~x) � f =D g: (1)Obviously, this formula is in general not provable. However, in the standardmodels where predicates are interpreted as real sets, the formula is satis�ed, so itis an important extension. A di�culty is, that extensionality in the form of (1)is in general not expressible: in PREDn we can not express extensionality for fand g of domain D if ord(D) = n, because f =D g is not a formula of PREDn (ituses a quanti�cation over D!Prop). This means that we shall have to expressextensionality by a schematic rule. The most obvious choice is the following.8~x:f~x � g~x 8~x:g~x � f~x '(f)'(g)where f and g are arbitrary terms of the same domain D1!� � �!Dn!Prop and'(f) stands for a formula ' with a speci�c marked occurrence of f . For reasonsto be discussed presently our choice for the scheme will be a di�erent one, namelythe one given in the following de�nition.2.2.9. Definition. The extensionality scheme, (EXT), is(EXT)f~x � g~x g~x � f~x '(f)'(g) (�)where f and g are arbitrary terms of the same domain D1!� � �!Dn!Prop and'(f) stands for a formula ' with a speci�c marked occurrence of f . (�) signi�es



16 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 2the usual restriction that the variables of ~xmay not occur free in a non-dischargedassumption of the derivations of f~x � g~x and of g~x � f~x.The extension of a system with the rule (EXT) will be denoted by adding thepre�x E-, so E-PREDn is extensional nth order predicate logic.Notation. For f; g � D = D1!� � �!Dn!Prop, if quanti�cation overD1; : : : ;Dnis allowed in the system we can compress the �rst two premises in the rule (EXT)to 8~x:f~x � g~x & g~x � f~x. For convenience this will also be denoted by f �D g,so f �D g := 8~x:f~x � g~x & g~x � f~x;where the D will usually be omitted if it is clear from the context.2.2.10. Lemma. The extensionality scheme for D = Prop is admissible in any ofthe predicate or propositional logics, i.e.' �  ; � ';�(') ` �( )is always provable.Proof. By an easy induction on the structure of �. �Of course there is also a scheme for extensionlity of functions:f~x =B g~x '(f)'(g) (�)where f and g are arbitrary terms of the same domainD1!� � �!Dn!B (B 2 B)and further as in De�nition 2.2.9. We shall not be working with this scheme andhence not introduce it as a new de�nition. (Note that, if ` f~x = g~x, thenf =�� g).2.2.2. Some useful variants of the systemsFor the systems PREDn of De�nition 2.2.6, the scheme (EXT) is equivalent tothe scheme that we gave just before De�nition 2.2.9. The reason for taking themore general scheme lies in the fact that for reasons of semantics we want to lookat slight extensions of the systems in which the two versions of the scheme are notequivalent. these extensions come into consideration quite naturally when onenotices that the term language of each of the PREDn is a subsystem of the simplytyped lambda calculus, found by restricting to terms below a certain order. Sofor an interpretation of the term language one is tempted to take a model ofthe full simply typed lambda calculus. (The interpretation of the logic is thengiven by describing a binary relation between sets of formulas and formulas.)The syntactical analogue is to allow the term language to be the full simplytyped lambda calculus and to put the order-restriction only on quanti�cations.Then we can show that there is no problem with this extension by establishing aconservativity result between the two systems.



Sec. 2.2 The Logics 172.2.11. Definition. For L one of our logical systems, say of order n, L basedon the full simply typed lambda calculus, notation L� , is obtained by taking asdescription of the term language of De�nition 2.2.6 the following.� There are countably many variables of domain D for any D 2 D,� There are countably many constants of domain D for any D 2 D,� If M � D2, x a variable of domain D1, then �x�D1:M � D1!D2,� If M � D1!D2, N � D1, then MN � D2,� If ' � Prop, x a variable of domain D with ord(D) � n, then 8x�D:' � Prop.� If ' � Prop and  � Prop, then ' �  � Prop.One can now do without the last two cases by taking (for D with ord(D) �n) a special �xed constant 8D � (D!Prop)!Prop and similarly a special �xedconstant �� Prop!Prop!Prop. We do not feel that this is useful thing to do, sowe don't do it.By an easy restriction we de�ne nth order propositional logic from nth orderpredicate logic.2.2.12. Definition. For n a natural number, the nth order propositional logic,notation PROPn, is de�ned by removing in the de�nition of the nth order pred-icate logic, the set of basic domains B.2.2.13. Lemma. The rule (EXT) implies (conv��) in propositional logic, i.e. inE-PROPn, ' =��  )` ' �  :Proof. We only have to show that if ' �!�  , then ` ' �  . (This is sobecause of CR for �� for the term language and the fact that ' =  implies` ' �  . Now let ' �!�  , say ' � C[�x�D:Mx] �!� C[M ] �  . NowM � D!� � �!Prop and M~x � (�x�D:Mx)~x and vice versa by the (conv) rule,so ` C[�x�D:Mx] � C[M ] by (EXT). �The �rst order predicate and propositional logics are very minimal: they donot have a connective for negation. (The second order logics do not either butin that case intuitionistic negation can be de�ned by letting ? := 8��Prop:� and:' := ' � ?). This implies that we can not specialize PROP or PRED to aclassical variant. Therefore, to de�ne classical �rst order logic, we have to addnegation to the system. (Because of the ideological completeness of f�;?g inclassical logic, this is su�cient for a treatment of the full classical propositionand predicate logic. For the intuitionistic case, the extension with just ? is stillquite minimal).



18 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 22.2.14. Definition. First order propositional and predicate logic with negation,notation PROP? and PRED? are de�ned by adding to PROP and PRED thefollowing.1. A �xed constant ? � Prop,2. The derivation rule (?) ?'The classical variants of the logics can be de�ned in several ways, by addinga rule or an axiom. We choose for a rule in the �rst order case and an axiom inthe higher order case.2.2.15. Definition. The classical systems of proposition and predicate logic arede�ned by adding the following.1. For PROP? and PRED? by adding the rule(::) ::''2. For the other systems PROPn and PREDn by adding the axiom8��Prop:::� � �:Notation. the classical variants of the systems will be denoted by addin g asubscript c. So for example PROP?c , PRED?c , PROPnc and PREDnc. Theyalso have extensional variants, which are de�ned by adding the scheme (EXT)and which are denoted by adding the pre�x E-.Just as in the �rst order case there is a faithful translation of the systemsof classical higher order logic into the systems of intuitionistic higher orderlogic. This extends the G�odel translation. The de�nition we give is the onein [Coquand and Herbelin 1992], where it was described more generally in theform of a so called `A-translation' in a typed lambda calculus framework.Let in the following L be one of the intuitionistic logics de�ned in De�nitions2.2.6, 2.2.12 and 2.2.14, but not one of the minimal systems PROP or PRED,and let Lc be the classical variant of L, as de�ned in De�nition 2.2.15.2.2.16. Definition. The G�odel translation (�): from the terms of L to itself isde�ned inductively by(x): = x; for x a variable or the constant ?;(PQ): = (P ):(Q):;(�x�D:P ): = �x�D:(P ):;(' �  ): = ::('): � ::( ):;(8x�D:'): = 8x�D:::(')::This mapping extends straightforwardly to sets of formulas.



Sec. 2.3 Some easy conservativity results 19So, for example in the higher order systems (?): � 8�:::�, which is logicallyequivalent to ?. In the �rst order systems we have (?): � (? � ?) � ?, whichis also logically equivalent to ?. Further it is convenient to remark that (::'):is logically equivalent to ::('):2.2.17. Lemma. We have the following properties for (�):. Let t and q be terms,x a variable and D a domain.1. t � D ) (t): � D:2. (t[q=x]): � (t):[(q):=x]:3. t =� q ) (t): =� (q)::Proof. The �rst two by an easy induction on the structure of terms. The thirdby showing the statement for a one step �-reduction and applying the Church-Rosser property. �2.2.18. Theorem. For ' a formula of L, � a set of formulas of L,� `Lc ', ::(�): `L ::(')::Proof. From right to left is easy by the fact that ('): is logically equivalent to' in classical logic.From left to right is by induction on the derivation, using Lemma 2.2.17. Onealso uses the general facts ::(' �  ) `L ' � :: and ::(8x�D:') `L 8x�D:::':Further one has to note that the rule (::) is sound in L for formulas of the form::(: : :) (if L is �rst order) and that (8�:::� � �): is provable in L (if L ishigher order). �2.3. Some easy conservativity resultsThis paragraph contains a number of syntactic proofs of conservativity results.The results are relatively easy and not surprising. Most of the work thereforelies in a precise formulation of the notions. First we show that (E)-PREDn� (seeDe�nition 2.2.11) is conservative over (E)-PREDn. This means that the extensionof the logical language of order n to the full simply typed lambda calculus doesnot a�ect the provability.Furthermore we show that our �rst order predicate logic with all functiondomains is conservative over the system that has only function constants (which



20 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 2is more standard). This system, in which it is still possible to de�ne predicatesby �-abstraction, is again conservative over the `standard' system, where onehas only basic predicates. The proof of the latter result will only be outlined.In section 6.5.3 we give a precise proof in terms of typed lambda calculi, usingthe formulas-as-types embedding. In order to achieve our goals, we �rst haveto give some de�nitions, writing PRED�f for PRED without function domainsand PRED�fr for PRED without function domains and de�nable predicates. SoPRED�fr is the standard minimal �rst order predicate logic, which has onlyfunction constants and predicate constants.We �rst turn to the conservativity of (E)-PREDn� over (E)-PREDn. Wede�ne a mapping from (E)-PREDn� to (E)-PREDn which preserves provability.2.3.1. Definition. Let n 2 N. The mapping (�)� on (E)-PREDn� is de�nedby substituting in a term of (E)-PREDn� for all free variables and constantsof a domain D of order > n, the �xed closed term dD of domain D, where forD = D1!� � �Dm!Prop, dD is de�ned bydD := �x1�D1: : : : �xm�Dm:?:The image of a term of (E)-PREDn� will only contain free variables andconstants of domains of order � n. Furthermore, if t � D, then t� � D. We nowwant to take �-normal forms and long-��-normal forms. Recall that a long-��-normal form is obtained by �rst taking the �-normal form and then doing all�-expansions, where C[q] �-expands to C[�x�D:qx] if x =2 FV(q) and this doesnot create a �-redex. (This is well-de�ned by normalization of � and the fact thatif C[q] �-expands to C[�x�D:qx], we can not expand on q or �x�D:qx anymore.)The long-��-normal form of M is denoted by long-��-nf(M).2.3.2. Lemma. If t 2 (E)-PREDn� with t � D and ord(D) �, then �-nf(t�) andlong-��-nf(t�) are in (E)-PREDn.Proof. By induction on the structure of �-nf(t�), respectively the structureof long-��-nf(t�). We only treat the proof of the statement that �-nf(t�) is in(E)-PREDn. t� contains no free variables or constants of domains of order > n.So �-nf(t�) � �x1�D1: : : : �xm�Dm:pQ1 � � �Qrwith p a constant, a free variable or one of the xi. Now, all the domainsD1; : : : ;Dm are of order � n, so the domain of p is of order � n. By IH, theterms Q1; : : : ; Qr are in (E)-PREDn, and hence �-nf(t�) is. �2.3.3. Proposition. For n 2 N or n = ! we have the following.� `PREDn� ' ) �-nf(��) `PREDn �-nf('�);� `E-PREDn� ' ) long-��-nf(��) `E-PREDn long-��-nf('�):



Sec. 2.3 Some easy conservativity results 21Proof. By induction on the derivation. First remark that ' =  ) '� =  �and '�[P �=x] � ('[P=x])�. Then all cases are easy except for the case when thelast rule is (EXT). So say we havef~x � g~x g~x � f~x '(f)'(g)as the last step in the proof. By IH we havelong-��-nf(��) ` long-��-nf((f~x)�) � long-��-nf((g~x)�);long-��-nf(��) ` long-��-nf((g~x)�) � long-��-nf((f~x)�);long-��-nf(��) ` long-��-nf(('(f))�):Now we take a fresh variable z of the same domain as f and g and replace f byz in '(f). We look at the term '�(z), which is the same as ('(z))� except forthe possible substitution of a term for z, which is not performed. Now(long-��-nf('�(z)))[f�=z] =�� '�(z)[f�=z] � ('(f))� =�� long-��-nf(('(f))�):So the third part of the IH can be read aslong-��-nf(��) ` (long-��-nf('�(z)))[f�=z]and we are done if we provelong-��-nf(��) ` (long-��-nf('�(z)))[g�=z]All occurrences of z in long-��-nf('�(z)) are of the form zq1 � � � qp with zq1 � � � qp �Prop. We have extensionality on the level of Prop (Lemma 2.2.10, sof�~q � g�~q g�~q � f�~q  (f�~q) (g�~q) (1)Now, for each occurrence of z in long-��-nf('�(z)), the �rst two premises of (1)are satis�ed by IH. So all occurrences of f� in (long-��-nf('�(z)))[f�=z] can bereplaced by g� by consecutive applications of rule (1). As conclusion we obtainthat (long-��-nf('�(z)))[g�=z] holds. �2.3.4. Corollary. For all n 2 N [ f!g, (E)-PREDn� is conservative over(E)-PREDn.2.3.5. Remark. The Proposition and Corollary remain to hold if we replacePRED by PROP everywhere.2.3.6. Corollary. If (E)-PROP(n+1)� is conservative over (E)-PROPn� then(E)-PROP(n + 1) is conservative over (E)-PROPn.



22 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 2We now turn to the issue of the functional domains and de�ne a subsystemof �rst order predicate logic (PRED) that only has the simplest domains forfunctions. (Usually these domains are called `�rst order' but this conicts withour terminology, so we shall refrain from using that term.)2.3.7. Definition. The language of the system PRED�f is de�ned as follows.1. The domains are given byD ::= B jProp j D! � � �!D!Prop:So there are basic domains (the ones in B) and predicate domains (the onesthat contain Prop).2. The functional domains are given byF ::= B!� � �!B;(We assume every functional domain to be built up from at least two basicdomains.) Note that F * D.3. The order of a domain D, ord(D), is de�ned as it is done for PRED in 2.2.6.(So the functional domains have no order, which con�rms with the intentionthat in PRED�f there is no quanti�cation over functional domains.)4. There are countably many function-constants cFi for every function domainF 2 F in PRED�f .5. The terms of the language of PRED�f are described as follows.� There are countably many variables of each domain D,� If cFi is a function constant of domain F � B1!� � �!Bp+1 and ti � Bifor 1 � i � p, then cFi t1; : : : ; tp � Bp+1,� If t � D2, x a variable of domain D1 and ord(D1!D2) = 2, then�x�D1:t � D1!D2,� If t � D1!D2, q � D1, then tq � D2,� If ' � Prop, x a variable of domain D with ord(D) = 1, then 8x�D:' �Prop.� If ' � Prop and  � Prop, then ' �  � Prop.The derivation rules of PRED�f are the same as for PRED, so the quanti�cationis restricted to the domains of order 1 (the D 2 B).It is convenient to let PRED also have constants cFi for functional domains F ,because then PRED�f is formally a subsystem of PRED. We have the following.



Sec. 2.3 Some easy conservativity results 232.3.8. Proposition. PRED is conservative over PRED�f , that is, for � a setof formulas and ' a formula of PRED�f ,� `PRED ' ) � `PRED�f ':Proof. The proof is by cut-elimination and normalization. The notion of cut-elimination will only be discussed in section 3.2.3, so we can only sketch thisproof. One can show that, if � is a set of formulas and ' a formula of PRED�fsuch that � `PRED ' is derivable with derivation �, then the derivation �0,which is obtained from � by cut-elimination and normalization of all �rst orderexpressions, is a derivation of � ` ' in PRED�f . In section 6.5.3 we discusstwo typed lambda calculi that correspond to PRED respectively PRED�f by theformulas-as-types embedding. The proof of Proposition 6.5.28 can therefore beseen as a detailed proof of this Proposition. �This is not yet the end of the story: in the usual �rst order system one cannot de�ne predicates by �-abstraction, so we want to show that this extension isconservative too.2.3.9. Definition. The system PRED�fr is PRED�f minus the clause`If M � D2, x a variable of domain D1 and ord(D1!D2) = 2, then �x�D1:M �D1!D2'in the term formation rules, and the clause`If t � D1!D2, q � D1, then tq � D2',replaced by`If t � D1!� � �!Dp!Prop, qi � Di for 1 � i � p, then tq1 � � � qp � Prop'.In PRED�fr there are no more �-abstractions. It is the `usual' system ofminimal �rst order predicate logic: the set of terms of the object language isinductively de�ned from variables and constants by function application, andthe set of formulas is inductively de�ned from the basic formulas by applyingconnectives. (Where the basic formulas are of the form xDt1 � � � tp, with ti termsof the object language, and allowing for p = 0). The conservativity of PRED�fover PRED�fr is now proved by normalizing out all �-abstractions, just like wenormalized out all relevant �-abstractions in the proof of conservativity of PREDover PRED�f .2.3.10. Proposition. For � a set of formula and ' a formula of PRED�f ,� `PRED�f ') nf(�) `PRED�fr nf('):Proof. Easy induction on the derivation. �2.3.11. Corollary. For � a set of formulas and ' a formula of PRED�fr,� `PRED�f ') � `PRED�fr ':Proof. By the fact that for ' a formula of PRED�fr, ' � nf('). �



24 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 22.4. Conservativity between the logicsHaving justi�ed the systems PREDn in relation to more standard presentations ofpredicate logic, we now want to say something about the conservativity relationsbetween the systems themselves. This gives a better understanding of the logicswhile at the same time these results will be useful later for reference when wediscuss the conservativity relations between systems of typed lambda calculus inChapter 6.1. So this paragraph may be skipped for now if one is merely interestedin the typed lambda calculi. The conservativity relations betweem the logics canbe collected in the following diagram.PROP! �� � � �- PROP!c PRED! �� � � �- PRED!c6 6 6����� 6������������� ��������PROP3 � � � � �- PROP3c PRED3 � � � � �- PRED3c6 6 6����� 6����������� ������PROP2 � � � � �- PROP2c PRED2 � � � � �- PRED2c6 6 6����� 6�������������������� ��������������� ������ ������PROP? � � � ���- PROP?c PRED? � � � ���- PRED?c�������....................................* �������....................................*PROP PREDwhere a dotted arrow depicts a non-conservative inclusion and an ordinary arrowdepicts a conservative inclusion. The (non-)conservativities between predicatelogic and propositional logic follow by the fact that any predicate logic on theright is conservative over its propositional variant on the left, and further bytransitivity of conservativity and the fact that if L2 is not conservative overL1and L2 � L3, then L3 is not conservative overL1.We do not present this diagram as a theorem, because for some of the depictedarrows we have no proof. In this section, only a small part of the diagram abovewill be proved formally. One of the things we do not prove is the whole tower of



Sec. 2.4 Conservativity between the logics 25vertical arrows in the propositional part. We only prove the conservativities forextensional versions of the systems. This implies the conservativity of PROPnover PROP2 for any n � 2 (and similarly for the classical variants).Also the vertical tower of arrows in the predicate part of the diagram willnot be proved. For n � 2, we believe that non-conservativity can be proved bylooking at a structure for Arithmetic in each of the logics. Then one obtains nthorder Heyting Arithmetic on the left side and nth order Peano Arithmetic on theright side. Then G�odel's Second Incompleteness Theorem says that each of thosesystems can not prove its own consistency. Then the non-conservativity can beestablished by showing that (n+1)th order Arithmetic can prove the consistencyof nth order Arithmetic.A similar method should apply to the systems PRED2 and PRED?, respec-tively PRED2c and PRED?c . For the classical variants this is straightforward:PRED?c may seem minimal, but due to classical logic, all connectives can bede�ned in terms of �, 8 and ?. Hence we can look at Robinson's system Q forArithmetic, for which G�odel's Second Incompleteness Theorem already applies.The non-conservativity of PRED2 over PRED? can then be derived from thenon-conservativity of PRED2c over PRED?c by applying a version of the G�odel'sdouble negation translation. This is a faithful mapping from PRED2 respectivelyPRED? to PRED2c respectively PRED?c . (See section 6.5.3.)The conservativity of PROP2 over PROP and of PRED2 over PRED will bediscussed later when we look at typed lambda calculus versions of the systems.Then we shall describe mappings from the larger system to the smaller one thatalso take into account the proofs. From the conservativity of PROP2 over PROPand of PRED2 over PRED it immediately follows that PROP? is conservativeover PROP and that PRED? is conservative over PRED.The non-conservativity of PROP?c over PROP is easy: ((�!�)!�)!� isprovable in PROP?c , but not in PROP. A derivation of it in PROP?c is[� � �] (� � �) � �� [:�]?:(� � �) [:�] [�]?�� � �?::��It can easily be seen that ((�!�)!�)!� is not provable in PROP by notic-ing that there is no closed term of type ((�!�)!�)!� in the simply typedlambda calculus (which is saying the same as `there exists no cut-free proof of((�!�)!�)!� in PROP'). The example ((�!�)!�)!� also applies for show-ing the non-conservativity of PRED?c over PRED.



26 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 2It is obvious that the conservativity of the classical version of the logic overthe intuitionistic version never holds, hence the dotted arrows from left to rightin the diagram.Note further that any predicate logic is conservative over its propositionalversion. This is easily seen by de�ning a mapping [�] from formulas of thepredicate logic to the propositional logic that preserves derivability and is theidentity on the propositional logic. It can be de�ned as follows.2.4.1. Definition. Let L2 be a system of predicate logic and L1 its propositionalvariant. The mapping [�] is de�ned on predicate domains of L2 (the ones ofthe form � � �!Prop) by just removing all the basic domains, so for example[(B!Prop)!Prop] = Prop!Prop. Then [�] : Form(L2) ! Form(L1) is de�nedas follows. [xDi ] = x[D]i ;[' �  ] = ['] � [ ];[8x�A:'] = 8x�[A]:['] if A � � � �!Prop;= ['] else;[�x�A:M ] = �x�[A]:[M ] if A � � � �!Prop;= [M ] else;[PM ] = [P ][M ] if M :A � � � �!Prop;= [P ] else;This map is very similar to the one in De�nition 6.5.23, which shows theconservativity of dependent typed lambda calculus over non-dependendent typedlambda calculi.It is easily shown that this map satis�es the requirements.The proof of conservativity of extensional PROP(n + 1) over extensionalPROPn is given by semantical methods. We give a notion of model in terms ofcomplete Heyting algebras that is sound and complete for each of the E-PROPn.We shall also describe a Kripke semantics for PROPn (non-extensional). Wehad hoped to prove the conservativity of PROP(n + 1) over PROPn by usingthis semantics. However, although we have a sound and complete model notionfor each of the PROPn, we haven't been able to derive conservativity because aKripke model of PROPn is not immediately a Kripke model of PROP(n+ 1).The proof of conservativity of E-PROP(n + 1)c over E-PROPnc follows di-rectly from the proof of conservativity of E-PROP(n + 1) over E-PROPn. (Justadd the axiom 8��_:� everywhere). Nevertheless we also describe a truth tablesemantics for E-PROPnc, because it is the basic semantics for classical proposi-tional logics. Further it shows not only the conservativity of E-PROP(n+1)c overE-PROPnc, but also the decidability of E-PROPnc (for any n � 2). This shouldbe contrasted with intuitionistic versions of propositional logic: all the systems



Sec. 2.4 Conservativity between the logics 27PROPn (n � 2), extensional or not, are undecidable. This is a consequenceof the undecidabilty of PROP2, shown by [L�ob 1976], and the conservativity of(extensional) PROPn over PROP2 for all n � 2.2.4.1. Truth table semantics for classical propositional logicsThe method of deciding the validity of a judgement � ` ' in classical logicby using truth tables immediately extends to the second order case by lettingthe value of � vary through f0; 1g in the interpretation of '. For higher orderswe have to be a bit more careful. The straightforward thing to do is to letfor example the value of variables of domain Prop!Prop vary through the set offunctions from f0; 1g to f0; 1g. This, however, gives a model that is not complete,because it is too extensional compared with the syntax, in the sense that e.g. forall f; g � Prop!Prop,(8��Prop:f� � g� & g� � f�) � (f =Prop!Prop g)is satis�ed in it. (The equality is the de�nable Leibniz' equality). We shall showthat the truth table model is complete for the extensional version of the logic.Extensionality is not derivable in any of the logics. This can for example beseen from the fact that if`PROP4c 8f; g�Prop!Prop:(f � g) � f = g;then (for P a variable of the appropriate domain)P (��:� � � � �);:P (��:� � �) `PROP4c ?by the fact that ��:� � � � � and ��:� � � satisfy the assumption for f and gin the extensionality. Now by applying the G�odel's ::-translation of De�nition2.2.16, we obtain::P (��:::� � ::(::� � ::�));:P (��:::� � ::�) `PROP4 ?:This, however can only be the case if ��:::� � ::(::� � ::�) =� ��:::� �::�, which is clearly not the case.2.4.2. Definition. For every domain D we de�ne the set VD of possible valuesfor the terms of domain D as follows.VProp = f0; 1g;VD1!D2 = VD1 ! VD2 ; the set of functions from VD1 to VD2 :The interpretation of terms as values (modulo a valuation of the free variables)is now straightforward, given the following de�nitions.



28 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 22.4.3. Definition. Any valuation v that maps variables to values of the appro-priate set extends immediately to an interpretation v on all terms as follows.v(�x�D:P ) = ��a 2 VD:v[x := a](P );v(PQ) = v(P )v(Q);v(' �  ) = 0 if v(') = 1 and v( ) = 0;= 1 otherwise;v(8x�D:') = 1 if for all a 2 VD, v[x := a](') = 1;= 0 otherwise:Here v[x := a] denotes the valuation with v[x := a](x) = a and v[x := a](y) =v(y) if x 6= y.As was to be expected, the value of a closed term does not depend on theparticular choice for v and values are stable under ��-equality.2.4.4. Definition. For � a set of formulas and ' a formula of any of the propo-sitional logics, we de�ne� j= ' := for all valuations v; v(�) = 1) v(') = 1;where v(�) = 1 if v( ) = 1 for all  2 �.We say that ' is true if j= '.(The subscripts will usually be omitted).2.4.5. Proposition (Soundness). For � a set of formulas and ' a formula ofE-PROPn�c , � `E-PROPn�c ') � j= ':Proof. By an easy induction on the derivation. �2.4.6. Lemma. For any domain D, all values of VD are �-de�nable in E-PROPn�c .That is, for all F 2 VD there is a closed term t of domain D in E-PROPn�c suchthat v(t) = F(for any valuation v).Proof. By induction on the structure of D. The proof uses the fact that, dueto the extensionality, one can de�ne a function by cases in the logic. For examplethe value in (f0; 1g ! f0; 1g) ! f0; 1g that maps the identity and the swopfunction to 0 and the two constant functions to 1 can be de�ned in the syntax by�f�Prop!Prop:(f � ��:� _ f � ��::�) � ? & (f � ��:? _ f � ��:>) � >:



Sec. 2.4 Conservativity between the logics 29In general, a function F : VD1!� � �!VDp!f0; 1g can be described in the formatFv1; � � � vp = 0 if v1 = t1 and : : : and vp = tp;= 1 if � � � ;= � � � ;where we just go through all the possible input values. By IH we know how to�-de�ne all the elements of VD1 ; : : : ; VDp , so we can translate the format for Finto a �-term by replacing the ti by its de�ning element and = by ', where x ' yfor x and y of domain D01!� � �!D0q!Prop is de�ned by V(x~t � y~t) with V the�nite generalised conjunction that lets ~t vary through the sequences of de�ningelements of D01; : : : ;D0q. �For example 0 can be de�ned by ? and 1 by >.Due to the previous lemma we can internalize a valuation v in the syntax.This is done by substituting for the free variable x the term that �-de�nes v(x).We introduce the following notation.Notation. For v a valuation, the substitution that replaces a free variable x bythe closed term that �-de�nes v(x), will be denoted by �v. (So, for example, forv with v(�Prop) = 0, �v substitutes ? for �).The lemma also states that any VD can be summed up by closed terms, i.e. wecan always write VD = fv(t1); v(t2); : : : ; v(tp)g, for some closed terms t1; t2; : : : ; tp,where v is totally arbitrary. This fact can even be proved inside the logic.2.4.7. Lemma. In E-PROPnc, if ord(D) < n and VD = fv(t1); v(t2); : : : ; v(tp)g,then ` 8f�D:f = t1 _ f = t2 _ � � � _ f = tp:Proof. By induction on the structure of D, by provingf 6= t1 � f 6= t2 � � � � � f 6= tp�1 � f = tp:The proof uses extensionality in the form off 6= ti ` 9~x:(f~x & :ti~x) _ (:f~x & ti~x)which is provable from the extensionality axioms.The reason that the lemma does not hold for all domains of the logic is simplybecause for domains of order n the formula` 8f�D:f = t1 _ f = t2 _ � � � _ f = tpis not in the language of E-PROPnc. �



30 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 2The lemma says, among other things, that ` 8��Prop:(� = > _ � = ?)is provable in E-PROP3c. Let's shortly digress on how one proves this fact asan illustration of the proof. Extensionality in E-PROP3c implies the followingaxiom. 8�; ��Prop:(� � �) � � = �Now � ` � � > and :� ` � � ?, hence � _ :� ` � = > _ � = ? byextensionality, and so ` 8��Prop:(� = > _ � = ?).We have a version of Lemma 2.4.7 for domains of order n in E-PROPnc. Itis strong enough for our purposes.2.4.8. Lemma. In E-PROPnc, if VD = fv(t1); : : : ; v(tp)g, then8f�D:f � t1 _ � � � _ f � tp:Proof. For domains of order < n the lemma follows immediately from theprevious one (Lemma 2.4.7). For domains D of order n we have to do a caseanalysis and use the previous Lemma. What one really proves is` 8f�D:(9~x:f~x 6= t1~x) � � � � � (9~x:f~x 6= tp�1~x) � (8~x:f~x = tp~x)which is su�cient. We give some details for the case of the domain Prop!Propin E-PROP3c. We have to prove` 8f�Prop!Prop:(9�:f� 6= �) � (9�:f� 6= :�) � (9�:f� 6= >) � (8�:f� = ?):This is easily done by deriving a contradiction from 9�:f� 6= �, 9�:f� 6= :�,9�:f� 6= > and (f> = >) _ (f? = >). �2.4.9. Proposition. In E-PROPnc, for v a valuation,v(') = 1 ) ` �v(');v(') = 0 ) ` :�v(');Proof. Simultaneously, by induction on the structure of the normal form of '.For ' � 8x�D: we distinguish two subcases: ord(D) = n and ord(D) < n. Wetreat both subcases for v(') = 1.Suppose v(8x�D: ) = 1 and ord(D) < n. Then v[x := F ]( ) = 1 for all F 2 VD.Say VD = fv(t1); : : : ; v(tp)g (which is justi�ed by Lemma 2.4.6). Then by IH` �v[x := ti]( )for all ti (1 � i � p). By Lemma 2.4.7 we know that` x = t1 _ � � � _ x = tp;



Sec. 2.4 Conservativity between the logics 31so we can do a case analysis to �nd` �v( ):Now �v does not substitute anything for x, so x is still free in �v( ). We mayconclude ` �v(8x�D: ):Suppose now that v(8x � D: ) = 1 with ord(D) = n. Then again v[x := F ]( ) =1 for all F 2 VD. (Say VD = fv(t1); : : : ; v(tp)g.) Again by IH` �v[x := ti]( )for all ti (1 � i � p). By Lemma 2.4.8 we know that` x � t1 _ � � � _ x � tp:This is not as strong as what we had in the �rst case, but it still su�ces becausewe may assume that in  all occurrences of x appear in the form (xq1 � � � qr) withxq1 � � � qr � Prop, i.e. x occurs only as a real function. (If  is not yet of this shapewe �-expand it). We can do a case analysis to �nd` �v( ):Again x is free in �v( ) and we can conclude` �v(8x�D: ): �2.4.10. Corollary (Completeness). In E-PROPnc, for ' a formulaj= ' ) ` ':Proof. j= 'means 8v:v(') = 1, so by the Proposition ` �v(') for any valuationv. Hence ` ' because we can make all the necessary case distinctions by Lemma2.4.7 and Lemma 2.4.8. �2.4.11. Corollary. All E-PROPnc are decidable.Proof. Immediate from the previous Corollary and the Soundness (Proposition2.4.5) by the fact that the validity of a formula can always be checked in a �nitepart of the truth table model. �2.4.12. Proposition. E-PROP(n+1)c is conservative over E-PROPnc (n 6= !),and hence E-PROP!c is conservative over each of the E-PROPnc.Proof. By the fact that the truth table model is a model for all the E-PROPnc.�2.4.13. Corollary. PROPnc is conservative over PROP2c for each n.Proof. Immediate from the fact that PROP2c and E-PROP2c are the samesystem. (By Lemma 2.2.10). �



32 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 22.4.2. Algebraic semantics for intuitionistic propositional logicsIn this section we describe a semantics for our systems of intuitionistic propo-sitional logic in terms of Heyting algebras. It is well-known how this is donefor the full �rst order propositional logic, giving rise to a completeness result.For second and higher order propositional logic we need to re�ne the notion ofHeyting algebra to also allow interpretations for the universal quanti�er. It iseasily seen that complete Heyting algebras are strong enough to satisfy our pur-pose: complete Heyting algebras have arbitrary meets and joins, so for example8f � Prop!Prop:' can be interpreted as Vf[[']][f :=F ] jF 2 A!Ag. It is how-ever not so easy to show the completeness of complete Heyting algebras overE-PROPn (for any n), because the Lindenbaum algebra de�ned from E-PROPnis not a complete Heyting algebra. The way out was suggested by Theorem13.6.13 of [Troelstra and Van Dalen 1988], stating that any Heyting algebra canbe embedded in a complete Heyting algebra such that �, ? and all existing Wand V are preserved (and hence the ordering is preserved). The embedding i thatis constructed in the proof is also faithful with respect to the ordering, that is,if i(a) � i(b) in the image, then a � b in the original Heyting algebra. All thisimplies completeness of complete Heyting algebras with respect to E-PROPn, forany n. Hence we have conservativity of E-PROP(n + 1) over E-PROPn.In fact the argument that we use gives a completeness result for the systemsE-PROPn� , which is E-PROPn based on the language of the full simply typedlambda calculus. This is only done to make things slightly easier and it does nothave any e�ect on the results. (See also Remark 2.3.5).At this point we do not know how (if at all possible) to conclude the conser-vativity of PROP(n+1) over PROPn from the conservativity of E-PROP(n+1)over E-PROPn. However, we do have the conservativity of PROPn over PROP2for any n, because PROP2 and E-PROP2 are the same system.It is obvious that extensionality is required in the syntax because the modelnotion is extensional: if, for example, F;G : A!A (where A is the carrier set ofthe algebra) and F (a) = G(a) for all a 2 A, then F = G.The method of showing conservativity by semantical means seems to be quiteessential here. Most of the other conservativity proofs in this chapter use map-pings from the `larger' system to the `smaller' system that are the identity on thesmaller system. These mappings also constitute a mapping from derivations toderivations that is the identity on derivations of the smaller system. For the caseof intuitionistic propositional logics, this method seems to be essentially impossi-ble: there are formulas of PROP2 that have more and more cut-free derivationswhen we go higher in the hierarchy of propositional logics.2.4.14. Definition. A Heyting algebra (or just Ha) is a tuple (A;^;_;?;�)such that (A;^;_) is a lattice with least element ? and � is a binary operationwith a ^ b � c, a � b � c:



Sec. 2.4 Conservativity between the logics 33Remember that (A;^;_) is a lattice if the binary operations ^ and _ satisfythe following requirements.a ^ a = a; a _ a = a;a ^ b = b ^ a; a _ b = b _ a;a ^ (b ^ c) = (a ^ b) ^ c; a _ (b _ c) = (a _ b) _ c;a _ (a ^ b) = a; a ^ (a _ b) = a:Another way of de�ning the notion of lattice is by saying that it is a poset (A;�)with the property that each pair of elements a; b 2 A has a least upperbound(denoted by a _ b) and a greatest lowerbound (denoted by a ^ b). By de�ninga � b := a ^ b = a we can then show the equivalence of the two de�nitions oflattice.2.4.15. Definition. A complete Heyting algebra (cHa) is a tuple (A;V;W;?;�)such that (A;V;W) is a complete lattice and (A;^;_;?;�) is a Heyting algebra.(So W and V are mappings from }(A) to A such that for X � A, WX is theleast upperbound of X and VX is the greatest lower bound of X. The binaryoperations ^ and _ are de�ned by (for a; b 2 A) a ^ b := Vfa; bg and a _ b :=Wfa; bg).An important feature of Heyting algebras which is forced upon by the presenceof the binary operation �, is that they satisfy the in�nitary distributive law:(D) a ^ WX = Wfa ^ b j b 2 Xg, if WX exists.(The inclusion � holds in any lattice; for the inclusion � it is enough to showthat a ^ c � Wfa ^ b j b 2 Xg for any c 2 X, due to the properties of �).Two other important facts are the following.2.4.16. Fact. 1. If a complete lattice satis�es the in�nitary distributive law(D), it can be turned into a cHa by de�ningb � c := _fd j d ^ b � cg:2. Any Heyting algebra is distributive, i.e. any Ha satis�esa ^ (b _ c) = (a ^ b) _ (a ^ c):For the �rst statement one has to show that a^ b � c, a � Wfd j d^ b � cg.From left to right is easy; from right to left, notice that if a � Wfd j d ^ b � cg,then a^b � b^Wfd j d^b � cg and the latter is (by D) equal to Wfb^d j d^b � cg,which is just c. The second is easily veri�ed.We are now ready to give the algebraic semantics for the systems E-PROPn� .(A logical system L� is based on the full simply typed lambda calculus, see Def-inition 2.2.11). Let in the following (A;V;W;?;�) be a cHa. We shall freely use



34 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 2the notions _ and ^, as they were given in De�nition 2.4.15. The interpretationof the terms of E-PROPn will be in A and its higher order function spaces. Wetherefore let d�e be the mapping that associates the right function space to adomain D, so dPrope = A;dD1!D2e = dD1e ! dD2e;where the second ! describes function space. In the following we shall freelyspeak of the `interpretation of E-PROPn� in (A;V;W;?;�)', where of course thisinterpretation includes the mapping of higher order terms into the appropriatehigher order function space based on A.2.4.17. Definition. Let n 2 N [ f!g. An algebraic model of E-PROPn� is apair (�; C), with � a cHa and C a valuation of the constants in � such that, if cis a constant of domain D, then C(c) 2 dDe.2.4.18. Definition. The interpretation of E-PROPn� in the algebraic model((A;V;W;?;�); C), [[�]], is de�ned modulo a valuation � for free variables thatmaps variables of domain D into dDe. So let � be a valuation. Then [[�]]� isde�ned inductively as follows.[[c]]� = C(c); for c a constant;[[�]]� = �(�); for � a variable;[[PQ]]� = [[P ]]�[[Q]]�;[[�x�D:Q]]� = ��t 2 dDe:[[Q]]�(x:=t);[[' �  ]]� = [[']]� � [[ ]]�;[[8x�D:']]� = ^f[[']]�(x:=t) j t 2 dDeg:It is easily seen that [[�]]� satis�es the usual substitution property and thatinterpretations are stable under ��-equality, i.e.[[P ]]�(x:=[[Q]]�) = [[P [Q=x]]]�and P =�� Q) [[P ]]� = [[Q]]�:2.4.19. Definition. For � a �nite set of formulas of E-PROPn� , ' a formulaof E-PROPn� and (�; C) an algebraic model, ' is (�; C)-valid in �, notation� j=(�;C) ', if for all valuations �,^f[[ ]]� j 2 �g � [[']]�:If � is empty we say that ' is (�; C)-valid if j=(�;C) '.



Sec. 2.4 Conservativity between the logics 35Note that Vf[[ ]]� j 2 �g exists, beacuse � is �nite. In the following we justwrite [[�]]� for Vf[[ ]]� j 2 �g.Our de�nition is a bit di�erent from the one in [Troelstra and Van Dalen 1988],where � j=(�;C) ' is de�ned by8 2 �[[[ ]]� = >] ) [[']]� = >:Our notion implies the one above, but not the other way around. However, theyare the same if � = ; and they also yield the same consequence relation. Onedisadvantage of our notion is that we have to restrict to �nite �. This is easilyovercome by putting� j=(�;C) ' if for all �nite �0 � �;�0 j=(�;C) ':2.4.20. Definition. Let � be a (�nite) set of formulas of E-PROPn� and ' aformula of E-PROPn� . We say that ' is a consequence of �, notation � j= ', if� j=(�;C) ' for all algebraic models (�; C).2.4.21. Proposition (Soundness). For � a �nite set of formulas of E-PROPn�and ' a formula of E-PROPn� ,� `E-PROPn� ') � j= ':Proof. Let (�; C) be a model. By induction on the derivation of � ` ' we showthat for all valuations �, [[�]]� � [[']]�: None of the six cases is di�cult. We treatthe cases for the last rule being (� -E) and (8-I).(� -E) Say ' has been derived from  � ' and  . Let � be valuation. Then by IH[[�]]� � [[ ]]� and [[�]]� � [[ � ']]�. The second implies [[�]]�^ [[ ]]� � [[']]�.So, by [[�]]� � [[ ]]� we conclude [[�]]� � [[']]�.(8-I) Say ' � 8f�D: and �0 � � is the �nite set of non-discharged formulasof the derivation with conclusion  . Then by IH, 8�[[[�0]]� � [[ ]]�], so8�8F 2 dDe[[[�0]]� � [[ ]]�(f :=F )], because f =2 FV(�0). This immediatelyimplies that [[�]]� � [[8f � D: ]]�. �To show completeness we �rst construct the Lindenbaum algebra for E-PROPn� .This is a Ha but not yet a cHa. The construction in [Troelstra and Van Dalen 1988]tels us how to turn it into a cHa which has all the desired properties.2.4.22. Definition. For n 2 N [ f!g, we de�ne the Lindenbaum algebra forE-PROPn, Ln. First we de�ne the equivalence relation � on Sent(E-PROPn� )by ' �  := `E-PROPn� ' �  &  � ':



36 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 2We denote the equivalence class of ' under � by [']. Ln is now de�ned as theHa (A;^;_;?;�) where A = (Sent(E-PROPn� ))�;['] ^ [ ] = [' &  ];['] _ [ ] = [' _  ];['] � [ ] = [' �  ];[?] = [?]:Note that the &, _, � and ? on the right of the = are the logical connectives:� is basic and the others were de�ned in Remark 2.2.7 by' &  := 8��Prop(' �  � �) � �;' _  := 8��Prop(' � �) � ( � �) � �;? := 8��Prop�:Each Ln is obviously a Ha: ['] � [ ] i� ' `E-PROPn�  . Further each Ln cantrivially be turned into a model by taking as valuation of the constants C the map-ping that associates to a constant its equivalence class. We shall not distinguishbetween the Lindenbaum algebra Ln and the model (Ln; C).2.4.23. Lemma. For � a �nite set of sentences of E-PROPn� and ' a sentenceof E-PROPn� , � `E-PROPn� ' , � � ' in Ln):Proof. Immediate by the construction of Ln. �2.4.24. Theorem ([Troelstra and Van Dalen 1988]). Each Ha � can be embed-ded into a cHa c� such that ^, _, ?, � and existing V and W are preserved and� is reected.Proof. Let � = (A;^;_;?;�) be a Ha. A complete ideal of �, or just c-ideal ,is a subset I � A that satis�es the following properties.1. ? 2 I,2. I is downward closed (i.e. if b 2 I and a � b, then a 2 I),3. I is closed under existing sups (i.e. if X � I and WX exists, then WX 2 I).Now de�ne c� to be the lattice of c-ideals, ordered by inclusion. Then c� is acomplete lattice that satis�es the in�nitary distributive law D, and hence c� isa cHa by de�ning I � J :=_fK jK ^ I � Jg:To verify this note the following.



Sec. 2.4 Conservativity between the logics 37� c� has infs de�ned by Vq2QIq = Tq2Q Iq.� c� has sups de�ned by Wq2QIq = fWX jX � Sq2Q Iq;WX existsg: the setfWX jX � Sq2Q Iq;WX existsg is indeed a c-ideal and it is also the leastc-ideal containing all Iq.� I \ Wq2QIq = WfI \ Iq j q 2 Qg and so D holds.The embedding i from � to c� is now de�ned byi(a) = fx 2 A jx � ag:The embedding preserves ?, � and all existing V, W. For the preserving of W,let X � A such that WX exists in �. We have to show that i(WX) = Wx2Xi(x),i.e. show thatfy 2 A j y � _Xg = f_Y jY � [x2X i(x);_Y existsg:For the inclusion from left to right, note that X � fy 2 A j 9x 2 X[y � x]g andso X � Sx2X i(x). This implies that WX 2 fWY jY � Sx2X i(x);WY existsg andso we are done because the latter is a c-ideal. For the inclusion from right to left,let z = WY0 with Y0 � Sx2X i(x). Then z � WX so we are done.Finally, the embedding i reects the ordering, i.e.i(a) � i(b)) a � b:�2.4.25. Corollary (Completeness). For � a �nite set of sentences of E-PROPn�and ' a sentence of E-PROPn� ,� j= ') � `E-PROPn� ':Proof. Following the Theorem, we embed the Lindenbaum algebra of E-PROPn� ,Ln, in the cHa cLn. This cHa cLn is then turned into an algebraic model ofE-PROPn� by taking as valuation of the constants, C, just the embedding of theequivalence classes of constants in cLn. This algebraic model (cLn; C) is com-plete with respect to the logic: for � a �nite set of sentences and ' a sentence ofE-PROPn� , we have� j=(cLn;C) ' ) � � ' in Ln ) � `E-PROPn� ':�2.4.26. Corollary (Conservativity). For any n � 2, E-PROP(n+1) is conser-vative over E-PROPn, and hence E-PROP! is conservative over E-PROPn.



38 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 2Proof. By Corollary 2.3.6, it su�ces to show the conservativity of E-PROP(n+1)� over E-PROPn� . For � a �nite set of sentences and ' a sentence of E-PROPn� ,� `E-PROP(n+1)� ') � j= ') � `E-PROPn� 'by soundness and completeness of the algebraic models for any of the E-PROPn� .The conservativity of E-PROP! over E-PROPn is now immediate: any deriva-tion in E-PROP! is a derivation in E-PROPm for some m 2 N. �2.4.27. Corollary. For any n 2 N[f!g, PROPn is conservative over PROP2.Proof. By the fact that PROPn is a subsystem of E-PROPn and the fact thatPROP2 and E-PROP2 are the same system. �2.4.3. Kripke semantics for intuitionistic propositional logicsIn the previous section we saw an algebraic semantics for the systems E-PROPn�(which is at the same time a semantics for the systems E-PROPn). In thisparagraph we want to give a Kripke semantics for the systems PROPn, so withoutextensionality. In fact this was our �rst starting point for the research into theconservativity of PROP(n+1) over PROPn. However, as it did not seem to workfor our purpose, we considered using an algebraic semantics instead. This, as theprevious paragraph shows, works only for the extensional case. So, although we donot know how to use the Kripke semantics for solving the conservativity problem,we do want to describe it here, because it gives a complete model notion for thePROPn. For convenience we describe the models as a semantics for PROPn� ,but we know that there is no problem in that slight extension.The exposition we give here owes much to [Smorynski 1973], where extensionsof Kripke models to higher orders are suggested.The basis of a Kripke model is a partial order, which is in practice usually awell-founded tree, <K;v >, whose elements are called nodes. There is a relation between the set of nodes and the set of formulas of the propositional logic,such that certain conditions are satis�ed. (Roughly that `knowledge' grows withthe increasing of the order and that ? is not satis�ed at any of the nodes). Now,if one adds �rst order quanti�cation to the logic, the partial order <K;v >has to be extended with a function W that assigns to every node k a set W (k)(the `world' at node k) such that W is monotone. (Our knowledge of the worldgrows). The case for many-sorted logics is not really di�erent; in that case wehave a number of monotone functions Wi, as many as we have sorts in the logic.For second order propositional logic the situation is not very di�erent fromthat for �rst order predicate logic, except that now the domain of quanti�cation isthe set of closed formulas, Sent, and soW : K ! Sent. Higher order propositionallogic can now just be treated in a `many-sorted' way: for every domain D in thelogic we have a function WD : K ! ~D, where ~D is in fact just obtained by



Sec. 2.4 Conservativity between the logics 39replacing Prop by Sent everywhere in D. So we see that the sets over which isquanti�ed in the model are just sets of syntactic objects of the same domain. Itis a bit peculiar to let the sets that one quanti�es over in the model only be asubset of the set of all syntactic objects of the corresponding domain: shouldn'tWProp(k) be Sent for all k 2 K? (All formulas are known to us at any speci�cnode). It turns out that this is the right choice: it conforms with the Kripkesemantics for higher order predicate logic and, more importantly, this is the wayto get a notion of model that is sound and complete with respect to the logics.It is obvious that the kind of model that we get by this construction is verysyntactical. Moreover it doesn't seem to use the partial order structure of theKripke model in an essential way. One way to make it a bit less syntactical is byletting the world not be Sent at any point but an arbitrary model of the languageof PROPn� , that is an arbitrary model of the simply typed lambda calculus. Weshall not follow this possibility here because at the one hand it doesn't seem togive us a lot of extras while at the other hand it will be quite obvious from ourde�nitions how to do it.2.4.28. Definition. To every domain D of PROP! we associate a set of terms,~D, which is just ftjt � D; t is closedg.So, for example ~Prop = Sent. The de�nition is very trivial, but we want to bespeci�c about this, because it is easy to confuse the object language of the logicand the language of the model.2.4.29. Definition. A Kripke model for PROPn� is a triple <K;v; >, where<K;v > is a partial order and  is a binary relation between elements of K andsentences that satis�esk  ' & ' =�  ) k   ;k  ' & l w k ) l  ';k  ' �  , 8l w k[l  ') l   ];k  8xD' , 8t 2 ~D[k  '[t=x]];where the l and k range over the nodes (the set K), ' and  are formulas andD is a domain over which quanti�cation is allowed in PROPn� .Note that the 8l and 8t in the de�nition are in the meta-language of themodel.2.4.30. Remark. As condition on the relation  with respect to the 8 connective,one usually �nds k  8xD', 8l w k8t 2 ~D[l  '[t=x]];but as the range of quanti�cation in the model does not grow with the increasingof the ordering v, this is equivalent to the second condition in De�nition 2.4.29.



40 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 2In some de�nitions of Kripke model (like the one in [van Dalen 1983]) therelation  is between the nodes and the atomic formulas. As the systems we areconsidering are all impredicative this method does not work here.To interpret formulas we have to close them by substituting closed terms forthe free variables. We denote such a substitution by � and we always assume thatfor all variables it substitutes a closed term of the right domain.2.4.31. Definition. Let ' be a formula of PROPn� and � a set of formulas ofPROPn� .1. For <K;v; > a Kripke model for PROPn� , we say that ' is <K;v; >-valid in �, notation � <K;v;> ', iffor all substitutions �, 8k 2 K[k  (�)� ) k  (')�];where k  (�)� obviously means that k   for all  2 (�)�.2. We say that ' is valid in �, notation � j= ', if� <K;v;> ' for all Kripke models <K;v; > of PROPn� :2.4.32. Proposition (Soundness). For � a set of formulas of PROPn� and ' aformula of PROPn� , � `PROPn� ') � j= ':Proof. Let <K;v; > be a Kripke model for PROPn� . By induction on thederivation of � `PROPn� ' we prove� `PROPn� ') � <K;v;> ':If the last rule is (conv), or if ' 2 �, we are immediately done.(�-I) Say ' � � �  . Then by IH �; �   , i.e. for all substitutions � we have8k 2 K[k  ��; �� ) k   �]. Now let � be a substitution and let l 2 Kwith l  �� and m w l with m  ��. Then m  ��; �� and hence by IHm   �, so we are done.(�-E) Say ' has been derived from  � ' and  , so we have as IH �   � 'and �   . Now let � be a substitution and let k 2 K with k  ��. Thenby IH k   � and 8l w k[l   � ) l  '�]. Because k w k we �nd thatk  '� and we are done.(8-I) Say ' � 8x�D: , so we have as IH �   . That is, for all substitutions �we have 8k 2 K[k  �� ) k   �]. Now xD does not occur free in �, sowe know that for all substitutions � and all t 2 ~D, 8k 2 K[k  �� ) k ( [t=x])�]. Hence �  8x�D: .



Sec. 2.4 Conservativity between the logics 41(8-E) Say ' �  [P=x], which has been derived from 8x�D: . Then by IH � 8x�D: . Now let � be a substitution and k 2 K such that k  ��. Thenfor all t 2 ~D k  ( [t=x])� and hence k  ( [P �=x])�, i.e. k  ( [P=x])�.�2.4.33. Proposition (Completeness). For � a set of sentences of PROPn� and' a sentence of PROPn� , � j= ') � `PROPn� ':Proof. The proof is by contraposition, so we suppose � 6`PROPn� ' and constructa Kripke model <K;v; > of PROPn� in which � 6 '. (Our construction ofthe counter-model is a direct generalisation of the standard construction of acounter-model for showing completeness of Kripke models with respect to �rstorder intuitionistic predicate logic, as it is given for example in [van Dalen 1983]).Before giving the model we introduce one extra notion: for � a set of sentences,we write � for the closure of � under derivability in PROPn� . Now the modelis de�ned as follows.� K := N�, the set of �nite sequences of natural numbers,� ~p v ~m := 9~a[~p ? ~a = ~m], where ? is the concatenation operation,� For every ~m 2 N� we de�ne a set of sentences of PROPn� , �(~m), byinduction on the length of ~m, as follows.{ �(<>) = �,{ For �(~m) de�ned, consider an enumeration of sentences '0; '1; : : : suchthat �(~m) [ f'ig is consistent for all i. Now de�ne�(~m ? i) := �(~m) [ f'ig:The relation  is now de�ned by~m   :=  2 �(~m)(, �(~m) `  ):We now only have to verify the following two facts1. <N�;v; > is a Kripke model of PROPn� ,2. In the model we have <>  �, <> 6 ' and hence � 6 '.The second follows immediately from the construction of the model. The �rst isslightly more work: we have to check the four cases of De�nition 2.4.29. The �rsttwo cases are trivial; we give detailed proofs of the third and fourth case.



42 Natural Deduction Systems of Logic Ch. 2� ~m  ' �  , 8~p w ~m[~p  ' ) ~p   ]: for ()), let ~p w ~m, ~p  '.Then �(~p) ` ' and �(~p) ` ' �  , so �(~p) `  , so ~p   . For ((),let ~m be a �nite sequence. From the assumption we know that 8~p w~m:�(~p) ` ' ) �(~p) `  . We distinguish two cases according to whether�(~m)[f'g is consistent or not. If �(~m)[f'g is inconsistent, then trivially�(~m)[f'g `  and so �(~m) ` ' �  and hence ~m  ' �  . If �(~m)[f'gis consistent, then �(~m) [ f'g = �(~m�i) for some i, and hence �(~m�i) `  by the assumption. But then �(~m � i) [ f'g `  , so �(~m) ` ' �  andhence ~m  ' �  .� ~m  8x�D', 8t 2 ~D[~m  '[t=x]]: for), let t 2 ~D. Now �(~m) ` 8x�D'and hence �(~m) ` '[t=x]. For (, from the assumption we know that~m  '[c=x] for all constants c, i.e. �(~m) ` '[c=x] for all constants and so�(~m) ` 8x�D:'. �Technically, the reason that we can not get conservativity from this modelnotion is that a model of PROPn� is in general not a model of PROP(n + 1)� .In less technical terms the reason seems to be that the model notion is toosyntactical, especially in the clause for the universal quanti�er, where the orderingv doesn't play any role at all.



Chapter 3The formulas-as-typesembedding3.1. IntroductionThe so called formulas-as-types embedding provides a formalization of the Brou-wer-Heyting-Kolmogorov interpretation of proofs as constructions. The �rst de-tailed description is in [Howard 1980], where also the terminology `formulas-as-types' is �rst used. There it is shown how, in �rst order logic, types can beassociated with formulas and lambda terms with proofs in such a way that thereis a one-to-one correspondence between types and formulas and terms and proofsand further that cut-elimination in the logic corresponds to reduction in the termcalculus. In view of the last point it would be correct also to associate Tait withthe formulas-as-types notion, as his [Tait 1965] `discovery of the close correspon-dence between cut-elimination and reduction of lambda terms provided half of themotivation' for [Howard 1980]. Also de Bruijn is often associated to the formulas-as-types notion, because the Automath project which was founded by de Bruijn,was the �rst to rigorously interpret mathematical structures and propositions astypes and objects and proofs as lambda terms. So, from a wider perspective itis certainly justi�able to speak of the Curry-Howard-de Bruijn embedding (alsobecause the earliest developments in Automath took place independent of thework of Howard). Having said this we want to point out that there are essentialdi�erences between the two approaches. For example, in the Automath systemsthe logic is coded into the system, so there is in general no reduction relationin the term calculus that corresponds to cut-elimination. Automath systems areintended to serve as a logical framework in which the user can work with any for-mal systems he or she desires. Application, �-abstraction and conversion serveas tools for handling the basic mathematical manipulations like function applica-tion, function de�nition and substitution. It is appropriate to remark here thatsome later systems of the Automath family do use the abstraction-applicationfeatures of the system to interpret logical connectives directly (and hence reduc-43



44 Formulas-as-types Ch. 3tion corresponds to cut-elimination). Later in this section we shall give someexamples of Automath systems to clarify these remarks.We do not go into great detail about the Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov (BHK)interpretation of proofs. [Troelstra and Van Dalen 1988] is a good reference andgives a thorough explanation of the idea. Let's just discuss the connectives �and 8 according to the BHK interpretation.1. A proof of ' �  is a method for constructing a proof of  from a proof of'.2. A proof of 8x 2 A:'(x) is a method for constructing a proof of '(a) froma proof of a 2 A.It is obvious (in retrospect) that the lambda calculus provides the necessarymechanisms for turning the informal interpretations into a formal system. Forminimal propositional logic this was already noticed by [Curry and Feys 1958].For �rst order predicate logic, [Howard 1980] was the �rst to give a formalisationof the BHK interpretation using typed lambda calculus. Due to the work of[Church 1940] it was already known that also the language of predicate logic canbe presented as a typed lambda calculus. Over the years this has led to thede�nition of various typed lambda calculi that incorporate the logical languageand proofs (in the form of lambda terms) in one system. In this thesis we shallsee a variety of those systems.We do not claim to give an overview of all the possible approaches to theformulas-as-types embedding. In fact we do not even attempt to do this. Forexample one of the main contributions to the �eld, the work in Martin-L�of's typetheory, will not be treated at all. One of the reasons is that a PhD thesis is not theplace to give a detailed technical overview of such a broad �eld as Type Theory,but another important reason is that the approach of Martin-L�of does not really�t with the framework of logics as we have set it up in the previous chapter.One of the main problems is that, due to the understanding of the existentialquanti�er in terms of a strong �-type, the logic of Martin-L�of is strictly �rstorder (in order to remain consistent). We do not feel that the forced lack of�-types in our higher order logics is a big gap, but that is because we feel thatthe strong �-type is not the right way to formalise the intuitionistic existentialquanti�er. (To be precise: we do not mean to say that �-types are not a validmathematical concept, but only that � should not be understood as 9).Of course there is also a lot to say about systems that we do treat and weshall do so at the appropriate places in the text.3.2. The formulas-as-types notion �a la HowardIn this paragraph we look at an interpretation of formulas as types and proofs asterms in the avour of [Howard 1980], where the interpretation is given for full



Sec. 3.2 The formulas-as-types notion �a la Howard 45�rst order predicate logic. Although in avour the same, our treatment is quitea bit di�erent from Howard's, as has already been pointed out in the previouschapter. As we are mainly concerned with logics that only use � and 8 we shallnot treat the full �rst order predicate logic here but restrict to the system PRED.First order logic based on just � and 8 is quite minimal, but it is su�cient to makethe general idea su�ciently clear. In our formalisation the logical language willalso be presented in a typed lambda calculus manner. This idea of an `all-in-onepresentation' is probably due to de Bruijn and his Automath project, althoughwe are not absolutely sure.3.2.1. Definition. 1. The set of functional types of �PRED, Typef , is de-scribed by the following abstract syntax.Typef ::= Varty jTypef!Typef ;with Varty a countable set of type-variables. The set of predicate types of�PRED, Typep, consists of the expressions�1!�2!� � �!�n!Prop;with n � 0 and all �i functional types.2. The object-terms of the language of �PRED form a subset of the set ofpseudoterms, T, which is generated by the following abstract syntax.T ::= Varob jTT j�x:Typef :T jT � T j 8Varob:Typef :T;with Varob a countable set of object-variables. An object-term is of a certaintype only under assumption of speci�c types (functional or predicative) forthe free variables that occur in the term. That the object-term t is of typeA if xi is of type Ai for 1 � i � n, is denoted byx1:A1; x2:A2; : : : ; xn:An ` t : A:Here x1; : : : ; xn are di�erent object-variables and A1; : : : ; An are types. Thepart x1:A1; x2:A2; : : : ; xn:An is called an object-context. The rules for deriv-



46 Formulas-as-types Ch. 3ing these typing judgements are the following.(var) � ` x : A if x:A in �(�-abs) �; x:A ` t : B� ` �x:A:t : A!B if A functional(app) � ` q : A!B � ` t : A� ` qt : B(�) � ` ' : Prop � `  : Prop� ` ' �  : Prop(8) �; x:A ` ' : Prop� ` 8x:A:' : Prop if A a functional type3. The set of proof-terms is a subset of the set of pseudoproofs, P, generatedby the following abstract syntax.P ::= Varpr jPP jPT j�x:Typef :P j�x:T:P;where Varpr is the set of proof-variables. The rules for generating statementsof the form x1:A1; : : : ; xn:An; p1:'1; : : : ; pk:'k `M : A;where the ~x: ~A is as in 2, p1; : : : pk are di�erent proof-variables andx1:A1; : : : ; xn:An ` 'i : Prop for 1 � i � k;



Sec. 3.2 The formulas-as-types notion �a la Howard 47are the following. (The part p1:'1; : : : ; pk:'k is called the proof-context asopposed to the object-context.)(axiom) �;� ` p : ' if p:' in �;(� -in) �;�; p:' `M :  �;� ` �p:':M : ' �  (� -el) �;� `M : ' �  �;� ` N : '�;� `MN :  (8-in) �; x:A;� `M : '�;� ` �x:A:M : 8x:A:' if x =2 FV(�); A a functional type;(8-el) �;� `M : 8x:A:' � ` t : A�;� `Mt : '[t=x](conv) �;� `M : ' � `  : Prop�;� `M :  if ' =�  :The intention of the system should be clear: natural deduction proofs ofPRED are interpreted as typed lambda terms in �PRED. The language of PREDis also a typed lambda calculus and also that part is formalised in �PRED in atyping judgement that is obtained via derivations. Note that the functional typescorrespond to domains of order 1 (the ones over which quanti�cation is allowed)and the predicative types correspond to domains of order 2. Before describing aformal correspondence between derivations in PRED and proof-terms in �PRED,we give two examples.3.2.2. Examples. 1. From the deduction8x:A:(Px � Q)Px � Q 8x:A:PxPxQwe obtain the judgementP :A!Prop; Q:Prop; x:A;p1:8x:A:(Px � Q); p2:8x:A:Px ` p1x(p2x) : Q:Notice that the declaration of x is essential here for the construction ofthe proof. (�PRED explicitly takes care of the so called free logic, wheredomains are allowed to be empty.)



48 Formulas-as-types Ch. 32. From the deduction 8x:A:(Px � Q)Px � Q 8x:A:PxPxQ8x:A:Qxwe obtain the judgementP :A!Prop; Q:Prop;p1:8x:A:(Px � Q); p2:8x:A:Px ` �x:A:p1x(p2x) : 8x:A:Q:Now it is not needed for the construction of the proof to declare x.We list some of the meta-theoretical properties of �PRED that we shall beusing later. They are given without proof: later we shall encounter other (morecomplicated) typed lambda calculi for which these properties also hold and weprefer to prove them once for all systems together.3.2.3. Fact. Let �;� ` M : ' be derivable in �PRED. We have the followingproperties.1. Permutation: if �0 is a permutation of � and �0 a permutation of �, then�0;�0 `M : ' is also derivable.2. Substitution: if � contains x:A and �n(x:A) ` t : A then �n(x:A);�[t=x] `M [t=x] : '[t=x] is also derivable.3. Thinning: if �0 � �, �0 an object-context and �0 � �, �0 a proof-context,then �0;�0 `M : ' is also derivable.4. Closure or Subject-Reduction:iIf M �� M 0, then �;� ` M 0 : ' is alsoderivable.5. Stripping or Generation:�;� ` p : ' ) ' =  with p :  2 �(p a proof variable) for some  ;�;� ` �x:A:M : ' ) �; x:A;� `M :  with ' = 8x:A: (A a type) for some  ;�;� ` �p:�:M : ' ) �;�; p:� ` M :  with ' = � �  (� a proposition) for some  ;�;� `MN : ' ) �;� `M :  � �;�;� ` N :  with ' = �(N a proof) for some  ;�;�;� `Mt : ' ) �;� `M : 8x:A: ;� ` t : A with ' =  [t=x](t an object) for some  ;A:



Sec. 3.2 The formulas-as-types notion �a la Howard 49To a deduction of '1; : : : ; 'n `  in PRED, we are going to associate an object-context � and a proof-termM suchthat �; p1:'1; : : : ; pn:'n `M :  in �PRED. We wantM to be a faithful representaton of the deduction in PREDsuch that there is a one-to-one correspondence between deductions (in PRED)and proof-terms (in �PRED). To achieve this, � should assign types to all thefree term-variables in the deduction that are not bound by a 8 at any later stage.(What it means for variables to be `bound by a 8' will be explained later). Fromthe examples it will be clear that sometimes we have to declare a variable x,even though this variable does not occur free in the conclusion or in any of thepremises of the derivation. Before giving the translation we have to de�ne twooperations on contexts that will be used.3.2.4. Definition. For �1 and �2 object-context, the union of �1 and �2 , �1[�2,is �1 followed by �2, with the restriction that if x is declared in both contexts,say x : A 2 �1 and x : B 2 �2, thenA � B ) x : B is left out, (so we leave only x : AA 6� B ) both x : A and x : B are left out.For �1 and �2 proof-context, the disjoint union of �1 and �2 , �1 ] �2, is�1 followed by �2, with the restriction that if p is declared in both contexts,say p : ' 2 �1 and p :  2 �2, then the second p is renamed with a freshproof-variable q. So, for example(p : ') ] (p : ') = p : '; q : ':Note that �1 [ �2 is always a correct object-context and that, if �1 and �2are corrects proof-contexts w.r.t. �, then �1]�2 is a correct proof-context w.r.t.�.3.2.5. Definition. For every term t of the language of PRED we de�ne a context�t such that �t ` t : D (in �PRED) if t � D (in PRED), as follows.t � xD �t := xD:D;t � �x � D:M �t := �M n (x:D);t � MN �t := �M [ �N ;t � ' �  �t := �' [ � ;t � 8x � D:' �t := �' n (x:D):



50 Formulas-as-types Ch. 3We now de�ne, by induction, for every deduction in PRED an object-context�, a proof-context � and a term M such that�;� ` M : ' (in �PRED);if ' is the conclusion of the deduction. In fact this establishes a mapping fromdeductions to � terms. In the following we shall denote deductions by the capitalGreek characters � and �. To denote explicitly that ' is a conclusion of thededuction ' we shall often use the format�'(So when we write this down we mean that ' is part of the deduction �.) Forreasons of hygiene we shall assume that in a deduction all bound variables arechosen distinct and di�erent from the free ones.3.2.6. Definition. We inductively de�ne the mapping ([�]) from deductions ofPRED to proof-terms of �PRED. Together with the proof-term we de�ne anobject-context and a proof-context in which the proof-term is typable. The doublehorizontal lines on the right mean that the judgement below is being de�ned interms of the judgement above. 7�! � ; p: ` p :  ;[']i� ' �  i 7�! �;� ` ([�]) :  =============================� [ �';� n (~p:') ` �p:':([�]) : ' �  �' �  �' 7�! �1;�1 ` ([�]) : ' �  �2;�2 ` ([�]) : '===============================�1 [ �2;�1 ]�2 ` ([�])([�]) :  � 8x � D: 7�! �;� ` ([�]) :  ===========================� n (x:D);� ` �x:D:([�]) : 8x:D: �8x � D:  [t=x] 7�! �1;� ` ([�]) : 8x:D: �2 ` t : D==========================�1 [ �2;� ` ([�])t :  [t=x]� ' if ' =  7�! �;� ` ([�]) :  �' ` ' : Prop=======================� [ �';� ` ([�]) : '



Sec. 3.2 The formulas-as-types notion �a la Howard 51The cases in the de�nition for the last rule being (�-I) and (�-E) need someextra clari�cation:(�-I) The [']i on top of the deduction signi�es a speci�c set of occurrences of theformula ' as leaves of the deduction tree. As this set may also be emptywe have to take the union of � with �'. What happens at an (�-I) rule isthe following:1. Add a fresh declaration p:' to �.2. Remove the declarations p0:' that correspond to an occurrence of 'that is being discharged.3. Substitute p for p0 in ([�]).4. Abstract from the last declaration in � (which is p:').(�-E) In fact the ([�]) is not exactly the ([�]) that is found by induction. Possi-bly some of the free variables in ([�]) are renamed. What happens is thefollowing:1. Consider the proof-context �1 ] �2 and especially the renaming ofthe declared variables in �2 that has been caused by the operation ].2. Rename the free proof-variables in ([�]) accordingly, obtaining say,([�0]).3. Apply ([�]) to ([�0]).(There will in practice be no confusion if we just write ([�]) instead.)Of course the intended meaning is that the judgement below the double linesis derivable if the judgement above the lines is. This will be proved later inTheorem 3.2.8. It should be clear at this point however that there is a one-to-onecorrespondence between the occurrences of ' as a (non-discharged) premise inthe deduction and declarations p:' in �.Notation. If for � a deduction in PRED, �;� ` ([�]) : ' is the judgement thatwe obtain from � by De�nition 3.2.6 above, we write �� for � and �� for �.Let us state the following trivial facts about the de�nition.3.2.7. Fact. 1. For � a deduction in PRED there is a one-to-one correspon-dence between occurrences of non-discharged formulas of � and declarationsof variables to the same formula in ��.2. In the case for the (8-I) rule the variable x does not occur free in theproof-context �.



52 Formulas-as-types Ch. 33.2.8. Theorem.�' in PRED ) ��;�� ` ([�]) : ' is derivable in �PREDProof. By induction on the deduction �. The proof follows easily by using themeta-theoretical facts of �PRED that were stated in 3.2.3. �The proof-context �� represents precisely the non-discharged assumptions of�. The object-context �� declares precisely those object-variables that occur in� and are not bound later by a 8.Due to the conversion rule, the context �� is not minimal with respect to thejudgement ��;�� ` ([�]) : 'in the sense that there may be a smaller object-context � for which�;�� ` ([�]) : 'is derivable. (A proof of the statement `all declared variables in �� occur free in�� or ([�])' breaks down on the conversion rule.) A counterexample to minimalityof �� is given by the derivation [']' � '(�x:A:' � ')y' � 'We have �� = ':Prop; y:A, �� = ;, ([�]) = �p:':p, whereas':Prop;` �p:':p : ' � ':The conversion rule is also the reason that the embedding ([]) is not really one-to-one. The �-term ([�]) that we obtain ignores all applications of (conv) in thededuction � and, as is easily seen, applications of (conv) can be moved throughthe tree � more or less freely. There is however a one-to-one correspondencebetween equivalence classes of deductions and �-terms if we let two deductionsbe equivalent if one obtains the same tree after removing all applications of (conv).We shall de�ne this equivalence relation more precisely later.3.2.1. Completeness of the embeddingWe now de�ne a mapping back from the proof-terms of �PRED to deductions ofPRED.



Sec. 3.2 The formulas-as-types notion �a la Howard 533.2.9. Definition. For any proof-terms M with �;� ` M : ' we de�ne byinduction on the structure of M a deduction �(M) as follows.�;� ` p : ' 7�!  ' if p :  2 ��;� ` �p: :N : ' 7�! [ ]i�(N)� � � i'�;� ` �x:A:N : ' 7�! �(N) 8x:D: '�;� `MN : ' 7�! �(M)� �  �(N)� '�;� ` Nt : ' 7�! �(N)8x � D:  [t=x]'For every case, the �nal rule is always an application of (conv). This can bevacuous if the conclusion that was obtained is already '.The De�nition is justi�ed by Stripping, which says that the proposition ' isalways equal to a proposition of the form we require.3.2.10. Proposition. If �;� `M : ' in �PRED, then1. the conclusion of �(M) is ' and all non-discharged assumptions of �(M)are declared in �,2. ([�(M)]) �M and ��(M) � �, ��(M) � �.Proof. By induction on the structure of M .�



54 Formulas-as-types Ch. 3To be more precise as to what extent there is a bijective correspondence be-tween deductions in PRED and proof-terms in �PRED, we de�ne an equivalencerelation on deductions of PRED.3.2.11. Definition. We de�ne a stripping operation h�i from deduction treesto labelled �nite trees as follows. ' 7�! ';[']i� ' �  i 7�! h�ii�' �  �' 7�! h�i h�iMP� 8x � D: 7�! h�ix � D�8x � D:  [t=x] 7�! h�it� ' if ' =  7�! h�iRemember that, when writing ' below �, we mean that ' is a part of thededuction �. So, the mapping hi removes all formulas from the tree �, except forthe leaves. In doing so it leaves just enough information behind to reconstructwhich rule has been applied and in which form (like which occurrences of a formulahave been discharged, which variable has been abstracted from and which termhas been substituted).3.2.12. Example.' � ' �  [']i' �  [']i ' �  i 7�! ' � ' �  [']iMP [']iMPi



Sec. 3.2 The formulas-as-types notion �a la Howard 553.2.13. Definition. The equivalence relation �CH on deductions of PRED isde�ned by � �CH � := h�i = h�i:The �CH equivalence classes will be denoted by [�]CH.3.2.14. Example. Let ' �!�  . The following deductions are equivalent under�CH : [']i ' �  i �  [']i' � ' i � ' [']i' � ' iand are di�erent from [ ]i �  i' � 'Also in �PRED there is a trivial variation on a proof-term that we wantto abstract from. The situation occurs already in the de�nition of ([]), which isnot fully �xed, due to the choices of renamings of proof-variables that we haveto make. So, what we want to do is consider pairs (�;M), where � is a proof-context andM a proof-term, and an equivalence relation on these pairs such that(�1;M1) and (�2;M2) are equivalent if there is a substitution of proof-variablesfor proof-variables � such that �(�1) � �2 and �(M1) � M2. If this is the casewe call (�1;M1) and (�2;M2) equivalent modulo renaming of proof-variables.3.2.15. Proposition. Let � and �0 be deductions in PRED.1. If � �CH �0, then (��; ([�])) and (��0 ; ([�0])) are equivalent modulo re-naming of proof-variables.2. �(([�])) �CH �.Proof. The �rst by induction on the structure of h�i(= h�0i). The second byinduction on the structure of �. �The following is now an obvious consequence of Proposition 3.2.15 and Propo-sition 3.2.10.3.2.16. Corollary. The mappings �(�) and ([�]) constitute a bijection between�CH-equivalence classes of deductions in PRED and pairs (�;M) modulo renam-ing of proof-variables.



56 Formulas-as-types Ch. 33.2.2. Comparison with other embeddingsIn [Barendregt 1992] a di�erent embedding of logic-in-natural-deduction-styleinto typed lambda calculus is given. For this system we have no completenesson the level of derivations (and hence the embedding is not an isomorphismon the level of derivations). In Chapter 2.1, paragraph 2.2, we have alreadypointed out what the problem is: the formalization of the logic is not good; it issomewhere in between a sequent-formulation of natural deduction (as it is usedin [Howard 1980]) and a `real' natural deduction formulation, (like the one in[Prawitz 1965]). As a consequence the proof-terms �p:':�q:':p and �p:':�q:':qwill always be mapped to the same derivation-tree of the original logic.The embedding that was described in [Barendregt 1992] has been studiedextensively in [Tonino anf Fujita 1992] for the case of higher order logic. In thispaper a completeness result is stated which can not be right, namely Theorem6.2, saying that the composition of, �rst the mapping from type system to logicand then the mapping from logic to type system, constitutes the identity on thelevel of proof-terms. The two proof-terms of the formula ' � ' � ' as givenabove present a counter-example.It will be clear from these remarks that we feel a strong preference for theembedding as described above: there is a clear correspondence between derivationtrees and proof-terms. Note also that in [Barendregt 1992] the embedding isdone in two steps: �rst linearize the derivation trees and then embed these astyped lambda terms in a calculus. This calculus (�PRED) is di�erent fromour �PRED, because it does not distinguish proof-contexts and object-contexts.Our embedding is also done in two steps: Above we have given the interpretationof derivation trees as typed lambda terms in �PRED. In Chapter 6.1 it willbe shown that our system �PRED is the same as the calculus �PRED usedin [Barendregt 1992]. We think that the way in which we have split up theembedding is more natural and gives a better insight .3.2.3. Reduction of derivations and extensions to higher ordersIt is well-known that cut-elimination in PRED corresponds to normalization of �-reduction. Let's make this precise by de�ning a reduction relation on deductionsof PRED.



Sec. 3.2 The formulas-as-types notion �a la Howard 573.2.17. Definition. The reduction relation �!B on deductions of PRED is de-�ned as follows. [']i� ' �  i'0 �  0 �'0 0 �!B �'0'�  0�'8x � D:'8x � D:'0'0[t=x] �!B �[t=x]'[t=x]'0[t=x]The de�nition of �[t=x] will be clear and it is easy to check that �[t=x] is indeeda deduction of '[t=x].The reduction relation �!B eliminates what is generally known as a `cut':a redundancy in a proof by �rst introducing a connective and then immediatelyeliminating it.3.2.18. Proposition. There is a one-to-one correspondence between reductionsteps �!B in a deduction � of PRED and �-reductions in the correspondingproof-term ([�]) of �PRED. Hence we have:�!B is (strongly) normalizing on deductions of PRED, �-reduction is (strongly) normalizing on proof-terms of �PRED:Proof. Immediate from the one-to-one correspondence between equivalence clas-ses of deductions and proof-terms modulo renaming of proof-variables, as it wasstated in Corollary 3.2.16.�In [Howard 1980] the formulas-as-types embedding is discussed for the fullintuitionistic �rst order predicate logic. In �PRED this amounts to the additionof the connectives _;&;: and 9 and the corresponding operators for the intro-duction and elimination rules. Also these operators come together with reductionrules that correspond to the rules for cut-elimination for the connectives in the full�rst order predicate logic. [Howard 1980] also discusses the extension to HeytingArithmetic which amounts to the addition of an induction operator. We do notgive details of these extensions. Our exposition for the case of PRED covers allthe basic di�culties that one encounters, so the extension is a straightforward



58 Formulas-as-types Ch. 3one. Moreover we are more interested in giving some details of the extension tosecond and higher order systems, in which all the extra connectives and inductioncan be de�ned.3.2.19. Definition. The systems �PRED2 and �PRED! are de�ned by extend-ing �PRED in the following way.1. For �PRED2, allow quanti�cation over all types, i.e. add the possibilityof quanti�cation over predicate types. (The distinction between functionaland predicate types is still meaningful, because we do not allow the forma-tion of object-terms by �-abstraction over predicate types.)2. For �PRED!, extend the types toType ::= Varty jProp jType!Type;and allow quanti�cation and �-abstraction over all types. (Then there is noneed to distinguish between functional and predicate types, but we may stilldo so, a type being a functional type if it is of the form A1!� � �!An withAn a type-variable and a predicate type if it is of the form A1!� � �!Prop.)The connectives _;&;: and 9 can now be de�ned in terms of � and 8 inboth �PRED2 and �PRED!. The de�nitions have already been given in Re-mark 2.2.7. This means that there are closed proof-terms that correspond to theintroduction and elimination rules for the connectives. The correspondence iseven stronger in the sense that these closed terms satisfy part of the reductionrules that correspond to cut-elimination. It is not di�cult to verify this and wetherefore just treat the cases for _ and 9 as an example. (The terms correspond-ing to introduction and elimination only satisfy part of the cut-elimination rules,because in the full predicate logic there are also rules that combine an eliminationrule for one connective with a rule of another connective. These are not satis�ed.See e.g. [Girard et al. 1989] for these type of rules.)3.2.20. Examples. We work in �PRED2.1. The connective _ is de�ned by '_ := 8�:Prop(' � �) � ( � �) � � andwe have the following combinators for _-introduction and _-elimination.(For reasons of readability we have omitted some type information.)_-I1 : ' � ' _  ;:= �x:':��gh:gx;_-I2 :  � ' _  ;:= �x: :��gh:hx;_-E : 8�:Prop:' _  � (' � �) � ( � �) � �;:= ��:�x:' _  :�gh:x�gh:



Sec. 3.2 The formulas-as-types notion �a la Howard 59These combinators satisfy the following reductions._-E�(_-I1t)gh �� gt;_-E�(_-I2t)gh �� ht:These reductions correspond in the obvious way to the rewriting of a partof a deduction where we have done an _-introduction and then immediatelya _-elimination.2. The connective 9 is de�ned by 9x:A:' := 8�:Prop:(8x:A:' � �) � �: andwe have the following combinators for 9-introduction and 9-elimination.(Again we have omitted some type information.)9-I : 8x:A:(' � 9x:A:');:= �x:A:�h:':��g:gxh;9-E : 8�:Prop:(9x:A:') � (8x:A:' � �) � �;:= ��hg:h�g:These combinators satisfy the following reduction.9-E�(9-Ith)g �� gth;which corresponds to the rewriting of a part of a deduction where we havedone an 9-introduction and then immediately a 9-elimination.In a similar way one can also interpret Heyting Arithmetic in �PRED2: start-ing from a �xed type A and two objects 0 : A and S : A!A (declared as variablesin the object-context, but in fact treated as constants), one would like to con-struct a proof-term of typeInd := 8P :A!Prop:P0 � (8y:A:Py � P (Sy)) � (8x:A:Px):As it is stated now this is of course impossible: nothing tells us that the objectsof type A are just the ones built up from 0 and S. We can handle this byrelativization. Let N :A!Prop be de�ned byN := �x:A:8P :A!Prop:P0 � (8y:A:Py � P (Sy)) � Px:So Nt is true if t is built up from 0 and S only, i.e.Nt is true if t is a numeral. We have the following proof-termszero : N0:= �P :A!Prop:�h0h1:h0;succ : 8x:A:Nx � N(Sx):= �x:A:�q:Nx:�P :A!Prop:�h0h1:h1x(qPh0h1):



60 Formulas-as-types Ch. 3We can now de�ne induction as follows.Ind := 8P :A!Prop:P0 � (8y:A:(Py & Ny) � P (Sy)) � (8x:A:Nx � Px):So Ind states induction for numerals. We can now �nd a closed termind : Indthat also satis�es the required equality rules. (Compare for example with thescheme for induction in [Howard 1980].)indPt0t10zero �� t0 : P0;indPt0t1(Sn)(succnq) =� t1n(indPt0t1nq) : P (Sn):3.3. The formulas-as-types notion �a la de BruijnWe now want to say something about the work of de Bruijn in the Automathproject in relation to the notion of formulas-as-types. Presenting things in thisway suggests that there are two totally di�erent approaches, which is not true.(For example in the Automath project many di�erent systems have been intro-duced and some of them are quite close to systems that we have seen in theprevious section.) The reason for separating the two is that both have their ownbasic underlying ideas that we want to single out. This is also the reason thatin this section we restrict our attention mainly to the system AUT-68, whichprobably covers best those basic ideas of Automath that we want to talk about.We do not want to introduce AUT-68 in the original format, but in a formatclose to the typed lambda calculus �PRED that we have encountered in theprevious section. The reason is twofold: �rst it would take a lot of space toexplain AUT-68 in its original format. (Something which has been done quitesuccesfully in [van Daalen 1973].) Second we want to present it in a format whichis close to one that will be used later for describing typed lambda calculi. Thismeans that we ignore some of the features that are inevitable for making thesystem feasible for man-machine interaction but are inessential for our discussionof formulas-as-types. (Like the de�nition-mechanism of Automath.)Our de�nition of AUT-68 owes a lot to discussions with van Benthem Jutting.In fact it is a derivative of he description he has given of AUT-68 as a Pure TypeSystem.3.3.1. Definition. AUT-68 is a system for deriving judgements of the form� ` M : BHere � is a context , i.e. a sequence of declarations, which are statements of theform x : A, where x is a variable and A a term. The M and B are terms, whichare taken from the set of pseudotermsT ::= Var j type jTT j�x:T:T j�x:T:T;



Sec. 3.3 The formulas-as-types notion �a la de Bruijn 61on which we have the usual notions of substitution, �- and �-reduction etcetera.The terms are singled out from the set T by the derivation rules that determinewhich judgements � ` M : B are derivable. The derivation rules are the following.(base) ; `(ctxt) � ` A(: type)�; x:A ` if x not in �(ax) � `� ` type(proj) � `� ` x : A if x:A 2 �(�1) �; x:type ` B(: type)� ` �x:type:B(�2) �; x:A ` B � ` A : type� ` �x:A:B(�) �; x:A ` B : type � ` A : type� ` �x:A:B : type(�) �; x:A `M : B � ` �x:A:B(: type)� ` �x:A:M : �x:A:B(app) � `M : �x:A:B � ` N : A� `MN : B[N=x](conv) � `M : B � ` A(: type)� `M : A A =� BWe use the convention of writing A!B for �x:A:B if x =2 FV(B).As people familiar with Automath may notice, we have not only changed thepresentation of the system, but also the system itself. For example the originalsystem does not contain �-expressions: � is used everywhere at places where wehave put a �. We feel that the systems with �s is more natural and it is certainlymore readily understood by people who are familiar with the actual developmentsin typed lambda calculi. Moreover there is no real di�erence between the twoversions of the system: if we use the formalisation without � we can always`recognise' the �s that should be `read as' �s. (This is not true for extensions



62 Formulas-as-types Ch. 3of AUT-68 like AUT-QE, where the identi�cation of � and � really extends thesystem.)Those not familiar with this kind of calculus may wonder what the use of thissystem is. We therefore give an example. The general purpose of the system isto provide a logical framework in which a user can work with a formal system ofhis or her choice. The situation is then that the language of the formal system isdeclared in a context, which is then �xed. (This part of the context is then usedas a kind of `signature' and the variables declared in it act as constants.)3.3.2. Example. First Order Predicate Logic. The idea is to interpret the do-mains of the logic as well as the formulas as types, a domain being understood asthe type of its elements and a formula being understood as the type of its proofs.Consider the following context.� := ? : type;_ : type!type!type;abs : �x:type:?!x;in1 : �x; y:type:x!(x _ y); in2 : �x; y:type:y!(x _ y);out : �x; y; z:type:(x _ y)!(x!z)!(y!z)!z;cl : �x:type:x _ (x!?):Then, we have for example (abbreviating A!? to :A),� ` �x:type:�y:::x:outxyz(clx)(�p:x:p)(�q::x:absx(yq)): �x:type:((x!?)!?)!x:The universal quanti�er is interpreted by the �:8x:A:' := �x:A:'and we can de�ne the existential quanti�er in terms of the universal one (classi-cally) by 9x:A:' := :8x:A::':The theory of natural numbers can now be developed by adding to �N : type; 0 : N;S : N!N;+ : N!N!N;= : N!N!N;comm : �x; y:N:x+ y = y + x; etc.One of the drawbacks of this kind of interpretation of �rst order predicate logicis that domains of the logic and formulas are not only treated in the same manner(as types), but even as if they were the same kind of things: the system itselfcan not distinguish between formulas and domains. This was also recognisedby de Bruijn who especially emphasized this drawback in relation to so called



Sec. 3.3 The formulas-as-types notion �a la de Bruijn 63`proof-irrelevance'. This becomes very apparent if we look at situations whereproof-terms are subexpressions of the object-terms, for example if we haveR : type;pos : R!type; sqrt : �x:R:pos(x)!R;where R represents the real numbers, pos the predicate that decides whether anumber is non-negative and sqrt constructs the square root of a number if thatnumber is non-negative. Although in general we may want to distinguish di�erentproofs of a formula, we obviously want sqrtrp only to depend on r and on thefact that r is non-negative (not on the particular proof: sqrtrp and sqrtrp0 shouldrepresent the same real number). Clearly there is no way to state proof-irelevancein its most general form like `for all formulas ' all terms of type ' are equal'.One of the extensions of AUT-68 that has been considered (and is also knownunder the name AUT-68) is the one which splits type into type and prop. Sofor prop we have the same rules as type (but we can now easily make variants ofthe system that handles type and prop di�erently), but we can specify di�erentaxioms for prop in the context.There are some other drawbacks to the direct interpretation of formulas astypes. Note that the system is essentially �rst order: we can not quantify overthe collection of subsets of a domain. To do this we would have to be able towrite down (�P :A!type:') : type, which is not allowed. As a consequence wealso can not formalise induction in its most general form. It would have to besomething like�P :N!type:P0!(�x:N:Px!P (Sx))!(�y:N:Py):(Note that the fact that we have �x:type:B (for B : type) in the system doesnot mean that the system is impredicative: �x:type:B itself is not of type type.)For the same reason we can not represent the (�rst order) intuitionistic existentialquanti�er. Knowing that it can't be de�ned in terms of 8, the only option is todeclare it in the context with its introduction and elimination rules:9 : �x:type:(x!type)!type;but this is not allowed.To overcome the drawbacks that we just mentioned, yet another option hasbeen developed by the Automath community, which does not require a change ofthe system but only a di�erent use of it. The idea is to not let formulas be typesthemselves but to introduce a �xed type constant prop, representing the namesof the formulas, and a kind of lifting operator T : prop!type, which maps aname of a formula to the type of its proofs. Although the di�erence with the �rstinterpretation may seem small at �rst sight, this is a major improvement. Firstthe system is now really used as a framework: in the previous interpretation somefeatures of the type system were used directly for the logic (like the � which is



64 Formulas-as-types Ch. 3used as 8 and �), whereas now all the quanti�ers have to be represented in acontext. Further this interpretation gives much more exibility, allowing one tointerpret for example second order and higher order logic in a similar way, butalso more exotic formal systems like typed lambda calculus itself. Let's give anexample of a formalisation done according to this new point of view.3.3.3. Example. First Order Predicate Logic. We adapt the example that wegave before to the new interpretation.� := prop : type; T : prop!type;? : prop;_ : prop!prop!prop;�: prop!prop!prop;8 : �x:type:(x!prop)!prop;abs : �x:prop:T (?)!T (x);in1 : �x; y:prop:T (x)!T (x _ y); in2 : �x; y:prop:T (y)!T (x _ y);out : �x; y; z:prop:T (x_ y)!(T (x)!T (z))!(T (y)!T (z))!T (z);8-I : �x:type:�P :x!prop:(�z:x:T (Pz))!T (8xP );8-E : �x:type:�P :x!prop:T (8xP )!�z:x:T (Pz);cl : �x:prop:T (x) _ T (x � ?);etcetera:(We have not stated the rules for �.) Again we have an M such that� ` M : �x:prop:T (((x � ?) � ?) � x):The intuitionistic existential quanti�er can now also be de�ned by letting9 : �x:type:(x!prop)!propand adding declarations for the intuitionistic introduction and elimination rule.We can also add induction for the natural numbers by declaringind : �P :N!prop:T (P0)!T (8N(�x:N:Px � P (Sx)))!T (8N(�y:N:Py)):The exibility is really an enormous advantage of the system. This wasalso noticed by researchers in Edinburgh, who de�ned their system LF (`Log-ical Framework', [Harper et al. 1987]) based on ideas from Automath. We haveagain been inspired by LF in the choice for our representation of AUT-68, whichis quite close to LF. We shall say something more about LF later. Now we wantto treat as an example higher order predicate logic (PRED!) in AUT-68. As onemay have noticed in the previous example, the domains of the logic are still types,which may be undesirable if one wants to allow operations on domains that arenot allowed on types in AUT-68. (For example cartesian products of domains.)In that case one would like to push the language of the logic one level lower byintroducing a type of names of domains `dom' and an operator D : dom!typethat maps a name of a domain to the type of its elements. Higher order predicatelogic is one example of a system where such an approach is appropriate.



Sec. 3.3 The formulas-as-types notion �a la de Bruijn 653.3.4. Example. We interpret the system PRED! in AUT-68 by introducing thefollowing context.� := dom : type;D : dom!type;) : dom!dom!dom;prop : dom= : �d:dom:Dd!Dd!type;Ap : �d; e:dom:D(d)e)!Dd!De;Abs : �d; e:dom:(Dd!De)!D(d)e);� : �d; e:dom:�f :Dd!De:�x:Dd:Apde(Absdef)x=fx;� : �d; e:dom:�f; g:Dd!De:(�x:Dd:fx=gx)!(Absdef=Absdeg);comp : �d; e:dom:�f; g:D(d)e):�x; y:Dd:x=y!f=g!(Apfx=Apgy);T : Dprop!type;�: Dprop!Dprop!Dprop;8 : �d:dom:(Dd!Dprop)!Dprop;�-I : �x; y:Dprop:T (x � y)!Tx!Ty;�-E : �x; y:Dprop:(Tx!Ty)!T (x � y);8-I : �d:dom:�P :Dd!Dprop:(�z:Dd:T (Pz))!T (8dP );8-E : �d:dom:�P :Dd!Dprop:T (8dP )!�z:Dd:T (Pz):By pushing the domains one level lower, all of the higher order language isnow coded, but still the substitution and conversion mechanisms of the systemtake care of substitution and �-conversion in the de�ned higher order language.Note that this is not the only possibility: an alternative is to let the domainsstill be types in which case one would have for example� := prop : type; T :prop!type;�: prop!prop!prop;8 : �d:type:(d!prop)!prop;�-I : �x; y:prop:T (x � y)!Tx!Ty;�-E : �x; y:prop:(Tx!Ty)!T (x � y);8-I : �d:type:�P :d!prop:(�z:d:T (Pz))!T (8dP );8-E : �d:type:�P :d!prop:T (8dP )!�z:d:T (Pz);etcetera.But this is exactly the same context as we had in Example 3.3.3!3.3.5. Remark. The context of Example 3.3.3 represents higher order predicatelogic in AUT-68. The 8 quanti�er that is declared in the context applies to alltypes, so it applies to A, A!prop, (A!prop)!prop etcetera.Obviously, less coding makes things easier to read and write. However, thereis also an important advantage of the approach of Example 3.3.4, which is that



66 Formulas-as-types Ch. 3adequacy of the interpretation is easier to prove. This issue has not received alot of attention in the Automath project, but which is of course very relevant:To which extent is the interpretation of the logic in AUT-68 adequate? (Arethere sentences that are provable in the interpretation in AUT-68 that were notprovable in the original logic?) In the interpretation of higher order predicatelogic of Example 3.3.3, the 8 quanti�er can range over any type, including typesof the form T', with ' : prop. Clearly this is not available in the logic so wereally have to do some work to show that this extra feature doesn't provide usany ingenious proof of an unwanted theorem (like ? for example).The problem of adequacy of encodings of formal systems has been taken veryseriously by those who de�ned the system LF. See for example [Gardner 1992].Let's introduce this system and sketch how adequacy proofs are given for thesystem. (There is no general theorem saying that a speci�c way of encodingformal systems will always yield an adequate interpretation, but there is a generalproof procedure that will usually do the job of proving adequacy.)3.3.6. Definition. LF [Harper et al. 1987]is a system for deriving judgementsof the form � ` M : Bwhere � is a context and M and B are terms, which are taken from the set ofpseudoterms T ::= Var j type jkind jTT j�x:T:T j�x:T:T;like in the de�nition of AUT-68 (De�nition 3.3.1). The derivation rules are thefollowing. (s ranges over ftype;kindg.)(base) ; ` (ctxt) � ` A : s�; x:A ` if x not in �(ax) � `� ` type : kind (proj) � `� ` x : A if x:A 2 �(�) �; x:A ` B : s � ` A : type� ` �x:A:B : s(�) �; x:A ` M : B � ` �x:A:B : s� ` �x:A:M : �x:A:B (app) � `M : �x:A:B � ` N : A� ` MN : B[N=x](conv) � `M : B � ` A : s� `M : A A =�� BAgain we use the convention of writing A!B for �x:A:B if x =2 FV(B).



Sec. 3.3 The formulas-as-types notion �a la de Bruijn 67In the de�nition we have ignored one feature of LF, which is the use of socalled `signatures'. These are special contexts in which constants are declared. Inour de�nition a signature is part of the context, to be precise that part in whichthe language of the formal system is �xed (like the � in 3.3.4).Looking again at the example of higher order predicate logic, we see thatonly the interpretation of Example 3.3.4 is possible in LF. The second requiresa �-abstraction over type, which is not allowed in LF. Apart from conversion,this is in fact the only di�erence between LF and AUT-68 (in the way it wasde�ned in De�nition 3.3.1). If one reads the judgements of AUT-68 that are ofthe form � ` B as � ` B : kind, the the systems have the same rules, except forthe rule(�1), which is extra in AUT-68.The way to prove adequacy of the interpretation is by using so called `long-��-normal forms'. We already encountered this notion in the previous chapter.Recall that a long-��-normal form is obtained by �rst taking the �-normal formand then doing �-expansion, where a term C[M ] in �-normal form �-expandsto C[�x:A:Mx] only if x =2 FV(M), M : �x:A:B and C[�x:A:Mx] is again in�-normal form. We write long-��-nf(M) for the long-��-normal form of theterm M . The usefulness of this de�nition depends on the normalization andconuence of ��-reduction in LF. The �rst property is relatively easy (shownin [Harper et al. 1987]), but the second is surprisingly complicated and was �rstproved by [Salvesen 1989].Now one can de�ne an isomorphism between ��-equivalence classes of termsof a speci�c type in � and terms of the corresponding domain in the higher orderpredicate logic. (It is of course allowed to extend � a little bit, but only withvariable declarations x:dom or x:D(d).) This is done by de�ning the isomorphismon the long-��-normal forms, which form a complete set of representants for the��-equivalence classes. For example all the terms of type Dd correspond to termsof the higher order predicate logic by �rst taking long-��-normal forms and thende�ning the inductive mapping [[�]] by[[x]] = xProp;[[' �  ]] = [[']] � [[ ]];[[8d(�x:Dd:M)]] = 8x � [[d]]:[[M ]];[[ApMN ]] = [[M ]][[N ]];[[Abs(�x:Dd:M))]] = �x � [[d]]:[[M ]];where the correspondence [[�]] between terms of type dom and domains is obvious.In a similar way one de�nes a correspondence between terms of type T' in LFand deductions of ' in PRED!, establishing in this way the adequacy of theinterpretation.As pointed out already, LF can be seen as a subsystem of AUT-68, modulosome small changes. And, although the number of rules is limited, LF is very pow-erful in interpreting a wide variety of formal systems. (See [Harper et al. 1987],



68 Formulas-as-types Ch. 3[Avron et al. 1987] or [Gardner 1992] for examples.) It is however not minimalyet: We can do without a rule without weakening the power of the system. Thisis partly due to the way in which the system is being used. (See the exampleof higher order predicate logic, 3.3.4.) Once the context � that represents theformal system has been established, one is only interested in judgements of theform � ` M : A, with A a type.On the other hand there is no reason to let the context � not be in normal form.From these two principles we can show that half of the rule (�) is superuous:there is no need to be able to form �x:A:M : �x:A:B in case �x:A:B : kind.3.3.7. Definition. In LF we split the rule (�) in two, a (�0) and a (�P ) rule.For convenience we attach a label to the abstraction that we introduce with therule, so (�0) �; x:A `M : B � ` �x:A:B : type� ` �0x:A:M : �x:A:B(�P ) �; x:A `M : B � ` �x:A:B : kind� ` �Px:A:M : �x:A:BThe system LF without the rule (�P ) we call LF�, and we write `� for judgementsin LF�. On the terms of LF we now distinguish �0-reduction from �P -reductionin the obvious way: (�0x:A:M)N �!�0 M [N=x];(�Px:A:M)N �!�P M [N=x]:Similarly we can now talk about �P -normal forms etcetera.We can show that a �P -normal form of a relevant judgement contains no �Pand that if a judgement contains no �P , it can be derived without the rule (�P ).3.3.8. Proposition. 1. If M : type or M : A : type in LF, then �P -nf(M)contains no �P .2. If � ` M : A, �, M and A contain no �P , then � `� M : A:Proof. Both by induction on the derivation of � `M : A. Details can be foundin [Geuvers 1990]. �3.3.9. Corollary. If � `M : A(: type), all in �P -normal form, then � `� M :A(: type).



Sec. 3.3 The formulas-as-types notion �a la de Bruijn 69If � is an LF context representing some system of logic and A is a type thatrepresents some formula of this logic, then we can assume � and A to be in �P -normal form. Now, when looking for a proof of A in LF, one only has to look atterms that do not contain a �P : the (�P ) rule can totally be ignored.The previous Proposition says that the only real need for �x:A:B : kindis to be able to declare a variable in it. Even this use is usually of the mostsimple form where x =2 FV(B). The standard application of it in both AUT-68 and LF (certainly for logical systems) is the declaration of T : prop!type,where prop : type is another declaration. In practice, this going hence and forthbetween ' : prop (the name of the formula) and T' : type (the type of its proofs)can be very inconvenient, as was already noticed by de Bruijn in [de Bruijn 1974].This was one of the reasons for him to introduce the system AUT-4. In fact itis a family of systems which are obtained by adding to an Automath system the`fourth level'. In terms of the system AUT-68, as we de�ned it in De�nition 3.3.1,this means that we add prop as a new constant of the language with the axiomprop : typeand all the rules for prop to make it into a logic. For the set of rules one allows,[de Bruijn 1974] suggests di�erent possibilities. We give here an extension ofAUT-68 to an AUT-4 like system where the set of rules for prop is rather minimalbut still interesting.3.3.10. Definition. We de�ne the system AUT-68+ as an AUT-4 like extensionto AUT-68, by adding to AUT-68 (De�nition 3.3.1) the constant prop with thefollowing rules.(s stands for type or prop.)(ax0) � `� ` prop : type (ctxt0) � ` A : prop�; x:A ` if x not in �(�0) �; x:A ` B : prop � ` A : s� ` �x:A:B : prop (�0) �; x:A `M : B � ` �x:A:B : prop� ` �x:A:M : �x:A:BThe example of higher order predicate logic can now be done without anycoding at all, by taking type for the class of domains, prop for the class ofpropositions and de�ning' �  := '! for '; � Prop;8x � A:' := �x:A:' for A a domain and ' � Prop:Then all introduction and elimination rules are obviously satis�ed.We see that the formulas-as-types interpretation of PRED! in the systemAUT-68+ is very `Howard-like' in the sense that there is no coding and that



70 Formulas-as-types Ch. 3introduction rules correspond directly to �-abstractions, elimination rules to ap-plications. We can make this correspondence formal by restricting the rules ofAUT-68+ and showing that the system obtained in this way is equivalent to�PRED! as discussed in the previous section. The restriction of AUT-68+ iseasily de�ned; we just remove all rules that have no meaning in higher orderpredicate logic.3.3.11. Definition. The system AUT-HOL (Automath for higher order predi-cate logic) is de�ned by removing from AUT-68+ the rules (�1) and (�2). So wehave the following rules. (s stands for type or prop.)(base) ; ` (ctxt) � ` A(: s)�; x:A ` if x not in �(ax) � `� ` type (ax0) � `� ` prop : type(proj) � `� ` x : A if x:A 2 �(�) �; x:A ` B : type � ` A : type� ` �x:A:B : type (�0) �; x:A ` B : prop � ` A : s� ` �x:A:B : prop(�) �; x:A `M : B � ` �x:A:B : s� ` �x:A:M : �x:A:B (app) � ` M : �x:A:B � ` N : A� `MN : B[N=x](conv) � `M : B � ` A : prop� `M : A A =� BIn the de�nition we have already anticipated towards its properties by re-stricting the (conv) rule to propositions. We can prove that, if � `M : A and Acontains a redex, then � ` A : prop.Due to the fact that we have removed the rules (�1) and (�2), the systemhas a nice property that is sometimes called context separation. Notice �rst thatthere are three ways of adding a variable to the context, namely by declaringit as a variable of A where A : prop or A : type or neither of the two, inwhich case A � type as is easily seen. So we can speak of proof-variables (ifA : prop), object-variables (if A : type) and set-variables. The system has somenice properties.3.3.12. Lemma. In the system AUT-HOL we have the following.1. Strengthening: �1; x:B;�2 `M : A with x =2 FV(�2;M;A), then�1;�2 `M : A.



Sec. 3.3 The formulas-as-types notion �a la de Bruijn 712. Permutation: �1; x:B; y:C;�2 ` M : A with x =2 FV(C), then�1; y:C; x:B;�2 ` M : A.3. If � ` A : type, then A � A1!� � �!An�1!An with An � prop or An � xwith x:type 2 � and all Ai of the same form as A (n > 0).4. If � ` M : A(: type), then M contains no proof-variables (variables x withx : '(: prop) 2 �).Proof. The proof is by induction on derivations. �3.3.13. Corollary. In AUT-HOL we can split up every context � into three dis-joint parts �1;�2;�3, the �rst containing the set-variables, the second the object-variables and the third the proof-variables such that� ` M : A ) �1;�2;�3 `M : A withA � type ) �1 `M : type;A : type ) �1;�2 `M : A:As a consequence of the Lemma and the Corollary we �nd that AUT-HOL isisomorphic to the system �PRED! of De�nition 3.2.19. The isomorphism fromAUT-HOL to �PRED! consists of a rearrangement of the context as suggested inthe Corollary and replacing set-variables by names for basic domains. Further wehave to write 8x � A:' for �x:A:' if A:type and ':prop and ' �  for '! (��z:': ) if '; :prop. In the reverse direction we have similar replacements andrewritings.3.3.14. Proposition. Let `A denote derivability in AUT-HOL and `L denotederivability in �PRED!. If B is a domain, then� `A M : B , �1;�2 `A M : B , �2 `L M : B:If B a proposition, then� `A M : B , �1;�2;�3 `A M : B , �2;�3 `L M : B:
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Chapter 4Pure Type Systems4.1. IntroductionThe framework of Pure Type Systems (PTSs) provides a general discription of alarge class of typed lambda calculi and makes it possible to derive a lot of metatheoretic properties in a generic way. We give a list of examples of systems inthe form of a PTS and then give a detailed study of the meta theory. The notionof a PTS �rst appears explicitly in [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991] under the nameGTS (Generalised Type System), where it is used to describe the so called `cubeof typed lambda calculi' of Barendregt and its meta theory. The typed lambdacalculi that belong to the class of Generalised Type Systems have only one typeconstructor (the � and hence the de�nable !) and equality rule (just �), andtherefore the name `Pure Type System' was suggested by Thierry Coquand andhas been widely adopted since. The situation is that (almost) every typed lambdacalculus contains a core PTS, which does of course not mean that the core PTSis in any respect the most essential part, but it gives a good starting point forresearch.A notion very similar to that of PTS occurs already in the work of Ter-louw ([Terlouw 1989a] and [Terlouw 1989b]), who describes (in Dutch) what hecalls a `Generalised System for Terms and Types'. It is also implicit in thework of Berardi ([Berardi 1988]), who describes various examples of Pure TypeSystems without insisting on a general de�nition. Both have been inspiredby the notion of the `cube of typed lambda calculi', (see [Barendregt 1992]),a �rst important step towards the notion of PTS. The �rst coherent study ofthe meta theory is [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991], which has strongly bene�t-ted from suggestions in [Terlouw 1989a]. The main meta-theoretic results of[Geuvers and Nederhof 1991] can also be found in [Barendregt 1992].In what follows we give a slight extension of the notion of PTS, with �-equality,to be able to use it also for our study of the Church-Rosser property (CR) for��-reduction for the Calculus of Constructions with ��-conversion rule. We alsodo the meta theory for these extended PTSs.73



74 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4It is well-known that the inclusion of � complicates things quite a bit, becauseCR for �� on the set of pseudoterms is false. We therefore describe a very weakform of the Church-Rosser property for ��, which turns out to be provable for theset of pseudoterms. This `Key Lemma' will do the job in almost all cases wherewe used CR in the study of the meta theory of PTSs with only �-conversion in[Geuvers and Nederhof 1991]. One important case is missing, which is SubjectReduction for � (SR for �), saying that if � ` M : A and M �� N , then� ` N : A. It seems that the proof can't be done without having �rst establisheda proof of Strengthening:�1; x:A;�2 `M : Bx =2 FV(�2;M;B) )) �1;�2 `M : B:In [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991] there is a proof of this rule for a certain subclassof PTSs. The general proof for all PTSs is given in [van Benthem Jutting 199+]).Both proofs use CR in an essential way, i.e. where the Key Lemma doesn't seemto su�ce.The Calculus of Constructions is a relatively `simple' system for which wecan prove Strengthening without having to rely on CR. This situation turnsout to occur more generally: We can describe a subclass of PTSs for whichStrengthening, and hence SR for � can be proved without having to rely on CR.This will be discussed in Chapter 5.1, in De�nition 5.2.7 and Lemma 5.2.10. Itwill turn out that the Calculus of Constructions belongs to this class of systems,so it satis�es SR for �.Often the situation is more complicated and it is not clear how to show thatSR for � holds in general. This is even more worrying because a proof of theChurch-Rosser property on well-typed terms will certainly require SR. So wehave no proof of CR for �� and it seems we are in a deadlock situation. The wayout is suggested in the work of Salvesen ([Salvesen1991]) on proving CR for ��-reduction for LF. The trick is to �rst add Strengthening as a rule to the system.(This was also suggested in [Geuvers 1992] as an alternative; as things stand itis not an alternative method but the only possible one.) Many problems thenvanish: The addition of a rule (strengthening) does not complicate the knownmeta theory and allows to prove SR for � for the extended PTS notion. We canuse this, because the system without (strengthening) rule is a subsystem. Thisdoes not yet mean that we can prove SR for � and CR for �� in general forthe system without the rule (strengthening). We only have a proof of these twoproperties for normalizing systems. The general problem remains open.We see that, for our study of PTSs with ��-conversion rule, it is useful to alsostudy the extension of the system with a rule (strengthening). We therefore de�nethree notions of Pure Type System: The original one with only �-conversion, tobe denoted by PTS�, the one with ��-conversion, to be denoted by PTS�� andthe one with ��-conversion and strengthening rule, to be denoted by PTSs��.



Sec. 4.2 De�nitions 754.2. De�nitionsThe Pure Type Systems are formal systems for deriving judgements of the form� `M : A;where both M and A are in the set of so called pseudoterms, a set of expressionsfrom which the derivation rules select the ones that are typable. The � is a �nitesequence of so called declarations, statements of the form x : B, where x is avariable and B is a pseudoterm. The idea is of course that a term M can onlybe of type A (M : A) relative to a typing of the free variables that occur in Mand A. Before giving the precise de�nition of Pure Type Systems we de�ne theset of pseudoterms T over a base set S. (The dependency of T on S is usuallyignored.)4.2.1. Definition. For S some set, the set of pseudoterms over S, T, is de�nedby T ::= S jVar j (�Var:T:T) j (�Var:T:T) jTT;where Var is a countable set of expressions, called variables. Both � and � bindvariables and hence we have the usual notions of free variable and bound variable.We adopt the �-calculus notation of writing FV(M) for the set of free variablesin the pseudoterm M .On T we have the usual notions of � and � reduction, generated from(�x:A:M)P �!� M [P=x];where M [P=x] denotes the substitution of P for x in M (done with the usualcare to avoid capturing of free variables) and�x:A:Mx �!� M; if x =2 FV(M)and both compatible with application, �-abstraction and �-abstraction. We alsoadopt from the untyped lambda calculus the conventions of denoting the transi-tive reexive closure of �!� by �� and the transitive symmetric closure of ��by =� (and similar for �!� and �!��:=�!� [ �!�.)The typing of terms is done under the assumption of speci�c types for thefree variables that occur in the term.4.2.2. Definition. 1. A declaration is a statement of the form x : A, wherex is a variable and A a pseudoterm,2. A pseudocontext is a �nite sequence of declarations such that, if x : A andy : B are di�erent declarations of the same pseudocontext, then x 6� y,



76 Pure Type Systems Ch. 43. If � = x1:A1; : : : ; xn:An is a pseudocontext, the domain of �, dom(�) is theset fx1; : : : ; xng; for xi 2 dom(�), the image of xi in �, notation im�(xi), isthe pseudoterm Ai.4. For � a pseudocontext, a variable y is �-fresh (or just fresh if it is clearwhich � we are talking about) if y =2 dom(�).5. For � and �0 pseudocontexts, �0 n � is the pseudocontext which is obtainedby removing from �0 all declarations x : A for which x 2 dom(�).4.2.3. Definition. A Pure Type System with �-conversion (PTS�) is given by aset S, a set A � S � S and a set R � S � S � S. The PTS that is given by S,A and R is denoted by ��(S;A;R) and is the typed lambda calculus with thefollowing deduction rules.(sort) ` s1 : s2 if (s1; s2) 2 A(var) � ` A : s�; x:A ` x : A(weak) � ` A : s � ` M : C�; x:A `M : C(�) � ` A : s1 �; x:A ` B : s2� ` �x:A:B : s3 if (s1; s2; s3) 2 R(�) �; x:A `M : B � ` �x:A:B : s� ` �x:A:M : �x:A:B(app) � `M : �x:A:B � ` N : A� `MN : B[N=x](conv�) � `M : A � ` B : s� `M : B A =� BIn the rules (var) and (weak) it is always assumed that the newly declared variableis fresh, that is, it has not yet been declared in �. If s2 � s3 in a triple (s1; s2; s3) 2R, we write (s1; s2) 2 R. The equality in the conversion rule (conv�) is the �-equality on the set of pseudoterms T.The elements of S are called sorts, the elements of A (usually written as s1 : s2)are called axioms and the elements of R are called rules.A Pure Type System with ��-conversion (PTS��) is also given by a set S, a setA � S � S and a set R � S � S � S and now denoted by ���(S;A;R). The



Sec. 4.2 De�nitions 77only di�erence with a PTS� is that a PTS�� has a ��-conversion rule:(conv��) � `M : A � ` B : s� ` M : B A =�� BAgain the ��-equality in the side condition is an equality on the set of pseu-doterms T.A Pure Type System with ��-conversion and strengthening (PTSs��) is also givenby a set S, a set A � S � S and a set R � S � S � S and now denoted by�s��(S;A;R). The di�erence with a PTS�� is that a PTSs�� has a strengtheningrule: (streng) �1; x:C;�2 ` M : A�1;�2 `M : A If x =2 FV(�2;M;A)In the following, when we use the notion `PTS' (without subscript), we arbi-trarily refer to one of the three notions above.We see that there is no distinction between types and terms in the sensethat the types are formed �rst and then the terms are formed using the types.The derivation rules above select the typable terms from the pseudoterms, apseudoterm A being typable if there is a context � and a pseudoterm B such that� ` A : B or � ` B : A is derivable. For practical reasons we make the followingde�nitions.4.2.4. Definition. Let �(S;A;R) be a PTS.1. A pseudoterm A is typable in �(S;A;R) if there is a pseudocontext � anda pseudoterm B such that � ` A : B or � ` B : A is derivable. The set oftypable terms of �(S;A;R) is denoted by Term(�(S;A;R)) (or just Termif the PTS is clear from the context.)2. A pseudocontext � is a context of �(S;A;R) (� 2 Context(�(S;A;R) orjust � 2 Context if there is no ambiguity), if there are pseudoterms A andB such that � ` A : B is derivable,3. For � a context of �(S;A;R) and A a term, A is typable in � (notationA 2 Term(�)) if � ` A : B or � ` B : A for some B,4. For � a context, s a sort and A a term, A is an s-term in � (notationA 2 s-Term(�)) if � ` A : s,5. For � a context, s a sort and A a term, A is an s-element in � (notationA 2 s-Elt(�)) if � ` A : B : s for some term B,6. For s a sort, the set of s-terms (of �(S;A;R)) is de�ned by s-Term :=[�2Contexts-Term(�) and the set of s-elements/ (of �(S;A;R)) is de�nedby s-Elt := [�2Contexts-Elt(�).



78 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4A practical purpose for the use of the PTS framework is that many propertiescan be proved once and for all for the whole class of PTSs. In paragraph 4.4 welist and prove the most important ones for the three versions of the Pure TypeSystems, PTS�, PTS�� and PTSs��. In order to do the meta theory for the lattertwo versions, we �rst study the collection of pseudoterms T in a bit more detailand prove a very weak form of Church-Rosser property for ��-reduction on T,just enough to handle most of the cases where we used CR of �-reduction in themeta theory of PTS� (as it was given in [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991].) We nowwant to give some examples of type systems that �t in the PTS framework andalso say something about mappings between PTSs.The framework yields a nice tool for describing a speci�c class of mappingsbetween type systems that we call PTS-morphisms. These PTS-morphisms willbe described as a subset of a general set of mappings between Pure Type Systems.4.2.5. Definition. Let �(S;A;R) and �(S 0;A0;R0) be PTSs.Amapping from �(S;A;R) to �(S 0;A0;R0) is a function that assigns pseudojudge-ments of �(S 0;A0;R0) to derivable judgements of �(S;A;R), a pseudojudgementbeing a sequent � `M : B with � a pseudocontext and M;B pseudoterms.A morphism from �(S;A;R) to �(S 0;A0;R0) is a mapping f from S to S 0 thatpreserves axioms and rules, that iss1:s2 2 S ) f(s1):f(s2) 2 S 0;(s1; s2; s3) 2 R ) (f(s1); f(s2); f(s3)) 2 R0:A PTS-morphism f from �(S;A;R) to �(S 0;A0;R0) immediately extends to amapping from the pseudoterms of �(S;A;R) to the pseudoterms of �(S 0;A0;R0)and hence to a mapping between the PTSs by induction on the structure of terms.This mapping preserves substitution and �(�)-equality and also derivability.4.2.6. Lemma. If f is a PTS-morphism from � to � 0, then� `� M : A) f(�) `�0 f(M) : f(A):There are certainly many other interesting mappings between Pure Type Sys-tems and we don't want to give the PTS-morphisms any priority. However theyhave some practical interest because they are easy to describe and share a lot ofdesirable properties. And of course the Pure Type Systems with the PTS mor-phisms form a category with products, coproducts and as terminal object thesystem with Type : Type, often referred to as ��:S = Type;A = Type : Type;R = (Type;Type):



Sec. 4.2 De�nitions 79There are two subclasses of PTSs that have some special interest becausethe systems belonging to those subclasses share some additional nice properties.Also, most of the known examples of Pure Type Systems belong to both classes.4.2.7. Definition. A PTS �(S;A;R) is functional if the relation A is a partialfunction from S to S and the relation R is a partial function from S � S to S.That is, s : s0; s : s00 2 A ) s0 � s00;(s1; s2; s3); (s1; s2; s03) 2 R ) s3 � s03:A PTS �(S;A;R) is injective if it is functional and the functions A and R arealso injective. That is, s0 : s; s00 : s 2 A ) s0 � s00;(s1; s2; s3); (s01; s02; s3) 2 R ) s1 � s01 & s2 � s02:In [Barendregt 1992], the notion of functional is called `singly-sorted' and thenotion of injective is called `singly-occupied'.In [van Benthem Jutting et. al. 1992] there are more de�nitions of subclassesof Pure Type Systems that are of interest. One of the purposes of that article is to�nd di�erent sets of rules that generate the same set of derivable judgements, buthave easier operational properties. This is especially important for proving thecompleteness of type checking algorithms. We shall say something more aboutthis in Chapter 6.1. For now we want to describe two of the subclasses of PureType Systems that are de�ned in [van Benthem Jutting et. al. 1992], becausethey have some importance later in the text.4.2.8. Definition. 1. A PTS �(S;A;R) is full if8s1; s2 2 S9s3 2 S[(s1; s2; s3) 2 R]:2. A PTS �(S;A;R) is semi-full if8s1; s2; s02; s3 2 S[(s1; s2; s3) 2 R ) 9s03[(s1; s02; s03) 2 R]]:The importance of the notion of `full' PTS lies in the fact that the secondpremise of the (�) rule can be replaced by 8s 2 S[B 6� s] _ 9s 2 S[B:s 2 A],which is much easier to handle. The importance of the notion of `semi-full' willbecome clear when we study the Church-Rosser property for �� in PTS��.To end this section we want to mention some subtle variant of the syntaxthat has some practical use because it allows to prove a very nice meta property.The idea is to devide up the variables in several disjoint countable subsets, onesubset for every sort s, which subset will be denoted by V s. There are some smallalterations in the derivation rules given in the following de�nition.



80 Pure Type Systems Ch. 44.2.9. Definition. The syntax of Pure Type Systems with sorted variables hasthe set of variables Var devided up into countable subsets Vars for every s 2 Sand the following (var) and (weak) rule:(var) � ` A : s�; x:A ` x : A x 2 Vars(weak) � ` A : s � `M : C�; x:A `M : C x 2 VarsIt will turn out that, if we use the syntax with sorted variables in an injectivePTS�, the sets s-Term and s0-Term are disjoint for s 6� s0 (and similarly fors-Elt and s0-Elt.) The importance of this fact lies in the possibility of de�ning amapping on the well-typed terms of the PTS� by induction on the structure ofterms, without having to mention a speci�c context in which the term is typed.One only has to distinguish cases according to the sorts that speci�c subtermsare terms or elements of.4.3. Examples of Pure Type Systems and morphisms4.3.1. The cube of typed lambda calculiWe �rst treat the so called `cube of typed lambda calculi', as presented by Baren-dregt in [Barendregt 1992]. The cube includes well-known systems like the simplytyped and polymorphically typed lambda calculus. To show that the two repre-sentations of these systems are in fact the same requires some technical but notdi�cult work.4.3.1. Definition (Barendregt). The cube of typed lambda calculi consists of theeight PTS�s, all of them having as sorts the set S := f?;2g and as axiom A :=f? : 2g the rules for each system are as follows.�! (?; ?)�2 (?; ?) (2; ?)�P (?; ?) (?;2)�! (?; ?) (2;2)�! (?; ?) (2; ?) (2;2)�P2 (?; ?) (2; ?) (?;2)�P! (?; ?) (?;2) (2;2)�P! (?; ?) (2; ?) (?;2) (2;2):Note that all systems of the cube are injective and hence functional, so theyenjoy all the nice properties that hold for these subclasses of PTSs. It is convenientto think of the set of variables Var as being split up into a set Var? and a set Var2,



Sec. 4.3 Examples of Pure Type Systems and morphisms 81as was suggested in De�nition 4.2.9. Te �rst type of variables will be referred toas object-variables, the second as constructor-variables.The systems �! and �2 are also known as the simply typed lambda calculusand the polymorphically typed lambda calculus (due to Girard as system F andReynolds.) The system �! is a higher order version of �2, also known as Girard'ssystem F!. The presentation of these systems as a PTS is quite di�erent from theoriginal one. If one is just interested in those systems alone it is in general moreconvenient to study them in their original presentation. The PTS framework ismore convenient for systems with type dependency, that is the feature that a typeA:? may itself contain a term M with M :B:?. This situation only occurs in thepresence of the rule (?;2). In that case there is no other syntax for the systemswhich is essentially more convenient then the PTS format. The system �P isvery close to LF, due to [Harper et al. 1987] (see De�nition 3.3.6), in fact LF isthe PTS�� variant of �P. The system �P! is the Calculus of Constructions, dueto [Coquand 1985]. (See also [Coquand and Huet 1988].) The system �P2 wasde�ned under the same name by [Longo and Moggi 1988].Usually the eight systems of the cube are presented in a picture as follows�! - �P!6 6������� ��������2 - �P26 6�! - �P!������� ��������! - �Pwhere an arrow denotes inclusion of one system in another.The use of the cube is to give a �ne structure for the Calculus of Constructions(�P!), which is the largest system in the cube. It is now possible to understand�P! as built up from the basic constants ? and 2 by allowing three kinds ofdependencies, where dependency should be understood as the possibility to ab-stract over speci�c terms to form a term of another speci�c kind. For example ifwe call the terms of type ? types and the terms of type 2 kinds, then (?; ?) meansthat we can abstract over a type to de�ne a term of a type (e.g. �x:�:x : �!�)and (2; ?) means that we can abstract over a kind to de�ne a term of a type (e.g.



82 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4��: ? :�x:�:x : ��: ? :�!�.) An extensive explanation of these dependencies isgiven in [Barendregt 1992].As we have already pointed out, the PTS format is not always the mostpractical if one wants to study a speci�c system by itself. It is however veryconvenient if one wants to compare di�erent systems. Applications of this will begiven later when studying for example the Strong Normalization for the Calculusof Constructions. One of the features that can come in handy are the PTS-morphisms as de�ned in De�nition 4.2.5. Obviously, all the inclusions inside thecube are PTS-morphisms.Without a proof we now state the correspondence between the systems �!,�2 and �! in their original presentation and the PTS-format. Let's thereforede�ne these systems here again in a di�erent format.4.3.2. Definition. The system F! is de�ned as follows. The set of kinds, K isgiven in abstract syntax by K ::= ? jK!K:The constructors of F! are given by1. There are countably many variables �ki : k for every k 2 K,2. If M : k1!k2, N : k1, then MN : k2,3. If M : k2, then ��k1i :M : k1!k2,4. If � : ? then ��ki :� : ?,5. If �; � : ?, then �!� : ?.we have the usual notions of bound and free variables, substitution and �-reduction on the set of constructors. An object-context is a sequence of dec-larations x1:�1; : : : ; xn:�n with all xi distinct. Let � be an object-context. The



Sec. 4.3 Examples of Pure Type Systems and morphisms 83derivation rules of F! are the following(axiom) � ` x : � if x:� in �;(!-in) �; x:� ` M : �� ` �x:�:M : �!�(!-el) � ` M : �!� � ` N : �� ` MN : �(�-in) � `M : �� ` ��k:M : ��k:� if � =2 FV(�);(�-el) � `M : ��k:�� ` Mt : �[t=�] if t:k(conv) � ` M : �� `M : � if � =� �:We can de�ne the order of a kind , ord(k), just as we de�ned the order of domainsfor predicate logic in De�nition 2.2.6, as follows.ord(?) = 2;ord(k1! : : :!kp!?) = maxford(ki) j 1 � i � pg+ 1:Now de�ne for n 2 N, Fn by restricting the set of kinds of Fn (and hence theformation of constructors) to those of order � n. The system F2 will be calledF and the systems F0 and F1, which are the same, are just the simply typedlambda calculus and will also be referred to as ST�.Just as we have de�ned the systems Fn for 3 � n as subsystems of F! thatcontain the system F, we can also de�ne PTSs �n for all 3 � n such that�2 � �3 � � � � � �!:We shall not do it, because on the one hand it is quite clear what such systemsshould look like (restrict the formation of kinds to a certain depth) while onthe other hand the de�nition is very involved and doesn't give any real insight.To state the equivalence of F! and �! and of F and �2, we introduce somenotation. For � a context in �! or �2, let �2 be the subcontext that containsonly the declarations of constructor-variables, and let �? be the subcontext thatcontains only the declarations of object-variables.We have the following Lemma.(Something similar would hold for the other systems �n, if we would have de�nedthem.)



84 Pure Type Systems Ch. 44.3.3. Lemma. In �! and �2 we have.� ` A : 2 ) A 2 K, and in �2; A � ?;� ` M : A(: 2) ) �2 `M : A;� ` M : A(: ?) ) �2;�? `M : A:Proof. Immediately by induction on derivations. �Now, if M : A with A a kind in F!, we have to introduce a context in �! totypeM in. We denote this context by �M . For every free constructor variable inM , �M contains a declaration of this variable to the kind it has in M . Similarlyfor M : A : ?, �M;A contains a declaration of each constructor-variable that isfree in M or A.The other way around, if � ` M : A in �!, we denote by M+ the term Mwhere each constructor-variable is replaced by a variable of the kind that is givenfor it in �.We now have the following proposition.4.3.4. Proposition.� `�! M : A(:2) ) M+ : A(2 K) in F!;� `�! M : A(:?) ) �� `F! M : A;and the other way aroundM : A(2 K) in F! ) �M `�! M : A;� `F! M : A(:?) ) �M;A;� `�! M : A:Proof. By induction on derivations or the structure of terms, using the Lemma.�We shall go into more details about the Calculus of Constructions and othersystems of the cube later, in Chapter 6.1.4.3.2. Logics as Pure Type SystemsOther interesting example of PTSs were given by [Berardi 1988], who de�nedlogical systems as PTSs. In Chapter 3.1 we encountered the typed lambda cal-culi �PRED (De�nition 3.2.1), �PRED2 and �PRED! (De�nition 3.2.19) thatcorrespond directly to the logical systems PRED, PRED2 and PRED!, as de-�ned in 2.2.6. The correspondence was only veri�ed in full detail for the caseof �PRED and PRED (see Theorem 3.2.8 and Proposition 3.2.10), but it is notvery di�cult to extend it to the other cases. We also saw that the correspon-dence is very strong in the sense that there is a correspondence between proofsand proof-terms. (See Proposition 3.2.15.) The next step is now to de�ne PTSsthat correspond to the systems �PRED, �PRED2 and �PRED!. The systemsthat we are looking for are precisely the systems that were de�ned by Berardi.



Sec. 4.3 Examples of Pure Type Systems and morphisms 854.3.5. Definition (Berardi). The cube of logical typed lambda calculi , also re-ferred to as the logic cube, consists of the following eight PTS�s. Each of themhas S = fProp;Set;Typep;Typesg;A = Prop : Typep;Set : Types:The rules of each of the systems is given by the following table.�PROP (Prop;Prop)�PROP2 (Prop;Prop) (Typep;Prop)�PROP! (Typep;Typep)(Prop;Prop)�PROP! (Typep;Typep)(Prop;Prop) (Typep;Prop)�PRED (Set;Set) (Set;Typep)(Prop;Prop) (Set;Prop)�PRED2 (Set;Set) (Set;Typep)(Prop;Prop) (Set;Prop) (Typep;Prop)�PRED! (Set;Set) (Set;Typep) (Typep;Set) (Typep;Typep)(Prop;Prop) (Set;Prop)�PRED! (Set;Set) (Set;Typep) (Typep;Set) (Typep;Typep)(Prop;Prop) (Set;Prop) (Typep;Prop)



86 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4The systems are presented in a picture as follows.�PROP! - �PRED!6 6������� ��������PROP2 - �PRED26 6�PROP! - �PRED!������� ��������PROP - �PREDwhere an arrow denotes inclusion of one system in another.Some intuition is required here; it is probably best to keep �PRED and itsextensions in mind. The sort Prop is to be understood as the class of propositions.The sorts Set and Typep together form the universe of domains: Domains of theform A1!� � �!An!� with � a variable are of type Set, the functional types,while domains of the form A1!� � �!An!Prop are of type Typep(n � 0) thepredicate types. The sort Types allows the introduction of variables of type Set,and that is its only purpose. This should be su�cient to understand the �rstfour rules of R in �PRED!. The other three correspond to the logical rules inthe following sense:(Prop;Prop) ; implication (' �  );(Set;Prop) ; quanti�cation over functional types (8x:A:'; A : Set);(Typep;Prop) ; quanti�cation over predicate types (8x:A:'; A : Typep):The systems of �rst, second and higher order proposition logic are de�ned byjust removing the sorts Set and Types. Note that the systems �PROP, �PROP2and �PROP! that we get in this way are just �!, �2 and �!. The two systems�PRED! and �PROP! have just been added to make the whole thing into acube analoguous to the cube of De�ntion 4.3.1. They are in formulas-as-typescorrespondence with two logical systems that we encountered in De�nition 2.2.11,namely �PROP! corresponds to PROP� and �PRED! corresponds to PRED� .These are logics in which there is no order-restriction on the �-abstraction, butonly on the 8-quanti�cation, so the whole higher order language is available butnot the possibility to do higher order quanti�cation.



Sec. 4.3 Examples of Pure Type Systems and morphisms 87It is not immediately obvious that we can still see the systems of 4.3.5 asbeing built up in three stages. (First the domains, then the terms and �nallythe proofs.) It could well be the case that an object expression contains a proofexpression or that a domain expression depends on a term. This is however notthe case: The systems �PRED, �PRED2 and �PRED! correspond to �PRED,�PRED2 respectively �PRED! in the similar way as �2 and �! correspond to Fand F!. We are not going to state this correspondence explicitly, let alone proveit. It is very similar to the work for �2 and �! that we did before. Let's onlystate the basic property that makes the whole correspondence work. (Comparethis Proposition with Lemma 4.3.3.)4.3.6. Proposition. In �PRED! we have the following. If � ` M : A then�D;�T ;�P `M : A with� �D;�T ;�P is a sound permutation of �,� �D only contains declarations of the form x : Set,� �T only contains declarations of the form x : A with �D ` A : Set=Typep,� �P only contains declarations of the form x : ' with �D;�T ` ' : Prop,� if A � Set=Typep , then �D `M : A,� if � ` A : Set=Typep, then �D;�T `M : A.Proof. By induction on the derivation.�Similar Propositions hold for �PRED and �PRED2. They demistify thesePTSs enough to be able to verify the stated correspondences.As was noticed by [Barendregt 1992], it is also possible to describe a PTS thatcorresponds to the subsystem PRED�f of PRED (De�nition 2.3.7).4.3.7. Definition. �PRED�f is the PTS withS Prop;Set;Fun;Typep;Types;A Prop : Typep; ;Set : Types;R (Set;Set;Fun); (Set;Fun;Fun); (Set;Typep);(Prop;Prop); (Set;Prop)The idea is that Set contains only basic domains (B of PRED�f ) and Funcontains the functional domains ((F of PRED�f ). Quanti�cation is only possibleover types in Set. The system �PRED�f is not really a subsystem of �PRED,but only via the morphism that maps Set and Fun to Set. We have a Propositionlike 4.3.6 to prove in detail that the formulas-as-types embedding from PRED�fto �PRED�f is an isomorphism.



88 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4We have seen that many of the logical systems of Chapter 2.1 are in one-to-onecorrespondence with a PTS�. To show such a correspondence one has to maketwo steps: First de�ne a typed � calculus `as close as possible' to the originallogic and formalize the formulas-as-types embedding �a la Howard. (This has beendone in detail for the system PRED in Chapter 3.1, where we de�ned �PREDand the formulas-as-types embedding from PRED to �PRED.) Then show thatthe intermediate typed � calculus is the same as the PTS� that we want the logicto correspond with. (This has been done in detail for the intermediate systems Fand F!, that correspond to �2 (= �PROP2), respectively �! (= �PROP!)). Forthe systems PRED2, PRED! and PRED�f , we have only given the correspondingPTS� without detailed proof, which is very similar to the proof for the other cases.We can depict the correspondences in a picture as follows, where ' denotes acorrespondence and ' denotes a correspondence that we have veri�ed in greatdetail. PRED ' �PRED ' �PRED;PRED2 ' �PRED2 ' �PRED2;PRED! ' �PRED! ' �PRED!;PROP ' ST� ' �! (= �PROP);PROP2 ' F ' �2 (= �PROP2);PROP! ' F! ' �! (= �PROP!);PRED�f ' �PRED�f :For most of the other logical systems of Chapter 2.1 one can also de�ne cor-responding PTS�s. We have not done this here: Most of the times the de�nitionbecomes a hack without any intuitive meaning, so we don't see this as a veryuseful operation.4.3.3. Morphisms between Pure Type SystemsThe reason for introducing the cube of logical Pure Type Systems (De�nition4.3.5) is to formalise the embedding of logics into the typed lambda calculi ofthe cube, and especially the Calculus of Constructions (�P!.) This was also theoriginal motive for Berardi to de�ne these systems: To formalise the practicaluse of �P! as a system of higher order predicate logic and to better understandthe use of �P! as a higher order predicate logic. We come to speak about �P!and its relation to PRED! in more detail later. At this point we just wantto treat the interpretation of logics in the systems of the Barendregt's cube byde�ning a mapping of the cube of logical systems into the Barendregt's cube. Thismapping is sometimes referred to as the formulas-as-types embedding (or evenisomorphism), but we feel that it is more appropriate to use that terminology forthe transition from `real' logical systems to typed lambda calculi.



Sec. 4.3 Examples of Pure Type Systems and morphisms 894.3.8. Definition. The collapsing mapping from the logic cube to the Baren-dregt's cube is the PTS-morphism H given byH(Prop) = ?;H(Set) = ?;H(Typep) = 2;H(Types) = 2:It is easy to verify that for each corner of the cube, H is a PTS-morphismfrom the system in the logic cube to the system in the Barendregt's cube. Thequestion arises whether the mapping is complete, especially with respect to theinhabitation of propositions. One of the nice things of doing logic in for example�P!, is that domains of the logic and propositions are treated in exactly thesame way. This opens up a wide range of new possibilities (like the possibilityto de�ne domains that represent inductive data types.) On the other hand it isnot so obvious that all this is still sound. We shall see that in the broadest sensethis operation is not sound, i.e. the collapsing mapping is not complete, while ina more narrow sense, things are not that bad. More about this in Chapter 6.1To end this section we want to give a di�erent Pure Type System that cor-responds to PRED! that is more intuitive then �PRED!. It can be seen as adirect formulas-as-types formalisation of PRED!, using the fact that in PRED!there is no reason to distinguish between functional types and predicate types,as was done in �PRED!. (See also De�nition 3.2.19.) On the other hand thisalternative version can also be obtained by de�ning the system AUT-HOL in aPTS-format. (AUT-HOL was de�ned in 3.3.11 by applying ideas from the Au-tomath systems AUT-4 to the system AUT-68.) We already pointed out thecorrespondence between AUT-HOL and �PRED! in Proposition 3.3.14.4.3.9. Definition. The typed lambda calculus �HOPL is the PTS withS = fProp;Type;Type0g;A = Prop : Type;Type : Type0;R = (Type;Type);(Prop;Prop); (Type;Prop)The meaning of the components of the system should be clear from the in-tended correspondence with PRED!. Prop is the sort of formulas, Type is thesort of domains and the sort Type0 is just there to be able to introduce variables oftype Type. (These variables are to be the basic domains of the logic.) There is aheavy overloading of symbols: �x:A:B stands for logical implication (�) if A andB are both propositions (of type Prop), for universal quanti�cation (8A) if A is atype and B a proposition (A:Type; B:Prop) and it stands for the domain A!Bif both A and B are types (of type Type.) Again it is not immediately obvious



90 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4that �HOPL can be seen as being built up in three stages. (First the domains,then the objects and �nally the proofs.) That this is still the case is stated inthe following proposition, which is the �HOPL equivalent of Proposition 4.3.6.4.3.10. Proposition. We work in �HOPL. If � ` M : A then �D;�T ;�P `M :A with� �D;�T ;�P is a sound permutation of �,� �D only contains declarations of the form x : Type,� �T only contains declarations of the form x : A with �D ` A : Type,� �P only contains declarations of the form x : ' with �D;�T ` ' : Prop,� if A � Type , then �D ` M : A,� if � ` A : Type, then �D;�T `M : A.The Proposition states (among other things) that the domains (terms of typeType) are just built up from domain-variables using �, so no object- or proof-variables occur as subterms, so the domains are as in �HOPL. Further it statesthat the terms of the object-language are formed from the object-variables by�-abstraction and application and (for terms of type Prop) by �, so they don'tcontain proof-variables: �x:': ('; : Prop) denotes ' �  , the logical implica-tion.As an application of the notion of PTS-morphism and also to fully justifythe two systems �HOPL and �PRED! in terms of each other, we prove that�PRED! and �HOPL are in a sense the same system.4.3.11. Proposition. There is a PTS-morphism G from �PRED! to �HOPLand a derivability-preserving map F from �HOPL to �PRED! such that F �G = Id and G � F = Id.Proof. Take for G : �PRED! ! �HOPL the PTSmorphismG(Prop) = Prop;G(Set) = Type;G(Typep) = Type;G(Types) = Type0:and for F : �HOPL! �PRED! �rst de�ne the mapping F from Term(�HOPL)nfType0g to Term(�PRED!) byF (x) = x; (x a variable);F (Prop) = Prop;F (Type) = Set;



Sec. 4.3 Examples of Pure Type Systems and morphisms 91and further by induction on the structure of the terms. G, being a PTSmorphism,preserves derivations. F preserves substitution and �-equality and F extends tocontexts straightforwardly by de�ningF (x1:A1; : : : ; xn:An) := x1:F (A1); : : : ; xn:F (An):(The sort Type0 does not appear in a context of �HOPL.) Now we extend F toderivable judgements of �HOPL by de�ningF (� `M : A) = F (�) ` F (M) : F (A); if A 6= Type;Type0;F (� `M : Type) = F (�) ` F (M) : Set; if M � � � �!�; (� a variable);F (� `M : Type) = F (�) ` F (M) : Typep; if M � � � �!Prop;F (� ` Type : Type0) = F (�) ` Set : Types:Now F is a PTS mapping in the sense of De�nition 4.2.5. By easy induction oneproves that F preserves derivations. Also F (G(� ` M : A)) = � ` M : A andG(F (� `M : A)) = � ` M : A. �We feel that the correspondence between PRED! and �HOPL is more intu-itive then the one between �PRED! and PRED!. A disadvantage of presentinghigher order predicate logic as �HOPL is that we can not �nd e.g. second orderpredicate logic as a subsystem by an easy restriction on the rules: For the rulesthere is no distinction between the basic domains and the domain Prop. Further�HOPL doesn't allow a straightforward syntactical description of the formulas-as-types embedding of higher order predicate logic into CC. (�PRED! does, aswe saw in De�nition 4.3.8) In the following we therefore also look at the system�PRED!.4.3.4. Inconsistent Pure Type SystemsInconsistency is not really a property of a PTS as such, but it depends on ainterpretation that has been given to the di�erent parts of it. One could saythat a PTS is inconsistent if all closed types of a speci�c sort that is intendedto be the sort of all formulas, are inhabited by a closed term, but that is notalways satisfying. In [Coquand and Herbelin 1992], a restriction is made to socalled logical PTSs: systems that have two speci�c sorts Prop and Type with theoproperties that Prop : Type is an axiom, (Type;Prop) is a rule, the system isfunctional and there are no sorts of type Prop. Usually it is obvious which sort isto be understood as the sort of formulas, so we just speak of `inconsistent PTSs'.One of the inconsistent PTSs we have seen is �? (which is not a logical PTS).Other ones are the following.



92 Pure Type Systems Ch. 44.3.12. Definition. The system �U� is de�ned as follows.S = Prop;Type;Type0;A = Prop : Type;Type : Type0;R = (Type;Type); (Type0;Type)(Prop;Prop); (Type;Prop)The system �U is de�ned by extending �U� with the rule (Type0;Prop).In [Girard 1971] these systems are discussed as logics. They are obtainedby extending PRED! with polymorphic domains (system U�) and with quan-ti�cation over all domains (together with the polymorphic domains, this formsthe system U). As typed lambda calculi they are extensions of �HOPL: �U� is�HOPL with the rule (Type0;Type) (polymorphic domains) and �U is �U� with(Type;Prop) (quanti�cation over all domains). For example in �U� one has do-mains like �A:Type:A!(A!A)!A (numerals) and �A:Type:(A!Prop)!Prop.In �U one can write down formulas like �A:Type:�P :A!Prop:�x:A:Px!Px.It is not so di�cult to see that the extension of higher order predicate logicwith just quanti�cation over all domains is consistent and conservative overPRED!.4.3.13. Theorem. Both �U� and �U are inconsistent, i.e. in both systems thereis a term M with `M : ?(� ��:Prop:�)Proof. For �U the proof is in [Girard 1972]. A good explanation of it and adiscussion of applications of the proof to other type systems can be found in[Coquand 1986]. This fact has become known as Girard's paradox, especiallyin its application to the system �?. The proof for �U� is in [Coquand 199+].It internalises Reynold's argument that there are no set-theoretic models of thepolymorphic lambda calculus. �Using the meta-theory for Pure Type Systems, it is easy to see that in an in-consistent system there are terms that have no normal form. So the normalizationproperty does not hold for �U , �U� and �?.That �U is not such a strange system is shown by the fact that we can separatecontexts in the system, just like in �HOPL and other systems. That is, we havethe following.4.3.14. Proposition. We work in �U . If � ` M : A then �D;�T ;�P ` M : Awith� �D;�T ;�P is a sound permutation of �,



Sec. 4.4 Meta theory of Pure Type Systems 93� �D only contains declarations of the form x : Type,� �T only contains declarations of the form x : A with �D ` A : Type,� �P only contains declarations of the form x : ' with �D;�T ` ' : Prop,� if A � Type , then �D ` M : A,� if � ` A : Type, then �D;�T `M : A.In Chapter 6.1 we shall see that, if we are a little bit more careful, it is possibleto extend higher order logic with polymorphic domains and still have a consistentsystem.4.4. Meta theory of Pure Type SystemsIn this section we want to treat the meta theory for our di�erent notions ofPure Type System. For the PTS�s, most of the results that are listed here havealready been treated in [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991]. A lot of the proofs in thatpaper can immediately be extended to the cases for PTS�� and PTSs��, but notall. The essential problem is that the Church-Rosser property for ��-reductiondoes not hold for T (the set of pseudoterms). This is very problematic, not onlybecause CR on T is the tool for proving Subject Reduction and Church-Rosserfor the typable terms, but also because it makes the whole system PTS�� quitesuspect: Think of the possibility that A and B are types with A =�� B, butonly by means of an expansion-reduction path which passes through the set ofnon-typable terms. The conversion rule says that the types A and B still havethe same inhabitants, but that is of course not what we want.Having realised ourselves how problematic the absence of the Church-Rosserproperty for ��-reduction on T is, we are of course going to look for solutions.It should be remarked here that the solutions given in this thesis have somegenerality, but can not be the �nal answer. The fact is that we did manageto prove a general property of ��-equality on T that can in practical situationsreplace CR. However, using this we only managed to prove CR for �� on well-typed terms for a restricted class of PTS��s: The ones that are functional andnormalizing. So we have no proof of CR for �� for a system like �?, although wevery strongly believe that it holds, even more so because there are other PTS��sthat are not normalizing, for which CR for �� can easily be proved. (So the lackof normalization doesn't seem to be very essential.) It should be possible to �nda general proof which works for all PTS��s. Further, the dependency of CR for�� on normalization implies that CR becomes essentially a higher order property(for example for the Calculus of Constructions, for which a normalization proofcan not be done in higher order arithmetic.) We feel that this can not be thecase (also because for some non-normalizing PTS��s the proof of CR for �� can



94 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4be done in �rst order arithmetic.) Having made all these negative comments onthe work, we want to stress that there is still enough generality in the proof,especially the part that analyses ��-equality on pseudoterms, that we think itcan be an important contribution to a general proof of CR for ��-reduction forarbitrary Pure Type Systems.4.4.1. Specifying the notions to be studiedWe now want to �x some notions and notations that will be studied in the restof this thesis.4.4.1. Definition. Let X be a set of pseudoterms closed under �(�)-reduction.We say that X satis�es the Church-Rosser property for �(�)-reduction, notationX j= CR�(�), or just X satis�es CR�(�), if8M;N;P 2 X[N �(�)�M ��(�) P ) 9Q 2 X[N ��(�) Q �(�)� P ]]:We say that X satis�es Conuence for �(�)-reduction, notation X j= CON�(�),or just X satis�es CON�(�), if8M;N 2 X[M =�(�) N ) 9Q 2 X[M ��(�) Q�(�)� N ]]:Obviously, for �-reductionX j= CR� , X j= CON�;But for ��-reduction this is not the case.4.4.2. Definition. Let X be a set of pseudoterms closed under �(�)-reduction.We say that X satis�es Strong Normalization for �(�)-reduction, notation X j=SN�(�), or just X satis�es SN�(�), if there are no in�nite �(�)-reduction sequencesin X.We could have formulated this property more positively, for example by sayingthat for allM in X there is an n 2 N such that n is an upperbound to the lengthof �(�)-reduction sequences starting from M . We have not done so because the�rst is a bit easier to work with. Most of the proofs of Strong Normalization inthis thesis can be redone with the alternative de�nition.4.4.2. Analyzing ��-equality on the pseudotermsIn the proof of Church-Rosser we shall relate the ��-reduction on typed terms tothe reductions on untyped lambda terms. Properties of reduction and equality onthe untyped terms will be used to obtain results about reduction and equality inT. We therefore de�ne an erasure mapping from T to � and give some properties



Sec. 4.4 Meta theory of Pure Type Systems 95for it. With this we can prove the so called Key Lemma about ��-equality in T,which will enable us to prove the important meta theoretical properties like UT(Uniqueness of Types) and SR� for PTS�� and SR� for PTSs��. But �rst of allwe give a proof of postponement of �-reduction in T, a well-known property of��-reduction in �.Postponement of �-reductionWe prove the postponement of �-reduction for a set of pseudoterms T by an argu-ment similar to the one used in [Barendregt 1984] (Chapter 15) for the untypedlambda calculus. The idea is to mark �-redexes as superscripts inside the terms(as superscript we take the type of the abstracted variablein the �-redex.) In caseone is convinced of the fact that postponement of �-reduction holds for T, thisparagraph may be skipped.4.4.3. Definition. The set of pseudoterms with markers, T+ is de�ned by ab-stract syntax asT+ ::= S jVar j (�Var:T+:T+) j (�Var:T+:T+) jT+T+ jT+T+ :The reduction relation on T+ is �+, de�ned by the basic steps(�x:A:P )Q �!�+ P [Q=x];PAQ �!�+ PQ;and further by induction on the structure of terms, such that it is compatiblewith application, �- and �-abstraction and the superscript operation.The intended meaning of PAQ is (�x:A:Px)Q, a �-redex, so this should in-deedreduce to PQ in T+. We de�ne the two mappings j jh and ' from T+ toT, the �rst erasing the superscripts and the second inserting an � redex for asuperscript.4.4.4. Definition. 1. The mapping j jh : T+ ! T is de�ned by erasing allsuperscripts,2. The mapping ' : T+ ! T is de�ned by'(PA) = �x:'(A):'(P )x (for a fresh x)and further by induction on the structure of the term.The following are now easily proved (by induction on the structure of terms.)4.4.5. Lemma. For M;N 2 T+,



96 Pure Type Systems Ch. 41. '(M [N=x]) � '(M)['(N)=x],2. '(M)�� jM jh.The following lemma is a formal justi�cation for the de�nition of �+-reduction:It shows that ' preserves (�+-)reductions and j jh reects (�+-) reductions.4.4.6. Lemma. For P;Q 2 T+, M;M 0 2 T,1. P �!�+ Q) '(P ) �!� '(Q),2. P 7!j jh M �!� M 0 ) 9P 0 2 T[P ��+ P 0 7!j jh M 0].Proof. The proof of the �rst splits into two cases, depending on the type ofredex: P � C[(�x:A:B)C] or P � C[BAC]. For both of them the requiredproperty is easily proved, using for the �rst case Lemma 4.4.5(1). The proofof the second is by imitating the reduction from M to M 0 in T+. Let M �C[(�x:A:Q)S], M 0 � C[Q[S=x]]. Then P � Co[((�x:B:R)oT )o], where o denotesa possible superscript and jBjh � A, jRjh � Q and jT jh � S. Now P ��+Co[((�x:A:R)T )o] �!�+ Co[R[T=x]]. So we are done by taking P 0 � Co[R[T=x]].�4.4.7. Lemma. For Q;M;M 0 2 T,Q �!� M �� M 0 ) 9Q0 2 T[Q�� Q0�� M 0]Proof. Let's say that Q � C[�x:A:Nx], M � C[N ]. Now de�ne P :� C[NA].Then '(P ) � Q and jP jh � M , so, by Lemma 4.4.6(2) we �nd P 0 2 T+ suchthat P ��+ P 0 7!j jh M 0. By Lemma 4.4.5(2) we �nd that also '(P 0)�� M 0. ByLemma 4.4.6(1) we �nd that (Q �)'(P )�� '(P 0).We are now done by taking Q0 � '(P 0). �4.4.8. Corollary (Postponement of �-reduction). For M;N 2 T,M ��� N ) 9Q 2 T[M �� Q�� N ]:Proof. It su�ces to prove the following property, which is a slight variation ofthe Lemma: If Q�� M �� M 0, then 9Q0 2 T[Q�� Q0 �� M 0]. This propertyfollows immediately from the Lemma itself. �4.4.9. Theorem. For X � T, X closed under �-reduction, if X j= SN�, then##�X j= SN��, where ##�X denotes the closure of X under ��.Proof. First remark that ##�X is the same as ##��X by the postponement of�. Now, an in�nite ��-reduction in ##�X yields an in�nite �-reduction in X bypostponement of � and the fact that there are no in�nite �-reductions. So weare done by X j= SN�. (Note that, if we have an e�ective bound to the numberof �-reduction steps to normal form in X, then we can also compute an e�ectivebound to the number of ��-reduction steps in ##�X.) �



Sec. 4.4 Meta theory of Pure Type Systems 97The Key Lemma for ��-reduction on TThe counterexample of [Nederpelt 1973] shows that, if one tries to prove CR��,there is a problem in the types of the �-abstracted variables. We call these typesdomains.4.4.10. Definition. Let M 2 T. A subterm A of M is a domain if it occurs as�x:A in M . (So we are not concerned with �-abstractions.)The erasure map removes all domains.4.4.11. Definition. The erasure map j j : T ! �� is de�ned by induction onthe structure of pseudoterms as follows.jxj := x;jsj := s;j�x:A:M j := �x:jM j;j�x:A:Bj := �x:jAj:jBj;jMN j := jM jjN j:Here, �� is � extended with the extra variable binder � and constants s for eachs 2 S.4.4.12. Remark. All the well-known facts (like CR��) about ��-reduction in �continue to hold for ��-reduction in ��. This can easily be seen by viewing�x:jAj:jBj as GjAj(�x:jBj), with G some �xed constant.If, for M;M 0 2 T, jM j � jM 0j, then M and M 0 have the same `structure',apart from the domains that may be very di�erent. We therefore give the follow-ing de�nition.4.4.13. Definition. Let M;M 0 2 T. If jM j � jM 0j and the respective domainsinM andM 0 are all ��-equal, we say thatM andM 0 are domain-equal , notationM �d M 0.We have the following proposition, relating reduction in T to reduction in ��.4.4.14. Proposition. For M and M 0 in T,(1) M �!� M 0 ) jM j �!� jM 0j _ jM j � jM 0j;and similar for �!� and so for =��. For M 2 T, Q 2 ��,(2) jM j �!� Q ) 9N [M �!� N & jN j � jQ]:The latter doesn't hold in general for �!�, but we do have (for c a variable orsort) (3) jM j�� c ) M �� c:



98 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4Proof. The �rst is trivial: If the redex is erased by j j, then jM j � jM 0j andotherwise the same redex can still be done in ��, so jM j �! jM 0j. The secondis almost trivial; as j j only erases domains, a �-redex in jM j is also a �-redex inM , and by evaluating it we �nd N 2 T with M �!� N and jN j � Q.That the second is not valid for � is shown by the takingM � �x:�:y(�z:Px:z)x.(This term can even be well-typed in e.g. the Calculus of Constructions: TakeP � �x:�:� , y:(�!� )!�!�. In Lemma 5.2.3 we see that nevertheless, if M iswell-typed in a functional normalizing PTS��, and M is in ��-nf, then jM j is in��-nf.)The third is a corollary of the following more general lemma. �4.4.15. Lemma. Let M and M 0 be in T.jM j�� Q;Q contains no �s ) 9N [M �� N & jN j � Q]:Proof. By induction on the number of �s in jM j. First remark that, as Qcontains no �s, all the �s in jM j become the � of an �-redex at some point in thereduction jM j�� Q. Further note that the only way in which an �-redex can becreated in �� is by �x:M(�y:xy) �!� �x:Mx, which implies that the innermost� in jM j is always an �-redex in jM j. If jM j contains only one � we are easilydone. Now suppose that jM j contains n + 1 �s and that we are already donefor terms containing n �s. Take the innermost � redex of jM j, say it is �x:jP jx,coming from �x:A:Px inM . Then jP j does not contain any �, for if it would this� would have to be the � of a redex, which would make �x:jP jx not innermost.This implies that �x:A:Px is also an �-redex in M . So we can apply IH to theterm obtained by contracting the �-redex �x:A:Px in M and we are done. �The following is an immediate corollary of the counterexample to CR�� on T.4.4.16. Lemma (Domain Lemma). If C[�x:A:M ] and B are in T (i.e. C is apseudoterm with subterm �x:A:M), thenC[�x:A:M ] =�� C[�x:B:M ]Proof. C[�y:B:(�x:A:M)y]	��� ���� @@@� @@@RC[�x:A:M ] C[�x:B:M ]where y is some variable not occurring free in A or M . �



Sec. 4.4 Meta theory of Pure Type Systems 99First some notation: For D 2 T and M 2 T, MD 2 T is the pseudotermobtained by replacing all domains in M by D. For D 2 T and t 2 ��, t+D 2 Tis the pseudoterm obtained by adding D as domain to every � abstraction in t.(So for example (�x:x)+D is �x:D:x.)4.4.17. Corollary. For A and B pseudoterms,jAj =�� jBj ) A =�� B:Proof. Let jAj =�� jBj, so by Church-Rosser jAj ##�� jBj, say jAj ��� t�� �jBj. Take for D some closed pseudoterm (or fresh variable), then we have thefollowing diagram. (The =�� are an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.4.16.)A =�� AD BD =�� B@@@�� @@@RR 		��� �����t+DSo A =�� B. �4.4.18. Lemma (Key Lemma). Let c be a variable or a sort.1. cP1 : : : Pn =�� Q ) Q �� �~y: ~A:cQ1 : : :Qn ~R, with Qi =�� Pi (1 � i � n)and ~R and ~y are of the same length with ~R�� ~y.2. �x:P1:P2 =�� Q ) Q �� �~y: ~A:(�x:Q1:Q2)~R, with Pi =�� Qi (i = 1; 2)and ~R and ~y are of the same length with ~R�� ~y.Proof. We only prove the �rst, since the proof of the second is totally similar.For reasons of readability we adapt here the convention to use capitals for pseu-doterms and small characters for elements of ��.Let cP1 : : : Pn and Q be as in the �rst case of the lemma. By CR�� on �� we �ndt1; : : : ; tn 2 �� with cjP1j : : : jPnj��� ct1 : : : tn and jQj��� ct1 : : : tn. Using post-ponement of �-reduction, we �nd that jQj�� �~y:cq1 : : : qn~r �� ct1 : : : tn. (Doingas many �-reductions as possible, i.e. we �-reduce all the �-redexes that overlapwith a �-redexe. More precisely, if (�x:Mx)N �!� MN or �x:(�z:N)x �!��z:N is one of the �-reductions from �~y:cq1 : : : qn~r to ct1 : : : tn, then we do it al-ready as a �-reduction step.) So ~y and ~r are of the same length. By 4.4.14 we �nda term �~y: ~A:cQ1 : : :Qn ~R with Q�� �~y: ~A:cQ1 : : :Qn ~R and j�~y: ~A:cQ1 : : : Qn ~Rj �



100 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4�~y:cq1 : : : qn~r. The situation is as follows.cP1 : : : Pn > cjP1j : : : jPnj jQj < Q??�� 		��� ����� ??� ??�ct1 : : : tn �� � �~y:cq1 : : : qn~r < �~y: ~A:cQ1 : : : Qn ~RNow ~R �!� ~y follows from ~r �� ~y and Proposition 4.4.14(3). We also havejQij =�� jPij (for 1 � i � n), so, by Corollary 4.4.17 we have Qi =�� Pi (1 � i �n) and we are done.1�There is a generalisation of the Key Lemma to include terms that begin witha � abstraction. We give it for technical completeness.4.4.19. Lemma (General Key Lemma). Let c be a variable or a sort.1. �z1:A1: : : : �zp:Ap:cP1 : : : Pn =�� Q ) Q �� �z1:B1: : : : �zq:Bq:cQ1 : : :Qm,with n + q = m+ p and P1; : : : ; Pn; zq; : : : ; z1 and Q1; : : : ; Qm; zp; : : : z1 arepairwise ��-convertible.2. �~z: ~A:�x:P1:P2 =�� Q ) Q �� �~z:~B:�~y:~C:(�u:Q1:Q2)~R, with Pi =��Qi (i = 1; 2) and ~R�� ~y.Proof. The proof is quite similar to the proof of the Key Lemma. Again weonly treat the �rst case because it is the most di�cult one of the two. Usingthe properties of the untyped labda calculus we now get the following picture.(Notation: ~z0 denotes z1; : : : ; zp, ~z00 denotes z1; : : : ; zq.)�~z0: ~A0:cP1 : : : Pn > �~z0:cjP1j : : : jPnj jQj < Q??�� 		��� ����� ??� ??��~z:ct1 : : : tr �� � �~z00:c~q < �~z00:~B00:c ~Qwhere ~z is z1; : : : zs for some s � p; q. First, we can conclude from this thatq � s = m� r and p� s = n� r and hence n + q = m+ p. Further, this meansthat for r < i � n, jPij �� zs+i�r and for r < i � m, jQij �� zs+i�r. Just as inthe Key Lemma, we use Corollary 4.4.17 to conclude that P1; : : : ; Pn; zq; : : : ; z1and Q1; : : : ; Qm; zp; : : : z1 are pairwise ��-equal and we are done. �1The Lemma can also be proved by induction on the length of the reduction-expansion pathfrom cP1 : : : Pn to Q, as was suggested to us by B. Werner. This does not change the proof inan essential way; we think that the proof above explains the idea better.



Sec. 4.4 Meta theory of Pure Type Systems 1014.4.3. A list of properties for Pure Type SystemsAt those points in the text where essential use of speci�c meta theory is beingmade, we refer to the relevant lemmas and propositions, so this paragraph maybe skipped for now.In the following we let � = �(S;A;R) be an arbitrary PTS. If we do not makeexplicit reference to the PTS, we always refer to this generic system �. If thelemma or proposition only holds for a speci�c notion of PTSs or for a speci�csubset of the class of all PTSs, this will be explicitly mentioned. So, the genericcase is that a lemma or proposition holds for all three notions of PTS and alsothat the given (sketched) proof works for all three cases.As remarked, we treat terms modulo �-equivalence, so, for example �x:A:yand �z:A:y are the same terms (for di�erent x, y and z.) This makes that, forx =2 FV(B), x:A; y:B ` �x:A:y : �x:A:Bis derivable, whereas it is not without �-conversion. Also variables that are freein a typable term are in a sense bound by a declaration in the context. For thosevariables we also have a notion of �-conversion that we call `replacement' andthat is provable, as is shown by the following lemma.4.4.20. Replacement Lemma. For �1; x:A;�2 a context, M and B terms andy a fresh variable that is not bound in M or B,�1; x:A;�2 `M : B ) �1; y:A;�2[y=x] ` M [y=x] : B[y=x]by a derivation with the same underlying tree;where the underlying tree of a derivation is the labelled tree that is found byremoving from the derivation everything but the names of the applied rules (atevery node.)The lemma says that the names of the declared variables in the context reallydon't matter and we may assume them to be di�erent from any of the boundvariables. The importance of this lemma is illustrated by the fact that now, if wedo some proof by induction on the derivation and we want to handle the case thatthe last rule was (streng), we may take for the variable that has been removedjust any fresh variable. (So the lemma implies that the name of the removedvariable doesn't matter.)Proof. By induction on the derivation of �1; x:A;�2 ` M : B. The only in-teresting case is when the last rule is (streng) and the variable that has beenremoved is y, say�1; x:A;�2; y:C;�3 `M : B�1; x:A;�2;�3 `M : B y =2 FV(�3;M;B)



102 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4Then by IH �1; x:A;�2; z:C;�3 ` M : B is derivable with a derivation withthe same underlying tree (for z an arbitrary fresh variable.) So, again by IH,�1; y:A;�2[y=x]; z:C[y=x];�3[y=x] ` M [y=x] : B[y=x] is derivable with a deriva-tion with the same underlying tree. Now we are done by one application of therule (streng) to remove the declaration z:C[y=x]. �Another basic property, that is especially important and handy when it comesto proving meta theory and which was �rst remarked by Randy Pollack is thefollowing.4.4.21. Lemma (Restricted Weakening). If � ` M : A is derivable, we may as-sume the derivation of � ` M : A to contain only applications of the rule (weak)that are of the following form:(weak) � ` A : s � ` c : B�; x:A ` c : B c a variable or a sort, x freshi.e. the weakening rule is only applied to typings of variables and sorts.The proof of the property for PTS� and PTS�� is quite straightforward. Wegive it below. For PTSs��, the proof is more complicated. For that case theproperty will be proved later, as a corollary to the more general Sublemma 4.4.25(that also implies the Thinning Lemma 4.4.24.)Proof. (For PTS� and PTS��) The proof is by induction on the derivation. Allcases except for the last rule being (weak) are easy. In case the last rule is (weak),say (weak) � ` A : s � ` M : B�; x:A `M : B x freshwe �nd by IH that � ` A : s and � ` M : B are provable with the restricted formof weakening rule as described in the lemma. Now we are going to make somesmall alterations in the derivation tree of � ` M : B to turn it into a derivationtree of �; x:A ` M : B with restricted weakening rule. The alterations are asfollows: Go up in the tree to the place where the context � is created. So, if� � �0; y:C we go to the places where �0 is extended to �. This is done by a (var)rule or a restricted (weak) rule, so we have either(var) �0 ` C : s0�0; y:C ` y : Cor (weak) �0 ` C : s0 � ` c : E�0; y:C ` c : E



Sec. 4.4 Meta theory of Pure Type Systems 103In the �rst case we change the derivation by inserting�0 ` C : s0�0; y:C ` y : C � ` A : s�; x:A ` y : Cand replacing � by �; x:A downwards. In the second case we change the derivationby inserting �0 ` C : s0 � ` c : E�0; y:C ` c : E � ` A : s�; x:A ` c : Eand replacing � by �; x:A downwards. It is easy to see that these alterationssatisfy the requirements. �It is convenient to have some special notation for derivability in a system witha restricted (weak) rule as in the lemma. We therefore introduce the following.Notation. � `w M : A denotes the fact that � ` M : A is derivable witha derivation tree with the weakening rule restricted to typings of variables andsorts: (weak) � ` A : s � ` c : B�; x:A ` c : B c a variable or a sort, x freshConsequently, if we talk about a derivation of � `w M : A, we refer to a derivationtree with the restricted weakening rule.4.4.22. Lemma (Free variables). For � = x1:A1; : : : ; xn:An and � ` M : B, then1. FV(M;B) � fx1; : : : ; xng,2. 8i; j � n[xi � xj ) i = j].Proof. By easy induction on the length of the derivation of � `M : B. �4.4.23. Lemma. For � = x1:A1; : : : ; xn:An 2 Context,1. � ` s : s0 for all s:s0 2 S,2. � ` xi : Ai for all i � n,3. x1:A1; : : : ; xi�1:Ai�1 ` Ai : s for some s 2 S.Proof. All three by an easy induction on the length of the derivation that showsthat � is a context (i.e. a derivation of a sequent � ` A : B for some A and B.)�



104 Pure Type Systems Ch. 44.4.24. Thinning Lemma. For � and �0 contexts and M and B pseudoterms,�0 � �� `M : B )) �0 `M : B:The proof for PTS� and PTS�� is straightforward. Due to the strengtheningrule, the proof is quite di�cult for PTSs��. It comes as an easy corollary of theSublemma 4.4.25, which is an induction loading to prove both Thinning and theLemma on the restricted use of the weakening rule (4.4.21.)1Proof. (For PTS� and PTS��) The proof is by induction on the derivation. Wetreat the case of the last rule being the (�) rule, because it has some interest(just as the case of the (�) rule, which is similar.)Say � ` A : s �; x:A ` B : s0� ` �x:A:B : s00and let �0 � �. We may assume that x =2 dom(�0) (by Lemma 4.4.20.) By IH�0 ` A : s and hence �0; x:A is a context. By applying IH to the second premisewe �nd �0; x:A ` B : s0, so by the (�) rule: �0 ` �x:A:B : s00 and we are done. �4.4.25. Sublemma. For �;�0 and � contexts and M and B terms we have thefollowing. �0 � �x 2 dom(�0) \ dom(�)) im�0(x) � im�(x)� ` M : B 9>=>;) �;�0 n� `w M : B:The Sublemma is only interesting for the system PTSs�� because it has asconsequences that Thinning and RestrictedWeakening hold for PTSs��. Moreover,the Sublemma for PTS� and PTS�� is a very easy consequence of Thinning and1As was pointed out to us by J. McKinna, it is also possible to prove Thinning and Substi-tution (Proposition 4.4.26) at once by proving the following Lemma.� ` M : B� ` �(�) �) � ` �(M ) : �(B);where � is an arbitrary substitution of pseudoterms for variables, which is straightforwardlyextended to a mapping from T to T, and � ` �(�) means that � ` �(x) : �(A) for everyx:A 2 �. This Lemma can easily be proved if one adapts the rule (streng) as follows(streng0) �1; x:C;�2 ` M : A �1 ` C : s�1;�2 ` M : A If x =2 FV(�2;M;A)This rule is equivalent to (streng), as is easily shown by using Lemma 4.4.22.



Sec. 4.4 Meta theory of Pure Type Systems 105Restricted Weakening themselves (which have already been proved): The onlything to do is to show that �;�0 n� in the statement of the Sublemma is indeeda context.Proof. (For PTSs��) By induction on the derivation of � `M : B. We treat thecases for the last rule being (var), (weak), (�) and (streng). (The case for (�) issimilar to (�) and the cases for (sort), (app) and (conv) are easy, like the casefor (weak).)(var) Say � ` A : s�; x:A ` x : Aand �0 � �; x:A and � are contexts satisfying the requirements of thelemma. Now, �0 � �, so we can apply IH to � ` A : s to obtain�;�0 n� `w A : s. By an argument similar to the proof of the secondcase of Lemma 4.4.23 one can show that in general, if � `w P : C andx:A 2 �, then � `w x : A. Now, in the present situation we havethat x:A 2 �;�0 n � and �;�0 n � `w A : s, so we may conclude�;�0 n� `w x : A and we are done.(weak) Say � ` A : s � `M : B�; x:A `M : Band �0 � �; x:A and � are contexts satisfying the requirements of thelemma. Now, because of �0 � � we can apply IH to � `M : B to obtain�;�0 n� `w M : B and we are done.(�) Say � ` B : s1 �; x : B ` C : s2� ` �x:B:C : s3and �0 � � and � are contexts satisfying the requirements of the lemma.Then by IH �;�0 n � `w B : s1, so �;�0 n �; x:B is a context. Also�;�0 n�; x:B � �; x:B, so we can apply IH to �; x:B ` C : s2 to obtain�;�0 n�; x:B `w C : s2 and we can conclude (by an application of (�))that �;�0 n� `w �x:B:C : s3.(streng) Say �1; x:A;�2 ` M : B�1;�2 `M : Band �0 � �1;�2 and � are contexts satisfying the requirements of thelemma. Then by IH (using the fact that �1; x:A;�2 � �1; x:A;�2) weget that �0; (�1; x:A;�2) n �0 `w M : B and hence that �0; x:A is a



106 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4context. Also �0; x:A � �1; x:A;�2, so we can apply IH again to obtain�; (�0; x:A) n� `w M : B. Now, x =2 FV(M;B), so �;�0 n� `w M : B,by one application of (streng). �As corollaries we �nd proofs of Restricted Weakening (Lemma 4.4.21) andThinning (Lemma 4.4.24) for PTSs��: For the �rst take � = ;, �0 = � and forthe second take � = ;.4.4.26. Proposition (Substitution). For �1; x:A;�2 a context, M , B and Nterms, �1; x:A;�2 `M : B�1 ` N : A )) �1;�2[N=x] `M [N=x] : B[N=x]:Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation of �1; x:A;�2 ` M : B,assuming that �1 ` N : A is derivable. The only case that is really interestingis, when the last rule is (streng), i.e. when we are in the system PTSs��. We alsotreat the case when the last rule is (app), because some attention has to be givento the substitutions.(streng) Say (streng) (�1; x:A;�2)y:C ` M : B�1; x:A;�2 ` M : B y =2 FV(�;M;B)where we use the notation (�)y:C to denote a context from which oneobtains the context � by removing the declaration y:C, and � is the tailof the context (�1; x:A;�2)y:C , relative to the position of y:C. Now, ify:C is a declaration to the right of x:A in (�1; x:A;�2)y:C , the requiredconsequence follows easily by applying IH to (�1; x:A;�2)y:C ` M : Band �1 ` N : A, and then (streng). If the declaration y:C is to the leftof x:A, then(streng) (�1)y:C ; x:A;�2 ` M : B�1; x:A;�2 ` M : B y =2 FV(�;M;B)The IH does not immediately apply, but by Thinning (Lemma 4.4.24),we may conclude that (�1)y:C ` N : A and hence by IH: (�1)y:C;�2[N=x] `M [N=x] : B[N=x]. Note that y =2 FV(N), so we can apply (streng) toget �1;�2[N=x] ` M [N=x] : B[N=x] and we are done.(app) Say (app) �1; x:A;�2 `M : �y:B:C �1; x:A;�2 ` P : B�1; x:A;�2 `MP : C[P=y]



Sec. 4.4 Meta theory of Pure Type Systems 107Now by IH and (app), �1;�2[N=x] `M [N=x]P [N=x] : C[N=x][P [N=x]=y].We may assume that y =2 FV(�1; x:A;�2) (a precise justi�cation of thisassumption may be found in the Replacement Lemma, 4.4.20.) Hencey =2 FV(N) and so we can conclude C[N=x][P [N=x]=y]� (C[P=y])[N=x]and we are done. �4.4.27. Stripping Lemma. For � a context, M , N and R terms, we have thefollowing.(i) � ` s : R; s 2 S ) R = s0 with s : s0 2 A for some s0 2 S;(ii) � ` x : R; x 2 Var ) R = A with x : A 2 � for some term A;(iii) � ` �x:M:N : R ) � `M : s1;�; x:M ` N : s2 and R = s3with (s1; s2; s3) 2 R for some s1; s2; s3 2 S;For PTS�(�)(iv) � ` �x:M:N : R ) �; x:M ` N : B;� ` �x:M:B : s andR = �x:M:B for some term B and s 2 S;(v) � `MN : R ) � `M : �x:A:B;� ` N : A with R = B[N=x]for some terms A and B;For PTSs��(iv0) � ` �x:M:N : R ) �0; x:M ` N : B;�0 ` �x:M:B : s andR = �x:M:B for some B; s 2 S and �0 � �;(v0) � `MN : R ) �0 ` M : �x:A:B;�0 ` N : A with R = B[N=x]for some terms A and B and context �0 � �:In fact the case (iv0) can be strengthened to (iv) for PTSs��, so (iv) holdsgenerally for all three notions of PTS. But we are only in the position to provethis fact after we have proved the Subject Reduction property for �-reduction(Lemma 4.4.30), which in turn uses Stripping (in the weaker version given in theLemma above.)Proof. For PTS� and PTS�� the proof is easy: If � ` P : R, we may assume thederivation tree of this judgement to have the restricted form of the weakeningrule. We can go up in this derivation tree until we reach the point where theterm P has been formed. In doing this we only pass through applications of theconversion rule (so the context � remains the same; only the type R is replacedby a convertible one.) At the point where the term P has been formed we dis-tinguish the �ve di�erent cases above, according to the form of P , and we easilycheck that the conclusions are satis�ed.For PTSs�� the proof is more complicated because, in going up through the deriva-tion tree of a judgement � `w P : R, we also pass through applications of (streng),which will extend the context � to a context �0. So the proofs of (iv0), (v0) and(i) are easy: The method described above, going up in the derivation tree untilwe reach at the point where the term is formed, works for each of the three cases.



108 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4For the proof of (ii) we can apply the same method to arrive at a context �0 � �whose last declaration is x : A with A = R. The context � is obtained from�0 by removing declarations, but x : A can of course not be one of them, sox : A 2 � and we are done. For the proof of (iii) we apply the method to arriveat a context �0 � � for which �0 `M : s1, �0; x:M ` N : s2 and �0 ` �x:M:N : s3with s3 = R. Now the domain of �0 may be larger than that of �, but none ofthe extra variables occurs free in �x:M:N (and we may assume all of them to bedi�erent from x), so we can conclude that � ` M : s1 and �; x:M ` N : s2 andwe are done. �4.4.28. Correctness of Types Lemma. For � a context, M and A terms,� `M : A) 9s 2 S[A � s _ � ` A : s]:Proof. The proof can be given by analysing the derivation tree of � `w M : A,like in the proof of 4.4.27, but also by induction on the derivation of � `M : A.We follow the second option, which gives the shortest proof. The only two casesthat have some interest are when the last rule is (app) or (streng).(app) � ` P : �x:A:B � ` N : A� ` PN : B[N=x]Then � ` �x:A:B : s by IH and hence by Stripping (Lemma 4.4.27),�; x:A ` B : s0 for some s0 2 S. Now by Substitution (Proposition4.4.26), we conclude that � ` B[N=x] : s0.(streng) �1; x:A;�2 ` M : B�1;�2 `M : BThen by IH B � s or �1; x:A;�2 ` B : s for some s 2 S, so by oneapplication of (streng), B � s or �1;�2 ` B : s for some s 2 S. �4.4.29. Uniqueness of Types Lemma. For functional PTSs, if � is a context,M , C and C 0 are terms we have� `M : C� ` M : C 0 )) C = C 0:Proof. By induction on the structure of the term M , using Stripping. In caseM is a sort or a �-term, we use the functionality. The only interesting casesare when M is an application term or when we are in a PTSs�� and M is a �-abstraction or an application. We do the latter case, because it covers all the



Sec. 4.4 Meta theory of Pure Type Systems 109interesting cases. So let M � PN . Then we �nd by Stripping terms A, A0, Band B0 and contexts �0 � � and �00 � � such that�0 ` P : �x:A:B;�00 ` P : �x:A0:B 0;with C =�� B[N=x], C 0 =�� B0[N=x]. By the Replacement Lemma we mayassume that dom(�0 n �) \ dom(�00 n �) = ;: So we can take � to be the union of�0 and �00 and we have � ` P : �x:A:B;� ` P : �x:A0:B 0:Now we can apply IH to conclude that �x:A:B =�� �x:A0:B 0. By the Key Lemmawe may conclude from this that B =�� B0 and hence B[N=x] =�� B0[N=x] andwe are done. �4.4.30. Subject Reduction Lemma for beta (SR�). For �;�0 contexts, P;P 0and D terms, � ` P : D & P �!� P 0 ) � ` P 0 : D;� ` P : D & � �!� �0 ) �0 ` P : D:Proof. We do the proof for PTSs��; for PTS�� and PTS� the proof is slightlyeasier because of the stronger version of the Stripping Lemma 4.4.27. The proofof the two statements is done simultaneously, by induction on the derivation of� ` P : D, distinguishing cases according to the last rule.Proof of (i): All cases except for the last rule being (app) are immediate, some-times by using IH. (For (�) and (�), use IH on (ii).) If the last rule is (app), wedistinguish subcases according to where the reduction takes place.Subcase 1 � `M : �x:A:C � ` N : A� ` MN : C[N=x]with P � MN and the reduction is inside M or N . Then we areimmediately done by IH.Subcase 2 � ` �x:A:M : �x:B:C � ` N : B� ` (�x:A:M)N : C[N=x]



110 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4with P � (�x:A:M)N and P 0 �M [N=x]. Then by applying Stripping(4.4.27) to the �rst premise, we �nd�0; x:A `M : C 0 (1)�0 ` �x:A:C 0 : s(2 S)�x:A:C 0 = �x:B:Cwith �0 � �:So, again by Stripping �0 ` A : s1 (2)�0; x:A ` C 0 : s2for some s1; s2 2 S:By applying Thinning (4.4.24) to the second premise we �nd�0 ` N : B (3)By the Key Lemma (4.4.18), we conclude from �x:A:C 0 = �x:B:Cthat A = B (4)C 0 = C: (5)So, applying (conv) to (2) and (3), using (4), we get�0 ` N : A: (6)Applying Substitution (Proposition 4.4.26) to (6) and (1) we get�0 `M [N=x] : C 0[N=x]: (7)By applying Correctness of Types (Lemma 4.4.28) to the �rst premise,we �nd � ` �x:B:C : s0 for some s0 2 S, hence �0 ` �x:B:C : s0 andhence by Stripping �0; x:B ` C : s02(2 S): (8)Now apply Substitution to (3) and (8) to get�0 ` C[N=x] : s02: (9)Apply (conv) to (7) and (9) (using (5)) to conclude�0 `M [N=x] : C[N=x]:The variables that are in the set dom(�0) n dom(�) are not free inM [N=x]; C[N=x] or �, so they can be removed by consecutive appli-cations of (streng) to obtain� `M [N=x] : C[N=x]and we are done.



Sec. 4.4 Meta theory of Pure Type Systems 111Proof of (ii): All cases can be handled easily by applying IH. In case the last ruleis (var) or (weak), also use IH on (i). �4.4.31. Corollary. � `M : C;C �� C 0 ) � `M : C 0Proof. Immediate, using Correctness of Types (4.4.28). �4.4.32. Subject Reduction Lemma for eta (SR� for PTS� and PTSs��). For�;�0 contexts, P;P 0 and D terms,� ` P : D & P �!� P 0 ) � ` P 0 : D� ` P : D & � �!� �0 ) �0 ` P : D:Proof. We do the prove for PTSs��. The proof for PTS� is slightly simpler andfollows the same lines. (It uses the fact that (streng) is a derived rule, whichwill only be shown in 4.4.35.) Simultaneously by induction on the derivation of� ` P : D. We treat the proof for PTSs��, because it is the most complicated.The only interesting case is when the last rule is the (lambda) rule and we are inthe following situation �; x:A `Mx : B � ` �x:A:B : s� ` �x:A:Mx : �x:A:Bwith x =2 FV(M). Then by Stripping (4.4.27) we �nd(�; x:A)0 ` M : �y:C:E(�; x:A)0 ` x : CE[x=y] = Bwith (�; x:A)0 � �; x:A. We may conclude that A = C and hence that �x:A:B =�y:C:E. So (�; x:A)0 ` M : �x:A:B;and by some applications of (streng) we �nd� ` M : �x:A:Band we are done.For all other cases the proof follows exactly the proof of SR�. �4.4.33. Corollary. For PTS� and PTSs�� we have� `M : C;C �� C 0 ) � ` M : C 0



112 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4Proof. Immediate, using Correctness of Types (4.4.28). �4.4.34. Sublemma. (for proving that (streng) is a derived rule for PTS�) ForPTS�, if �1; x:A;�2 is a context and M and B are terms, then�1; x:A;�2 `M : Bx =2 FV(�2;M) )) 9B0[B �� B0 & �1;�2 `M : B0:Although the property seems to be obviously correct, the proof for the generalcase is remarkably complicated and requires the introduction of many new notionsand de�nitions. For that reason and because the proof is not ours, we omit ithere and refer to [van Benthem Jutting 199+] for details (which is the originalsource.) The idea of using the above Sublemma to prove that (streng) is a derivedrule, �rst appeared in [Luo 1989], who used it for the system ECC. The authorand Nederhof used it (in the joint paper [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991]) to givethe proof for functional PTS�s. (For this case the situation is easier because wehave Uniqueness of Types.) We shortly repeat that proof here.Proof. of the Sublemma for functional PTS�s.The proof is by induction on the derivation of �1; x:A;�2 `M : B, distinguishingcases according to the last rule. The only interesting cases are when the last ruleis (�), (app) or (conv), so we treat those.(�) Say M � �y:C:N , B � �y:C:D and�1; x:A;�2; y:C ` N : D � ` �y:C:D : s�1; x:A;�2 ` �y:C:N : �y:C:DThen by IH �1;�2; y:C ` N : D0 for some D0 with D �� D0.Also, �1; x:A;�2 ` C : s1 is a conclusion of a subderivation of the deriva-tion with conclusion �1; x:A;�2; y:C ` N : D, so by IH �1;�2 ` C : s1.By Correctness of Types we �nd that �1;�2; y:C ` D0 : s2 or D0 � s 2 S.In the second case too there is an s2 such that D0(� s) : s2, because forD there is such s2 and we have SR�.Now, by functionality, the s1 and s2 are such that (s1; s2; s) 2 R ((s1; s2; s)is the rule that justi�ed the formation of �y:C:D), so we can apply (�)to conclude �1;�2 ` �y:C:D0 : s and hence �1;�2 ` �y:C:N : �y:C:D0.(app) Say M � NP , B � D[P=y] and�1; x:A;�2 ` N : �y:C:D � ` P : C�1; x:A;�2 ` NP : D[P=y]Then by IH, �1;�2 ` N : �y:C 0:D0 and �1;�2 ` N : C 00 with C ��C 0; C 00 and D �� D0. By Church-Rosser we �nd a term C 000 such thatC 0; C 00 �� C 000 and hence (by Corollary 4.4.31) �1;�2 ` N : �y:C 000:D0and �1;�2 ` P : C 000. We may now conclude that �1;�2 ` NP : D0[P=y]and we are done.



Sec. 4.4 Meta theory of Pure Type Systems 113(conv) Say �1; x:A;�2 ` M : C � ` D : s�1; x:A;�2 `M : D C = DThen by IH �1;�2 ` M : C 0 for some C 0 with C �� C 0. By Church-Rosser there is a C 00 such that C 0;D �� C 00. Now �1;�2 ` M : C 00 andwe are done. �The statement of the Sublemma can be weakened a bit by requiring the B0 tobe convertible with B (and not necessarily a reduct.) This trivializes the case forthe last ruel being (conv), but doesn't make the whole proof really easier: We stillneed Church-Rosser, functionality and the case for the last rule being (�) becomesa bit more involved. Moreover it is slightly more work to get Strengthening fromthe Sublemma.4.4.35. Strengthening Lemma. for PTS�. For �1; x:A;�2 a context and Mand B terms, �1; x:A;�2 `M : Bx =2 FV(�2;M;B) )) �1;�2 `M : B:Proof. By the Sublemma we �nd a B0 such that B �� B0 and�1;�2 `M : B0:By Correctness of Types there are two possibilities, �1; x:A;�2 ` B : s or B �s 2 S. In the second case we are immediately done, because B � B0. In the �rstcase we can once again apply the Sublemma to�1; x:A;�2 ` B : sto �nd that �1;�2 ` B : s:Now we are done by one application of (conv). �4.4.36. Strong Permutation Lemma. for PTS� and PTSs��.For �1; x:A; y:B;�2 a context, M and C terms, with x =2 FV(B),�1; x:A; y:B;�2 ` M : C ) �1; y:B;x:A;�2 `M : C:Proof. The only thing to do is to show that �1; y:B;x:A;�2 is a legal contextif �1; x:A; y:B;�2 is. (Then we are done by Thinning, 4.4.24.) By Lemma 4.4.23we know that �1; x:A ` B : s



114 Pure Type Systems Ch. 4for some s 2 S. By Strengthening for PTS� (Lemma 4.4.35) or by the rule(streng) for PTSs��, we conclude that�1 ` B : sand hence that �1; y:B is a legal context. So, by one again using Lemma 4.4.23and Thinning we derive that �1; y:B;x:A is a legal context. We can repeat thisoperation of applying Lemma 4.4.23 and Thinning for all declarations in �2 and�nally conclude that �1; y:B;x:A;�2 is a legal context. �A weak form of the Permutation Lemma, which holds for all notions of PureType System is the following.�1; x:A; y:B;�2 ` M : C�1 ` B : s )) �1; y:B;x:A;�2 `M : C:The proof is the same as for the proof of the Strong Permutation Lemma, exceptfor the fact that one doesn't need Strengthening because of the second assumptionin the statement.Finally we want to prove two properties that use the syntax with sorted vari-ables as it was described in De�nition 4.2.9. We prove the Lemmas for injectivePTS�s, which is an unpractical restriction, not so much because of the restrictionto injectivity but especially because we don't have the Lemma for PTSs��. There-fore we shall look into this matter again in detail when we study the Calculus ofConstructions with ��-conversion. Let us remark here that the following Lemmasare not true if we drop the restriction to injective systems; a counterexample canbe found in [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991].4.4.37. Classification Lemma for injective systems. For s; s0 sorts, s 6�s0, s-Term \ s0-Term = ;;s-Elt \ s0-Elt = ;:Proof. For the �rst it su�ces to prove the following.� `M : s; �0 `M : s0 ) s � s0:For the second it su�ces to prove the following.� `M : B : s; �0 `M : B0 : s0 ) s � s0:We prove these two statements simultaneously by induction on the structure ofterms, using the Church-Rosser property, SR� and Uniqueness of Types. Theproof is not really di�cult but still a bit tricky and we therefore give it in quitesome detail.



Sec. 4.4 Meta theory of Pure Type Systems 115var. If � ` x : s, �0 ` x : s0 and x 2 Vars0 then x : A 2 � with A �� s andx : A0 2 �0 with A0 �� s0 for some A;A0. Furthermore � ` A : s0 and� ` A0 : s0 and hence s : s0 and s0 : s0 are axioms. Now by injectivity,s � s0. For the second statement it su�ces to show that, if � ` x : B : swith x 2 Vars0, then s � s0. Now, if � ` x : B, then x : A 2 � with� ` A : s0 and A =� B. Hence by Church-Rosser, SR� and Uniquenessof Types, s � s0.�-abstr. If � ` �x:A:B : s and �0 ` �x:A:B : s0, then � ` A : s1 and �; x:A ` B :s2 with (s1; s2; s) 2 R and at the same time �0 ` A : s01 and �0; x:A ` B :s02 with (s01; s02; s0) 2 R. Now, by IH s1 � s01 and s2 � s02 and hence s � s0because R � (S �S)�S is a function. For the second statement we arenow easily done, because if � ` �x:A:B : C : s and �0 ` �x:A:B : C 0 : s0,then C and C 0 reduce both to the same �xed s0 2 S (which is found bythe argument for the �rst statement.) Hence s � s0 by the fact that Ais a function.�-abstr. The �rst statement is trivially satis�ed by the fact that a �-abstractioncan not be an s-Term. For the second statement suppose that � `�x:A:M : B : s and �0 ` �x:A:M : B0 : s0. Then B = �x:A:C with� ` A : s1, �; x:A ` M : C : s2 and � ` �x:A:C : s3 ((s1; s2; s3) 2 R)and at the same timeB0 = �x:A:C 0 with �0 ` A : s01, �0; x:A `M : C 0 : s02and �0 ` �x:A:C 0 : s03 ((s01; s02; s03) 2 R). Now, by IH s1 � s01 and s2 � s02and hence s3 � s03. Further, by Church-Rosser, SR� and Uniqueness ofTypes, s � s3 and s0 � s03 and so s � s0.applic. We �rst prove the second statement, so let � ` MN : D : s and �0 `MN : D0 : s0. Then � ` M : �x:A:B : s3, � ` N : A : s1, � `B[N=x] : s2 and B[N=x] =� D ((s1; s2; s3) 2 R) and at the same time�0 ` M : �x:A0:B 0 : s03, �0 ` N : A0 : s01, �0 ` B0[N=x] : s02 andB0[N=x] = D0 ((s01; s02; s03) 2 R.) Now, by IH s1 � s01 and s3 � s03and hence s2 � s02 by injectivity. Also, by Church-Rosser, SR� andUniqueness of Types, s � s2 and s0 � s02 and so s � s0. For the �rststatement, if � ` MN : s and �0 ` MN : s0, then we �nd by theargument for the second statement a �xed sort s0 such that s : s0 ands0 : s0. So, by injectivity, s � s0. �We can specialize this Lemma a bit further by noticing that in a lot of casesthe sort s for which A 2 s-Elt only depends on the `innermost symbol' of A,which is always a sort or a variable. Let us �rst de�ne this notion; we call theinnermost symbol of A the heart of the term A, notation h(A).



116 Pure Type Systems Ch. 44.4.38. Definition. The heart of a pseusdoterm A, h(A), is de�ned by inductionon the structure of terms as follows.h(s) := s; for s 2 S;h(x) := x; for x 2 Var;h(�x:B:C) := h(C);h(�x:B:M) := h(M);h(MN) := h(M):4.4.39. Lemma. For an injective PTS� with all rules of the form (s1; s2) (i.e.(s1; s2; s3) 2 R ) s2 � s3) we haveM 2 s-Elt , h(M) = x 2 Vars _h(M) = s00 with s00 : s0 : s 2 A for some s0 2 S;M 2 s-Term ) h(M) = x 2 Vars0 with s:s0 2 A_h(M) = s0 with s0:s 2 A:Proof. By induction on the structure of M . For the �rst part of the Lemma:The reverse implication uses the Classi�cation Lemma in case M � x. All othercases follow straightforward from IH and the restrictions on the rules and ax-ioms. For the second part of the Lemma, all cases follow easily from IH and therestrictions, except when M is an application term, in which case we need the�rst part of the Lemma. We do this case in detail.M � PN , say � ` PN : s with � ` P : �y:B:C : s3 and � ` N : B. ThenC[N=y] =� s and hence s:s3 2 A. Now we can apply the �rst part of the Lemmato the term PN to �nd that either h(PN) = x 2 Vars3 or h(PN) = s00 withs00:s0:s3 for some s0. By the restrictions on the rules and the fact that s : s3, we�nd that either h(PN) = x 2 Vars3 with s:s3 2 A or h(PN) = s00 with s00:s 2 Aand we are done. �



Chapter 5The Church-Rosser property for��-reduction5.1. IntroductionIn this chapter we want to treat the proof of the Church-Rosser property for��-reduction in functional normalizing Pure Type Systems. By the restriction tofunctional normalizing systems we don't mean that the general property is false:At this moment this is still an open question, but we strongly believe that CR��holds in general for all Pure Type Systems. At the end of this section we shallmake some comments on this and also on the proof, which we believe has somede�cits.In giving the proof we roughly follow [Geuvers 1992]. In fact the proof wegive here is an expanded and updated version of the one that was given in there.We have changed the order of the lemmas a bit to stress which properties aregeneral and which ones are speci�c properties of functional normalizing PTSs.5.2. The proof of CR�� for normalizing systemsBefore giving the proof we want to �x some terminology and highlight someproperties that come in handy for the proofs.Notation. Suppose � ` M : A is a derivable judgement in a functional PTS.If P is a subterm of M , we can speak of the type of P in the derivation of� ` M : A. In fact this type is unique up to ��-equality, due to the uniqueness oftype property (Lemma 4.4.29). We therefore introduce the notation ty(P ), whichdepends on �, M and A (but this dependency will usually not be mentionedexplicitly) and is unique up to =��. We also want to �x the notion of a variablex being free in ty(P ) or not. As ty(P ) is unique up to =�� we shall usually beinterested to know whether we can �nd a type for P in which x is not free. We117



118 CR for �� Ch. 5therefore introduce the notation x =2! ty(P ) to denote that there is a type B of Psuch that x =2 FV(B). (Note that all this is still relative to �, M and A.)5.2.1. Remark. 1. For terms that have a sort as type, the Key Lemma 4.4.18,gives in practice more speci�c information: If �x:A1:A2 =�� C and C : s fors 2 S, then C �� �x:C1:C2 with Ci =�� Ai. Similarly if xP1 � � �Pn =�� Cand C : s for s 2 S, then C �� xQ1 � � �Qn with Pi =�� Qi. This is truebecause C can not be a �-abstraction.2. For well-typed terms (in an arbitrary PTS) that are ��-equal to a sort, theKey Lemma 4.4.18, also gives some extra information: If A 2 Term(�) andA ��� s(2 S), then A �� s. (This is easily veri�ed by noticing that,if A =�� s, then A �� �~y:A:s~R �� s (see Proposition 4.4.14) and that�~y:A:s~R can only be well-typed if ~y is empty.)We �rst list some lemmas that are valid in all PTS (not just the functionalnormalizing ones.) We have not listed them under the general meta theory forPure Type Systems because all the properties are about terms being (equal to aterm) in normal form, so for systems that are not normalizing these propertiesloose their interest.5.2.2. Lemma. � ` A:sA in ��-nfA =�� Bx =2 FV(B; types of�) 9>>>=>>>;) x =2 FV(A):Here the types of � are the terms C such that y : C 2 � for some variable y.Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure ofA. ForA a sort or a variableit's trivial. For A � �x:A0:A1, we are done by induction hypothesis. Supposenow thatA is an application term. Then x can only be free in domains ofA. (Notethat jBj =�� jAj�� nf(jAj), and in untyped lambda calculus �-reductions do notremove any free variables, so x =2 FV(jAj).) Say C is the leftmost domain of Ain which x occurs free, say in the subterm zR1 � � �Rq(�y1:E1: � � ��yp:Ep:�y:C:P ).Then x =2! ty(z), because z is declared in the context or z is abstracted inside Ato the left of C. This implies that also x =2! ty(zR1 � � �Rq). Now ty(zR1 � � �Rq) =�q:(�y1:E1: � � ��yp:Ep:�y:C:D):F and hence C =�� E, for some E with x =2FV(E). Now we can apply IH because C in �-nf and x =2 FV(E). So, x =2 FV (C)and there is no leftmost domain in A in which x occurs free. �5.2.3. Proposition. For M 2 Term, if M in ��-nf, then jM j in ��-nf.



Sec. 5.2 The proof of CR�� for normalizing systems 119Proof. SupposeM in ��-nf and jM j not in ��-nf. Then jM j is in �-nf by Propo-sition 4.4.14. So there is an �-redex in jM j, which is not an �-redex in M , say�x:jN jx is the left most such. Then x 2 FV(N) while x =2 FV(jN j), so x occursonly free in domains ofN . We now follow roughly the samemethod as in the proofof Lemma 5.2.2: Say C is the leftmost domain in which x is free, say C occurs inthe subterm zR1 � � �Rq(�y1:E1: � � ��yp:Ep:�y:C:P ). Again x =2! ty(z). (If z is de-clared in the context or abstracted left from the abstraction over x, then x =2! ty(z)by the convention that all bound variables are di�erent and di�erent from thefree ones. If z is abstracted right from x, then x =2! ty(z) by the assumption thatC is the leftmost domain containing x.) This implies that x =2! ty(zR1 � � �Rq) andby the fact that ty(zR1 � � �Rq) = �q:(�y1:E1: � � ��yp:Ep:�y:C:D):F we �nd thatC =�� E, for some E with x =2 FV(E). Now, by Lemma 5.2.2, x =2 FV (C), sothere is no leftmost domain in M in which x occurs free. Hence jM j is in ��-nf.�5.2.4. Lemma. � ` M :A� `M 0:A0A =�� A0jM j � jM 0jM;M 0 in �-nf 9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;)M �d M 0(The equality �d, was de�ned in De�nition 4.4.13: M �d M 0 if M �d M 0 andall corresponding domains are ��-equal.)Proof. M and M 0 have the same structure (apart from the domains) and wehave to show that all respective domains inM andM 0 are pairwise ��-equal. SayM = �x1:A1: : : : �xn:An:N and M 0 = �x1:A01: : : : �xn:A0n:N 0, with N and N 0 notabstractions. Then A =�� �x1:A1: : : :�xn:An:B =�� �x1:A01: : : :�xn:A0nB0 =��A0, for some B and B0 by Stripping, so Ai =�� A0i. Now compare from left toright all domains in N and N 0.Say C occurs as zR1 � � �Rq(�y1:E1: : : : �yp:Ep:�x:C:P ) in N and C 0 occurs aszR01 � � �R0q(�y1:E01: : : : �yp:E0p:�x:C 0P 0) in N 0 and for all domains to the left of C(respectively C 0) we are already done by induction. So Ri =�� R0i for all i andEi =�� E 0i for all i and hence ty(zR1 � � �Rq) = ty(zR01 � � �R0q). This implies thatty(�y1:E1: : : : �yp:Ep:�x:C:P ) = ty(�y1:E 01: : : : �yp:E 0p:�x:C 0P 0)and so B =�� B0. �The following Lemma collects the results of the previous Lemmas, establishingthe conuence of ��-equality for types in normalizing PTSs��.



120 CR for �� Ch. 55.2.5. Lemma. Let s; s0 2 S. � ` A:s� ` B:s0A =�� BA;B in ��-nf 9>>>=>>>;) A � B:Proof. By induction on the structure of A, using the Key Lemma, 5.2.4 and5.2.3.If A � �x:A1:A2, then B =�� �x:B1:B2 with A1 =�� B1 and A2 =�� B2. Byinduction hypothesis A1 � B1 and A2 � B2.If A � xP1 � � �Pn, then B � xQ1 � � �Qn with Pi =�� Qi (by Key Lemma.) Now,ty(xP1 � � �Pn) = ty(xQ1 � � �Qn), and so s � s0. Further, xP1 � � �Pn and xQ1 � � �Qnare in ��-nf, so, by 5.2.3, jxP1 � � �Pnj and jxQ1 � � �Qnj are, so jxP1 � � �Pnj �jxQ1 � � �Qnj. We can apply 5.2.4 and conclude that all respective domains inxP1 � � �Pn and xQ1 � � �Qn are ��-equal. By induction hypothesis (comparing thedomains in xP1 � � �Pn and xQ1 � � �Qn from left to right) we conclude that allrespective domains in xP1 � � �Pn and xQ1 � � �Qn are syntactically equal,that isxP1 � � �Pn � xQ1 � � �Qn. �5.2.6. Theorem (CON�� for normalizing functional PTSs��).� ` M :A� `M 0:AM =�� M 0 9>=>;)M ##�� M 0:Proof. De�ne N := nf(M); N 0 := nf(M 0). We prove N � N 0 and we are done.By SR� and SR� we �nd � ` N :A and � ` N 0:A. By 5.2.3, jN j and jN 0j arein normal form, so jN j � jN 0j. By 5.2.4, all respective domains in N and N 0are ��-equal. We now compare all respective domains in N and N 0, from leftto right. By Lemma 5.2.5 all respective domains in N and N 0 are syntacticallyequal (�), so N � N 0. �Obviously, the normalization is essential for the proof. Note however thatalso the restriction to PTSs�� is essential, because in PTS�� we don't know how toprove SR�. Of course we are still interested in proving CR�� for PTS�� (functionaland normalizing). Somewhat surprisingly maybe, that is easy now : Using thework on PTSs�� that has been done in this section, we can show that (streng) isa derived rule in a functional normalizing PTS�� and hence that Theorem 5.2.6holds for any functional normalizing PTS��. In fact, everything that is required isa simple corollary of Lemma 5.2.5. Then the proof of the derivedness of (streng)in functional normalizing PTS�� can be found by redoing the proof of derivednessof (streng) in PTS�. (Sublemma 4.4.34 and Lemma 4.4.35.)



Sec. 5.2 The proof of CR�� for normalizing systems 121The property that proves strengthening and hence SR� is interesting enoughto give it a name and treat it as a speci�c feature on its own. This is becausein practice it holds quite generally for functional systems, even if they are notnormalizing (like �?), or if we do not yet have a proof of normalization (as is thecase for CC�� at this point in the text).5.2.7. Definition. We say that a PTS�� or PTSs�� satis�es ��-preservation ofsorts, if � ` A : s� ` B : s0A =�� B 9>=>;) s � s0:Obviously, there are non-functional PTS that do not satisfy ��-preservationof sorts (because Uniqueness of Types doesn't hold.) It should also be clearthat we strongly believe the property to hold for all functional PTS: It comes asan immediate consequence of Conuence, Subject Reduction and Uniqueness ofTypes. The Corollary of Lemma 5.2.5 that we are interested in in the presentcontext is that all functional normalizing PTS�� satisfy ��-preservation of sorts.The reason to highlight this property here as a special de�nition is twofold: First,this is the speci�c feature we need to make the proof of strengthening and henceSR�, work. Second, the ��-preservation of sorts is quite easily proved for othersystems like CC�� and �?.5.2.8. Corollary (of Lemma 5.2.5). A functional, normalizing PTS�� satis�es��-preservation of sorts.Proof. Suppose � ` A : s and � ` B : s0 in a functional normalizing systemwithout (streng). Then also � ` A : s and � ` B : s0 in the extension of thesystem with the rule (streng). Now A and B both normalize, so, by SR� and SR�in the extended system, � ` nf(A) : s and � ` nf(B) : s0 (still in the extendedsystem). By Lemma 5.2.5, this implies nf(A) � nf(B), so by Uniqueness of Types,s � s0.�Trivially, the Corollary also holds for functional normalizing PTSs��.5.2.9. Sublemma. If a PTS�� satis�es ��-preservation of sorts, then�1; x:A;�2 `M : Bx =2 FV(�2;M) )) 9B0[B =�� B0 & �1;�2 `M : B0]:Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of �1; x:A;�2 ` M : B,distinguishing cases according to the last rule. The only interesting cases arewhen the last rule is (�) or (app), so we treat those. (The other cases sometimesuse the Remark 5.2.1.)



122 CR for �� Ch. 5(�) Say M � �y:C:N , B � �y:C:D and�1; x:A;�2; y:C ` N : D �1; x:A;�2 ` �y:C:D : s3�1; x:A;�2 ` �y:C:N : �y:C:DThen by IH �1;�2; y:C ` N : D0 for some D0 with D =�� D0.Also, �1; x:A;�2 ` C : s1 and �1; x:A;�2; y:C ` D : s2 are conclusionsof subderivations (with (s1; s2; s3) 2 R), so by IH �1;�2 ` C : E withE =�� s1 and hence �1;�2 ` C : s1 by 5.2.1 and SR�.By Correctness of Types we �nd that �1;�2; y:C ` D0 : s02 or D0 � s 2 S.In the second case we have D �� s and s:s2 2 A. So �1;�2 ` �y:C:s : s3and hence �1;�2 ` �y:C:N : �y:C:s with �y:C:D =�� �y:C:s.In the �rst case we have by ��-preservation of sorts that s2 � s02. So�1;�2 ` �y:C:D0 : s3 and hence �1;�2 ` �y:C:N : �y:C:D0 with�y:C:D =�� �y:C:D0.(app) Say M � NP , B � D[P=y] and�1; x:A;�2 ` N : �y:C:D �1; x:A;�2 ` P : C�1; x:A;�2 ` NP : D[P=y]Then by IH, �1;�2 ` N : E and �1;�2 ` N : F with �y:C:D =�� E andF =�� C. By the Key Lemma we �nd that E �� �y:C 0:D0 with C 0 =�� Cand D0 =�� D. So, by Corollary 4.4.31, �1;�2 ` N : �y:C 0:D0. We canapply (conv��) to �1;�2 ` P : F and F =�� C 0 to conclude �1;�2 ` P : C 0and hence �1;�2 ` NP : D0[N=y], where D0[N=x] =�� D[N=x]. �5.2.10. Lemma. If a PTS�� satis�es ��-preservation of sorts, then it satis�esstrengthening, that is�1; x:A;�2 `M : Bx =2 FV(�2;M;B) )) �1;�2 `M : B:Proof. By the Sublemma we �nd a B0 such that�1;�2 `M : B0 and B =�� B0:By Correctness of Types there are two possibilities, �1; x:A;�2 ` B : s or B �s 2 S. In the second case we are immediately done by SR�, because B0�� s. Inthe �rst case we have �1; x:A;�2 ` B : sand by once again applying the Sublemma we �nd that�1;�2 ` B : E =�� s:Now we are done by the fact that E �� s, SR� and one application of (conv). �



Sec. 5.2 The proof of CR�� for normalizing systems 1235.2.11. Corollary (��-preservation of sorts implies SR�). A PTS�� that satis-�es ��-preservation of sorts, satis�es SR�.Proof. The proof is exactly the same as for Lemma 4.4.30, so one proves simul-taneously the following.� ` P : D & P �!� P 0 ) � ` P 0 : D;� ` P : D & � �!� �0 ) �0 ` P : D:The proof uses the fact that we have strengthening, which was stated in theLemma. �5.2.12. Remark. In fact we can do with less then ��-preservation of sorts toprove strengthening and hence SR�. The speci�c property that we need in theproof of strengthening is the following.� ` A : s2� ` B : s02A =�� B(s1; s2; s3) 2 R 9>>>=>>>;) 9s03[(s1; s02; s03) 2 R]:(This is used in the case of the (�) rule.)If the system satis�es ��-preservation of sorts, the above property is obviouslysatis�ed. But there are more Pure Type Systems that satisfy the above property,for example the semi-full ones. Remember that a PTS is semi-full if(s1; s2; s3) 2 R & s02 2 S ) 9s03[(s1; s02; s03) 2 R]:It is easy to verify that the above mentioned property holds. Consequently, allsemi-full PTS�� satisfy strengthening and hence all semi-full PTS�� satisfy SR�.5.2.13. Theorem (CON�� for normalizing functional PTS��).� ` M :A� `M 0:AM =�� M 0 9>=>;)M ##�� M 0:Proof. The Theorem follows immediately from Theorem 5.2.6 by the fact thatin any functional normalizing PTS�� the rule (streng) is satis�ed, which againfollows immediately from Corollary 5.2.8 and Lemma 5.2.10. �



124 CR for �� Ch. 55.3. DiscussionWe have proved CON�� for terms in a �xed context of a �xed type, but only forfunctional normalizing PTS��. This immediately implies CR�� on Term, becausewe have SR� and SR� for these systems. Conuence for well-typed terms ofdi�erent types doesn't hold: Just consider the well-known counterexample. Thesame can be said for well-typed terms in di�erent contexts: Take A 6=�� B and� and �0 such that� ` x(�y : A:y) : ? and �0 ` x(�y : B:y) : ?:Then x(�y : A:y) =�� x(�y : B:y), but not x(�y : A:y) ##�� x(�y : B:y).We think that, using the work of [van Benthem Jutting 199+], who givesan analysis of typing in PTSs, these results can be extended to arbitrary nor-malizing type systems. The most interesting extension, however, is the one tonon-normalizing type systems like �?. First because the proof given here reliesvery heavily on the normalization. Second, and maybe even more important,because from CON�� on Term(�; A) in �? (with (conv��)) we hope to get CON��on Term(�; A) for an arbitrary PTS��, by imitating the reduction steps in �? inthe other PTS��, using the terminality of �? in the category PTS��.Let's now prove a general statement along these lines, i.e. describe a PTS�� �such that, if � j= CON��, then CON�� holds for any PTS��. Note Remark 5.2.12,saying that SR� holds for any semi-full PTS��.5.3.1. Definition. The PTS�� �N is the system �(S;A;R) withS = N;A = N � N;R = N � N �NSo �N is full (and hence semi-full), which implies that �N satis�es SR�. (SeeRemark 5.2.12.) We now have the following Proposition.5.3.2. Proposition. If �N satis�es CON��, then all PTS�� satisfy CON��.Proof. Suppose �N satis�es CON�� and let � be an arbitrary PTS�� with � `�M;N : A and M =�� N . We have to show that M ##�� N . Now let ~� be amapping from the sorts of � to N that is injective on the set of sorts of � thatoccur in �, M or A. �N is full, so the map ~� is a PTS-morphism, so~� `�N ~M; ~N : ~A:Now, ~M ##�� ~N and due to the local injectivity of ~�, the reduction paths from~M , resp. ~N can be faithfully translated back to reduction paths from M , resp.N , and so M ##�� N . �



Sec. 5.3 Discussion 125Because of the restriction to normalizing systems, we need to prove normal-ization of ��-reduction without using the Church-Rosser property. This maylook problematic but in practice it isn't. For example for the Calculus of Con-structions, the strong normalization proof in [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991] for thesystem with (conv�) can quite easily be adapted to a proof of strong normaliza-tion for the system with (conv��). We conjecture here the general theorem that,if a PTS� is (strongly) normalizing, then the PTS�� is.That the proof of CR�� for non-normalizing systems need not be very com-plicated is shown by the example of �U . This is the system de�ned in De�nition4.3.12 for which normalization does not hold. If we extend the system by re-placing the conversion rule with the (conv��) rule, the separation of contexts(Proposition 4.3.14) still holds. Due to this property, the proof of CR�� is easy.It works as follows:1. Note that, if � ` A : Type0, then A contains no redexes.2. Hence, if � ` M;N : A(: Type), then the domains in M and N contain noredexes.3. Conclude that CON�� holds for such M and N .4. Note that, if � ` M : A(: Prop), then the domains of M are terms B with� ` B : Type or � ` B : Prop(: Type).5. Hence, for these domains CON�� already holds.6. Hence CON�� holds for M and N with � `M;N : A(: Prop).If we look at the Church-Rosser property from a point of view as to howto compute the common reduct, we see that the situation is really a bit morecomplicated then for untyped lambda calculus. In untyped lambda calculus, ifM ��� M1 and M ��� M2, a common reduct of M1 and M2 can be found usingcomplete developments. (See [Barendregt 1984].) Here one has to do somethingmore, namely reduce the domains: Consider again M := �x:A:(�y:B:y)x,M1 :=�x:A:x and M2 := �y:B:y. There are no residuals of the �-redex in M2, nor arethere any residuals of the �-redex in M1, so we have a complete development ofthe set of both redexes, but M1 6� M2. (They would have been in the untypedcase.) We still have to unify A and B.
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Chapter 6The Calculus of Constructionsand its �ne structure6.1. IntroductionIn pragraph 4.3.1 we encountered the Calculus of Constructions (CC) as an ex-ample of a Pure Type System, where it was also called �P!. In this chapterwe want to study this system in more detail. This will be done in various ways.First we say something about the practical meaning of the system in terms oflogic and data types. If we want to see the Calculus of Constructions as a logicwe have to study the formulas-as-types embedding from higher order predicatelogic into CC. We have already de�ned this embedding in Chapter 4.1 (paragraph4.3.1) as an embedding from the system �PRED! to CC. As we have alreadyconvinced ourselves of the fact that �PRED! and PRED! are isomorphic sys-tems via the formulas-as-types analogy we shall only be studying the embeddingfrom �PRED! into CC. In paragraph 4.3.1 we also encountered the so calledcube of typed lambda calculi, which gives a �ne structure for CC. We shall alsostudy the other systems of this cube, especially in relation to the formulas-as-types embedding. The central question for each of these systems will be whetherthe formulas-as-types embedding is complete. As we are mainly concerned withthe cube from a point of view of logic, it is also interesting to see to which extentthe systems of the cube are conservative over one another.Two of the more complicated issues regarding CC are not treated in thisChapter, namely the strong normalization and the Church-Rosser property for��-reduction on terms of CC. Strong normalization will be dealt with in Chap-ter 7.1. We discussed the Church-Rosser property in Chapter 5.1. From thenormalization it follows by the techniques developed in Chapter 5.1 that theChurch-Rosser property holds for ��-reduction in CC.127



128 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 66.2. The cube of typed lambda calculi and the logic cubeWe recall some de�nitions of previous chapters. First remember that the Baren-dregt's cube of typed lambda calculi (De�nition 4.3.1) consists of eight PTS�s.Each of them has S := f?;2g;A := f? : 2g:The rules for each system are as given in the following table.�! (?; ?;�2 (?; ?) (2; ?;�P (?; ?) (?;2)�! (?; ?) (2;2)�! (?; ?) (2; ?) (2;2)�P2 (?; ?) (2; ?) (?;2)�P! (?; ?) (?;2) (2;2)�P! (?; ?) (2; ?) (?;2) (2;2):The system �P! is the Calculus of Constructions, sometimes called the PureCalculus of Constructions to distinguish it from its variants and extensions. Weshall refer to it as CC. The systems of the cube are usually presented as follows.�! - �P! (= CC)6 6������� ��������2 - �P26 6�! - �P!������� ��������! - �Pwhere an arrow denotes inclusion of one system in another.Remember that we also de�ned the logic cube (De�nition 4.3.5), following[Berardi 1990] as follows. It consists of eight PTS�s, each of them havingS = Prop;Set;Typep;Types;A = Prop : TypepSet : Types:



Sec. 6.2 The cube of typed lambda calculi and the logic cube 129and the rules of each of the systems as given by the following table�PROP (Prop;Prop)�PROP2 (Prop;Prop) (Typep;Prop)�PROP! (Typep;Typep);(Prop;Prop)�PROP! (Typep;Typep)(Prop;Prop) (Typep;Prop)�PRED (Set;Set) (Set;Typep)(Prop;Prop) (Set;Prop)�PRED2 (Set;Set) (Set;Typep)(Prop;Prop) (Set;Prop) (Typep;Prop)�PRED! (Set;Set) (Set;Typep) (Typep;Set) (Typep;Typep)(Prop;Prop) (Set;Prop)�PRED! (Set;Set) (Set;Typep) (Typep;Set) (Typep;Typep)(Prop;Prop) (Set;Prop) (Typep;Prop)The systems are presented in a picture as follows.�PROP! - �PRED!6 6������� ��������PROP2 - �PRED26 6�PROP! - �PRED!������� ��������PROP - �PREDwhere an arrow denotes inclusion of one system in another.



130 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 6Because we have convinced ourselves of the fact that the formulas-as-typesembedding of a logic into the corresponding system of the logic cube is in fact anisomorphism, we can restrict our study of the formulas-as-types embedding intothe systems of the Barendregt's cube to the study of the collapsing mapping H.Remember that H is de�ned as the family of PTS-morphisms from logic cube toBarendregt's cube given by H(Prop) = ?;H(Set) = ?;H(Typep) = 2;H(Types) = 2:6.3. Some more meta-theory for CCBefore going into studying the systems, we want to make some further de�nitions.This will also be necessary for the proof of strong normalization that will begiven in a later chapter. In the rest of this chapter we always assume that weare working in a system with sorted variables, so e.g. for the cube we have twosets of variables Var2 and Var?. See De�nition 4.2.9 for details about the sortedvariables.6.3.1. Definition. For � a system of the cube we de�ne the sets of kinds, types,constructors and objects as follows.Kind(�) := 2-Term;Type(�) := ?-Term;Constr(�) := 2-Elt;Obj(�) := ?-Elt:Usually � will be clear from the context, in which case we omit it. Note thatType(�) � Constr(�).Now we can apply Lemma 4.4.37 to conclude thatKind \ Type = ;;Constr \ Obj = ;:This will be very useful when de�ning mappings on terms of a system of thecube. A related property that is useful for de�ning mappings is given by Lemma4.4.39, which allows to distinguish cases according to the `heart' of a term. (SeeDe�nition 4.4.38.) In the cube, the heart of a term A, h(A), is a variable, ? or2. From Lemma 4.4.39 we derive the following.



Sec. 6.3 Some more meta-theory for CC 1316.3.2. Lemma. For A a well-typed term of the cube we haveA 2 Kind , h(A) = ?;A 2 Type ) h(A) 2 Var2;A 2 Constr , h(A) 2 Var2;A 2 Obj , h(A) 2 Var?:In [Barendregt 1992], mappings on (subsets of the) well-typed terms of thecube are often de�ned on a speci�c subset of the pseudoterms T, and the casedistinction in the de�nition is then made according to the level of terms. Thisnotion of `level' is very close to our notion of `heart', and in fact all the mappingsin [Barendregt 1992] can be de�ned similarly by using case distinctions accordingto the heart of subterms. We try to refrain from de�ning mappings on thepseudoterms, and instead de�ne mappings only on the well-typed terms as muchas possible, because we feel that this is more intuitive. For completeness we de�nethe notion of level though, and give the main property that one would want forit.6.3.3. Definition. For M a pseudoterm of the cube, the level of M , ](M), isthe natural number de�ned as follows.h(M) = x 2 Var? ) ](M) = 0;h(M) = x 2 Var2 ) ](M) = 1;h(M) = ? ) ](M) = 2;h(M) = 2 ) ](M) = 3:The notion of level is closely related to the Automath notion of `degree'.(In Automath the numbering is reversed.) The main property for levels is thefollowing.6.3.4. Lemma. In a system of the cube,� `M : A) ](M) + 1 = ](A):Proof. Immediate consequence of Lemma 6.3.2. �One important mapping from the well-typed terms to the untyped lambdaterms we have already encountered: The map j-j that erases all domains (i.e.types in a �-abstraction.) This is a very syntactical mapping, which leaves ina lot of type information that is of no importance for the underlying algorithmthat the �-term represents. We therefore de�ne a mapping j-jt that erases alltype information.



132 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 66.3.5. Definition. The mapping j-jt from the objects of a system of the cube tothe untyped lambda calculus is de�ned as follows.jxj := x;j�x:A:M j := �x:jM j, if A is a type,j��:A:M j := jM j, if A is a kind,jMN j := jM jjN j, if N is an object,jMN j := jM j, if N is a constructor.6.3.6. Definition. The �-abstractions in a well-typed term of CC (but the de�-nition immediately extends to pseudoterms of CC) are split into four classes, the0-, 2-, P - and !-abstractions, as follows.1. �x:A:M is a 0-abstraction if M is an object, A a type,2. ��:A:M is a 2-abstraction if M is an object, A a kind,3. �x:A:M is a P -abstraction if M is a constructor, A a type,4. ��:A:M is a !-abstraction if M is a constructor, A a kind.We can decorate the �s correspondingly, so we can speak of the �0s �! of a termetc. We now also de�ne the notions of �(�)0-reduction, �(�)2-reduction, �(�)P -reduction and �(�)!-reduction by just restricting reduction to the redexes withthe appropriate subscript attached to the �. We use an arrow with a superscriptabove it to denote these restricted reductions, so !�!�� etcetera.We want to state two of the most important properties of CC.6.3.7. Theorem. CC is strongly normalizing. (All �-reduction sequences startingfrom an M 2 Term(CC) are �nite.)Proof. A detailed proof is given in Chapter 7.1. �A �rst proof of normalization can be found in [Coquand 1985], but the proofcontained a bug as was remarked by Jutting. Coquand repaired his own proofin [Coquand 1986] and together with Gallier he gave a (di�erent) proof of strongnormalization in [Coquand and Gallier 1990]. There are various other versions of(strong) normalization proofs for CC in the literature. All of them use a higherorder variant of the `candidat de r�educibilit�e' method as developped by Girard forproving strong normalisation for his system F and F!. (See [Girard et al. 1989]for the proof for system F.) The idea is to de�ne a kind of realisability modelin which propositions are interpreted as sets of lambda terms (the realisers). Adetailed explanation of the method can be found in [Gallier 1990]. The proof ofstrong normalization in Chapter 7.1 is given by de�ning a reduction preserving



Sec. 6.3 Some more meta-theory for CC 133mapping from CC to F!. Then SN for CC follows from SN for F!. This makesthings slightly easier because we don't have to bother about type dependency.(F! is easier to handle than CC.) A complicating matter of Chapter 7.1 is thatthe proof is given for CC with a (conv��) rule. (That is, the PTS�� CC.) TheStrong Normalization of this system was an open problem up to now.Intuituively it is clear that the hard part (proof-theoretically speaking) of aproof of SN for CC should be the normalization of �0 redexes. For one thing,it can be observed that this is the case for F!. In the proof of Chapter 7.1 thisbecomes also clear: The whole problem of SN for CC is reduced to the problemof SN for erased terms in F! (in which case we have only the 0-redexes left.) In[Coquand and Huet 1988], a version of CC is discussed in which the conversionrule is restricted to performing �P - and �!-reductions. There it is called therestricted Calculus of Constructions.6.3.8. Definition. The restricted Calculus of Constructions is the system CCwith the (conv) rule restricted to �P!-equality.Let us show that for that restricted case, SN is relatively easy (like in thesimply typed lambda calculus.)Recall the de�nitions of �!-redex and �P -redex of De�nition 6.3.6: A �-redexis a �!-redex if it is of the form (��:A:B)P with A a kind and B a constructor.A �-redex is a �P -redex if it is of the form (�x:A:B)t with A a type and B aconstructor. We write !�!� and P�!� for the corresponding reductions. In thefollowing we show that �P!-reduction is normalizing.6.3.9. Proposition. The combination of �-reduction of P -redexes and !-redexes,�P!-reduction, is normalizing in CC.Proof. The proof is in avour and complexity quite close to the normalizationproof for �!. We assign to every term M of CC a pair (d; n), where d is themaximum of the depths of all �P!-redexes in M and n is the number of �P!-redexes of maximal depth. Then we proceed by contracting an innermost redexof maximal depth. That this procedure yields the �P!-normal form is then shownby induction on the lexicographical ordering on the pairs (d; n). Before givingthe de�nition of depth, let us remind us of the fact that there are the followingthree ways in which new �-redexes can be created by a �-reduction.(�x:A:x)(�y:B:M)Q �!� (�y:B:M)Q; (1)(�x:A:C[xQ])(�y:B:M) �!� C[(�y:B:M)Q]; (2)(�x:A:�y:B:M)PQ �!� (�y:B[P=x]:M [P=x])Q; (3)where the last possibility can at the same time be an example of the second.Further there is one way in which existing redexes can be duplicated by a �-reduction: (�x:A:M)C[(�y:B:P )Q] �!� M [C[(�y:B:P )Q]=x];



134 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 6with x having more then one free occurrence in M . Now we de�ne the depth ofa �P - or �!-redex bydepth((�u:A:M)Q) := rank(type of �u:A:M);where the rank of a kind (the type of �Px:A:M or �!�:A:M is always a kind) isde�ned by rank(?) = 1;rank(�x:A:B) = 1 + rank(B); if A is a type;rank(��:A:B) = rank(A) + rank(B); if A is a kind:All this is well-de�ned by the Uniqueness of Types property for CC (Lemma4.4.29) and the fact that if two kinds are �-equal, their ranks are the same.The normalization procedure is now by contracting each time an innermost �P!-redex of maximal depth. If we de�ne for any term M its complexity c(M) asthe pair (d; n) with d the maximal depth of all �P!-redexes and n the numberof �P!-redexes of depth d in M , the normalization procedure as given abovereduces the complexity of terms (in the lexicographical ordering.) We show thisby distinguishing the three di�erent possibilities for creating new redexes thatare mentioned above. (The duplication of redexes can only happen with redexesof rank smaller then r, so duplication is no problem.)� Note that, in the �rst case the contracted redex can not be a �P -redex.Further, if in the second case the contracted redex is a �P -redex, the createdredex is not a �P!-redex.� If, in the �rst two cases, the contracted redex is a �!-redex of depth d (withas type of the �-part ��:A:B so d = rank(��:A:B)), the depth of the newredex is rank(A), so the number of redexes of depth d is reduced by one.� If, in the third case, the contracted redex is of depth d (with as type ofthe �-part �u:A:B so d = rank(��:A:B)), the depth of the new redex isrank(B), so the number of redexes of depth d is reduced by one. (This usesthe fact that the rank of a kind is stable under substitution.) �The restricted Calculus of Constructions is of limited interest, because it isnot possible to �rst �P! normalize and then perform only �02 steps to obtain the�-normal form. This is because e.g. a �2 reduction can create a �P -redex (and a�0-reduction can again create �2 redexes). An example is(�2Q:�! ? :Qy)(�Px:�:� ) 2�!� (�Px:�:� )y:The importance of the (strong) normalisation property lies in the fact that itgives a handle on the number of proofs of a proposition. (One can for example



Sec. 6.4 Intuitions behind the Calculus of Constructions 135show that every closed term of type Nat is �-equal to a numeral (i.e. a termof the form S(: : : S(Z) : : :).) Further, by using normalization one can prove thedecidability of typing.6.3.10. Theorem. In CC, given a context � and a pseudoterm M , it is decidablewhether there exists a term A with � `M : A. If such a term A exists, it can becomputed e�ectively.The proof is prooftheoretically hard beacuse it depends on normalization.Note therefore that type checking in the restricted calculus is much easier, dueto the `easy' normalization proof.Some hints towards a proof can be found in [Coquand and Huet 1988] andmore details in [Coquand 1985] and especially in [Martin-L�of 1971]. See also[Harper and Pollack 1991] for an exposition on the decidability of typing for anextended version of CC, which also describes an algorithm for computing a type.6.4. Intuitions behind the Calculus of ConstructionsLet's �rst make some remarks about the impredicative coding of data types in(higher order) polymorphic lambda calculus. We feel this is necessary for agood understanding of CC. For this purpose it doesn't matter if we considerthe versions that we called F and F! or the PTS�-versions that we called �2 and�!. Details of the encoding can be found in [B�ohm and Berarducci 1985] and[Girard et al. 1989]. We just treat three examples.6.4.1. Examples. 1. The natural numbers in �2 and �! are de�ned by thetype Nat := �� : Prop:�!(�!�)!�and we �nd zero and succesor by taking Z := ��:Prop:�x:�:�f :�!�:xand S := �n:Nat:��:Prop:�x:�:�f :�!�:f(n�xf): Now it is easy to de�nefunctions by iteration on Nat, by taking for c:�, g:�!�, Itcg:Nat!� asItcg := �x:Nat:x�cg. It is also possible to de�ne functions by primitiverecursion, but this is a bit more involved and also ine�cient.2. For � a type, the type of list over � is de�ned by the typeList(�) := ��:Prop:�!(�!�!�)!�)and we �nd the constructors Nil := ��:Prop:�x:�:�f :�!�!�:x and Cons :=�t:�l:List(�):��:Prop:�x:�:�f :�!�!�:ft(l�xf):Again function (like `head'and `tail') can be de�ned by iteration and primitive recursion over lists.



136 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 63. Also coinductive dat types can be de�ned in �2 and �!, which can beunderstood as greatest �xed points in a domain (the inductive data typescorrespond to smallest �xed points.) As an example we treat the type ofstreams (in�nite lists) of natural numbers.Str(Nat) := 9�:(�!Nat)&(�!�)&�:For convenience we writehf; g; xi : (�!Nat)&(�!�)&�if f :�!Nat, g:�!� and x:�, with projections �1; �2 and �3. Then we havedestructorsHead:Str(Nat)!Nat and Tail:Str(Nat)!Str(Nat) de�ned byHead := �s:Str(Nat):sNat(��z:(�1z)(�3z);Tail := �s:Str(Nat):sStr(Nat)(��z:��k:k�(�1z)(�2z)(�2z(�3z)):It is possible to de�ne function to Str(Nat) by coiteration and corecursion.The impredicative data types of �2 and �! have a lot of structure already.(Girard has shown that in �! one can de�ne on the type Nat all recursive func-tions that are provably total in higher order arithmetic.) It seems a good idea touse them for the domains of the logic. So now we view �! not as higher orderproposition logic, but as a term calculus in which one can construct functions (as� terms.) Then, because we want to do predicate logic, we have to add to �!the possibility of de�ning predicates on these new domains by adding the rule(?;2) to R. The kind A!? then represents the type of predicates on A andwe can declare variables of type A!? in the context. This is the Calculus ofConstructions, CC, the Pure Type System withS = ?;2;A = ? : 2;R = (?; ?); (?;2); (2;2); (2; ?):Using our understanding of higher order predicate logic, the sort ? is theuniverse of both propositions and domains in which a whole range of (closed)data types is present. There is however another way to see things. This is tounderstand ? just as the universe of propositions (refraining from understandingthe propositions as domains), in which case a type like '!? (' : ?) can beunderstood as the type of predicates on proofs of '. For practical purposesthis latter approach doesn't seem to be so fruitful. For example one can notdistinguish between proofs that are cut-free and proofs that are not. This isbecause lambda terms that are �-equal (proofs that are equal via cut-elimination)



Sec. 6.4 Intuitions behind the Calculus of Constructions 137are identi�ed: If Pt is provable and t =� t0, then also Pt0 is provable. If one islooking for these kind of applications, it is much more promising to use the`coding' of a logic in a relatively weak framework like Automath or LF. There ishowever also the possibility to restrict the conversion rule of CC, such that onlysome convertible propositions are identi�ed. (A system like this is described in[Coquand and Huet 1988].)It should be clear that in any of the two approaches the distinction betweendomains, objects and proofs is blurred: propositions may contain proofs andthere is no a priori distinction between domains and propositions. On the otherhand it does take the formulas-as-types approach very seriously in the sense thatformulas are not only treated in the same way as the types (domains) but just asif they were types, putting them in the same universe. Because of this mixing offormulas and domains, the Curry-Howard embedding from higher order predicatelogic into CC is not complete. The embedding from higher order propositionallogic into CC (i.e. if one refrains from understanding the propositions as domains)is complete.We want to treat some examples to get the avour of the system. In theseexamples, the impredicative coding of data types will be used as described in6.4.1. First we want to discuss induction over the terms of type Nat and see towhich extent Nat represents the free algebra of natural numbers. Then we treattwo formulas that represent speci�cations of programs. This touches upon one ofthe most interesting aspects of CC: To use it as a higher order constructive logicin which one can represent speci�cations as formulas (about data types.) From aproof of the formula the constructive content can then be extracted as a program(more precisely a lambda term typable in �!.) A lot of work on this subject hasbeen done in [Paulin 1989]; we shall say a little bit more about this in paragraph6.7.6.4.2. Example. We know from the normalization property that in CC eachclosed term of type Nat is �-equal to a term of the form��: ? :�x:�:�f :�!�:f(: : : (fx) : : :):That is, modulo �-equality the closed terms of type Nat are precisely the onesformed by S out of Z. This induction property can be expressed in CC, but isnot provable inside it. To be precise, if we de�neIndNat := 8P :Nat! ? :PZ!(8x:Nat:Px!P (Sx))!(8x:Nat:Px);then IndNat is not provable. If we assume IndNat, we still can't prove that thetype Nat is the free structure generated by Z and S. To establish this we have toadd the premises Z 6=Nat SZ and 8x; y:Nat:(Sx = Sy)!(x = y): None of thesetwo propositions is provable in CC. In higher order predicate logic (working in thenatural numbers-signature hN;Z; Si) these three assumptions are independent,



138 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 6so we would have to add all three of them to obtain the free algebra of naturalnumbers. In CC this is not so. Due to the speci�c structure of the type Nat, theassumptions IndNat and Z 6=Nat SZ su�ce to prove the freeness of Nat. (Thisis so because one can de�ne P :Nat!Nat with IndNat ` 8x:Nat:P (Sx) =Nat xin CC.)6.4.3. Examples. 1. Abbreviate List(Nat) to List. The proposition statingthat for every �nite list of numbers there is a number that majorizes all itselements can be expressed by8l:List:9n:Nat:8m:Nat:m 2 l! m � n;where m 2 l stands for8P :List!?:(8k:List:P (Consmk))! 8k:List8r:Nat:(Pk!P (Consrk))! P land m � n stands for8R:Nat!Nat! ? :(8x:Nat:Rxx)!(8x; y:Nat:Rxy!Rx(Sy))!Rmn:A proof of this proposition constructs for every list l a number n and aproof of the fact that n majorizes l. From it one can extract a program oftype List!Nat that satis�es this speci�cation.2. Abbreviate Str(Nat) to Str. The proposition that every (in�nite) streamthat is majorizable has a maximal element can be expressed by8s:Str:(9n:Nat:8m:Nat:m 2 s! m � n)!(9n:Nat:`n is maximum of s');where m 2 s now stands for9p:Nat:Head(pStrTails) = m;and `n is maximum of s' stands for(n 2 s)&(8m:Nat:m 2 s! m � n):From a proof of this formula one would like to be able to extract a termof type Str!Nat that computes the maximum of a stream, if it exists.This means that we want to extract a partial function (the maximum maynot exist), which is not possible, because in CC all functions are total.(Due to the normalization.) In practice this is no problem, because theextracted function will produce an `arbitrary' number in case there is nomaximum. This corresponds to the fact that in the proof of the formula, ifs has no maximum we can take any number n to satisfy the conclusion `nis maximum of s'. It will be clear that the construction in the proof (andhence the algorithm) depends heavily on the proof of the premise that s ismajorizable.



Sec. 6.5 Formulas-as-types of logics into the cube 1396.5. Formulas-as-types of logics into the cubeThe Curry-Howard embedding from logics into the typed lambd calculi of thecube makes an essential distinction between on the one hand basic and functionaldomains (including the de�nable data types) and on the other hand predicatedomains like A!Prop. The basic domains are interpreted as variables of type ?,the functional domains as implicational formulas and the de�nable data types viathe embedding of data types in system F . The predicate domains are interpretedas kinds, e.g. A!? : 2. Using the logic cube we have described the formulas-as-types embedding as a PTS-morphism. In fact this was the reason for introducingthe logic cube in the �rst place. In this section we study the completeness of theformulas-as-types embedding into the di�erent systems of the cube by studyingthe PTS-morphism H from the logic cube into the cube. Although the mainconcern of this Chapter is the Calculus of Constructions, we also look at theembedding into the other systems.In fact there are other ways of interpreting PRED! in CC, but the one wedescribe here is what the inventor(s) of CC aim at (see [Coquand 1985] and[Coquand and Huet 1988]), and which is sometimes called the `canonical embed-ding' of higher order predicate logic into CC. The same holds for the system �P2:From [Longo and Moggi 1988] it becomes clear that the intention of the system isthe formulas-as-types embedding of PRED2 into it in the way we have describedit by the mapping H. In our setting the canonicity is partly forced upon by thesyntax and therefore it is worthwile to also understand the embedding from amore semantical point of view.It is well-known by now that the embedding into CC is not complete, i.e.there are sentences that are not provable in PRED! that become provable whenmapped into CC. We shall treat some examples of those sentences. This incom-pleteness result is sometimes referred to as the `non-conservativity of CC overhigher order predicate logic', but this terminology is a bit ambiguous because(non-)conservativity actually only applies if a system is a subsystem of the other.Therefore we shall use the more correct terminology of `(in)completeness of theembedding' here. For the embedding into �P2 the question is still open, althoughthere are reasons to believe that the embedding is not complete. This was ex-plained to us by [Berardi 1990a] and we shall discuss these reasons briey later.The embedding of PRED into �P is complete, as was shown independently by[Berardi 1988] and [Barendsen and Geuvers 1989]. We shall give the proof of thelatter, which uses a method developped by [Swaen 1989] to show completenessof the formulas-as-types embedding of full �rst order pedicate logic into Martin-L�of's intuitionistic theory of types. Although the completeness of the embeddinginto �P is quite non-trivial, the result is not very interesting from a practicalpoint of view. The logic PRED is too minimal to be of practical mathematicalinterest: There is no notion of negation in it.



140 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 66.5.1. The formulas-as-types embedding into CCLet's �rst remark that there are terms of type ?, typable in CC in a contextthat comes from �PRED!, that do not have an intuitive meaning in higher orderpredicate logic, like �:Prop; P :�!Prop; x:� ` Px!� : Prop. (Is Px!� a domainor a proposition in �PRED!?)As has been pointed out already,one can refrain from predicate logic andview CC as a higher order propositional logic with propositions about (proofs of)propositions. The typed lambda calculus corresponding to higher order proposi-tional logic is �PROP!, which is exactly the same systems as �!. So to under-stand the embedding from PROP! into CC we just have to look at the inclusionof �! in CC. Then all kind of rather exotic types can be understood as meta-propositions about higher order propositional logic. For example�:?; P :�!?; x:� ` Px!� : ?states that for � a proposition and x a proof of �, if P holds for x, then � holds.We can go to arbitrary high levels of meta-reasoning, for example�:?; P :�!?; x:�;Q:Px!?; y:Px ` Px!Qy : ?but also P :��: ? :�!?; ':?; x:'; y:P'x ` P (P'x)y: ? :It is well-known that the inclusion of �! into CC is complete, i.e. CC is conserva-tive over �!. This was proved independently by [Paulin 1989] and [Berardi 1989];we give the proof in paragraph 6.5.3. It is quite similar to the proof of conserva-tivity of PREDn over PROPn that we gave in Chapter 2.1.As already pointed out, the formulas-as-types embedding from higher orderpredicate logic in CC is not complete. We now want to discuss some examples ofsentences that are not provable in the logic but become inhabited when mappedinto CC. At the same time one obtains a better understanding of the logicalmerits of CC. First we show that if one allows empty domains in the logic, theincompleteness is quite easy.6.5.1. Remark. In CC, the existential quanti�er has a �rst projection, similarto Martin-L�of's understanding of the existential quanti�er as a strong �-type.(See e.g. [Martin-L�of 1984].) Remember that9x:A:' � ��: ? :(�x:A:'!�)!�in �PRED!. Now, in CC there is a projection functionp : (9x:A:')!Afor A;':?. Take p :� �z:(9x:A:'):zA(�x:A:�y:':x:):



Sec. 6.5 Formulas-as-types of logics into the cube 141So, if 9x:A:' is provable one immediately obtains a closed term of type A byapplying p. In general there is no second projection, so the 9 is not a strong �.(If, for example, 9x:A:' is assumed in the context, say by z:9x:A:', then '[pz=x]is not provable.) Obviously, in �PRED! the existential quanti�er has no �rstprojection: The expression (9x:A:')!A can not even be formed if A:Set; ':Prop.6.5.2. Lemma. In �PRED!, for x =2 FV('),A:Set; P :A!Prop; ':Prop 6` (9x:A:Px) � (8x:A:') � ';but in CC there is a term M withA:?; P :A!?; ':? `M : (9x:A:Px)!(A!')!':Proof. Because the �PRED!-context doesn't contain a declaration of a variableto A, we can't construct a term of type A, so we have no proof. In CC, takeM � �z:(9x:A:Px):�y:(A!'):y(px), with p as in Remark 6.5.1. �Even without using empty domains the embedding is not complete, as was�rst independently shown by [Berardi 1989] and [Geuvers 1989]. We treat bothcounterexamples, starting with the latter as it is very short (but syntactic.) Bothproofs give a counterexample already for the completeness of the embedding ofthird order predicate logic in so called third order dependent typed lambda cal-culus. (In this terminology, CC is higher order dependent typed lambda calculusand the system �P2 is second order dependent typed lambda calculus.) The coun-terexample with empty domains above already works for second order dependenttyped lambda calculus; it is not known whether one can �nd a counterexamplewithout allowing empty domains.6.5.3. Proposition. The formulas-as-types embedding of higher order predicatelogic into CC is not complete.Proof ([Geuvers 1989]). We use the fact that if x =2 FV('), then 8x:A:' andA � ' can not be distinguished in CC. (In �PRED! they are distinguished byA:Set or A:Prop.) Take� := A:Set; a:A;':Prop; P :Prop!Prop; z:P (�x:A:');and we try to �nd a proof t of 9�:Prop:P (�!'). As no extensionality has beenassumed in the context, such t can't be found. (Supposing there is such t, oneeasily shows that it can't be in normal form.) However, in CC one can take thetype A for � because sets and propositions are not distinguished. More precisely,in �0 = A:?; a:A;':?; P : ?!?; z:P (�x:A:'),�0 ` �: ? :�h:(��: ? :P (!')!�):hAz : 9�: ? :P (�!'):�



142 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 6Proof ([Berardi 1989]). De�neEXT := ��; �:Prop:(�$�)! (� = �);where �$� denotes (�!�)&(�!�) and = denotes the Leibniz equality on Prop,� =Prop � :� 8P :Prop!Prop:P�!P�. This `EXT' is the extensionality axiomfor propositions. Let's denote the CC-version of EXT by EXT0, soEXT0 := ��; �: ? :(�$�)! (� = �):In CC this axiom has some unexpected consequences: If we takeA : Set nonempty,then in CC a:A ` M : A$ (A!A)for some M , so from EXT0 it follows that all generic properties that hold for A,hold for A!A and vice versa. This can be used to construct in CC a proof pwith A:?; a:A; z:EXT0 ` p : A is a �-model;where A is a �-model := 9�:(A!A)!A:9App:A!A!A:App � � = IdA!A&� � App = IdA:This implies (among other things) that every term of type A!A has a �xedpoint. Of course, in higher order predicate logic, from EXT it doesn't follow thatevery function on a non-empty domain has a �xed point.If we look for example at a context for Heyting arithmetic,�HA := N :?; 0:N;S:N!N;z1:�x:N:(Sx =N Sy)!(x =N y);z2:S0 6=N 0;z3:�P :N! ? :P0!(�y:N:Py!P (Sy))!(�y:N:Py);then there is a term t in CC with�HA; z:EXT0 ` t : ?:�6.5.2. The formulas-as-types embedding into subsystems of CCThe formulas-as-types embedding into the systems in the left plane of the cube iscertainly complete: We have shown in chapter 3.1 that the embedding is even anisomorphism. This leaves us with the other three systems of the right plane. Wedo not treat the case of the embedding of �PRED! into �P!, because we believe



Sec. 6.5 Formulas-as-types of logics into the cube 143that a conservativity proof can be given by simply adapting the proof for �PREDand �P. More importantly this case is not of real interest, because the systemsthemselves are not of practical interest: They have just come up as a derivativeof the de�nition of the cube as a �ne structure for CC. (�PRED! correspondsto PRED� , as it was de�ned in De�nition 2.2.11. The systems PREDn� wereintroduced there for reasons of the semantics that we wanted to treat.)This leaves us with two cases, �P2 and �P. The �rst case is open and forthe second case the formulas-as-types embedding is complete. Let us �rst saysomething about the embedding of second order predicate logic into �P2.First remark that the proofs of incompleteness of the embedding for CC(Proposition 6.5.3) also work for �Pn for any n > 2. So the formulas-as-typesembedding from nth order predicate logic into nth order dependent typed lambdacalculus is incomplete for n > 2. Further, if we allow empty domains in the logic,the incompleteness is easily shown: Lemma 6.5.2 also holds for �PRED2 and �P2.Although we have no proof, there are reasons to believe that the embedding Hfrom �PRED2 into �P2 is also incomplete if we do not allow empty domains inthe logic. These reasons were provided by [Berardi 1990a] who suggests a proofof incompleteness. To understand the idea, we think it is best to look at anextension of �PRED2 with polymorphic sets.6.5.4. Definition. The system of second order predicate logic on polymorphicdomains, �PRED2p is de�ned by extending the system �PRED2 with the rule(Types;Set) (i.e. extending �PRED2 with polymorphic domains.) So �PRED2pis the following PTS�.S = Prop;Set;Typep;Types;A = Prop : Typep;Set : Types;R = (Set;Set); (Types;Set); (Set;Typep);= (Prop;Prop); (Set;Prop); (Typep;Prop):So now for example Nat := ��:Set:�!(�!�)!�is a basic domain. Similarly all the de�nable data types of the polymorphiclambda calculus are de�nable as sets in the system �PRED2p.The system �PRED2p is still a logic in the sense that there is a separationbetween domains, terms (among which are the propositions) and proofs. We canprove a proposition similar to Proposition 4.3.6 for �PRED2p, which states thisfact that the system is built up in stages.6.5.5. Proposition. In �PRED2p we have the following. If � ` M : A then�D;�T ;�P `M : A with



144 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 6� �D;�T ;�P is a permutation of �,� �D only contains declarations of the form x : Set,� �T only contains declarations of the form x : A with �D ` A : Set=Typep,� �P only contains declarations of the form x : ' with �D;�T ` ' : Prop,� if A � Set=Typep , then �D `M : A,� if � ` A : Set=Typep, then �D;�T `M : A.The system �PRED2 is a subsystem of �PRED2p and the PTS-morphism His still an embedding from �PRED2p into �P2. (Hence �PRED2p is consistentdue to the consistency of �P2.) We have introduced �PRED2p as a system inbetween �PRED2 and �P2, because our argument already holds for �PRED2p ,which is more readily understood as �P2.A straightforward semantics for �PRED2p is given by an arbitrary model forthe polymorphic lambda calculus (to interpret the Set-part) with a second orderpredicate logic on top of it (giving the Prop-part for example the Tarskian se-mantics). An arbitrary model for the polymorphic lambda calculus has a lot ofspeci�c structure and this may raise the question whether �PRED2p is conser-vative over �PRED2. We don't have a de�nite answer to this, but we do havereasons to believe that the extension is not conservative. The idea comes from[Berardi 1990a].Look at the context � := A:Set; a; a0:A; z:a 6=A a0;which describes a similarity type in the logic. In �PRED2 this similarity typehas a �nite model (without going into details about models, it will be clear thatif we take for A the two element set, for A!A the set-theoretic function space,for A!Prop the set of subsets of A and so forth, this yields a model.) If we nowlook at a model for the similarity type � in �PRED2p, we see that there are alot of new domains (types of type Set) which will have an interpretation in themodel as well. For example the domain Nat := ��:Set:�!(�!�)!�. In case ofan empty similarity type, Nat could consistently be interpreted by a one elementset (because Z 6= SZ is not provable in �PRED2p in the empty context). Inthe similarity type � however, the interpretation of Nat has to be an in�nite set,which makes it impossible for � to have a �nite model in �PRED2p. The point isthat from a 6= a0 one can prove Z 6= SZ and hence Sn(Z) 6= Sn+1(Z) (for all n),viz. Suppose Z = SZ, then ZAa(�x:A:a0) =A SZAa(�x:A:a0) so a =A a0, quodnon.



Sec. 6.5 Formulas-as-types of logics into the cube 1456.5.6. Fact (Berardi). The similarity type (context)� := A:Set; a; a0:A; z:a 6=A a0has a �nite model in �PRED2 but no �nite model in �PRED2p.We want to stress here that we don't know how to use this fact (syntacticallyor semantically) to show the non-conservativity; it may still be possible that,although � has essentially only in�nite models in �PRED2p, it still doesn't provemore �PRED2-propositions then those alraedy provable in �PRED2 from �. Itis easily seen though, that if �PRED2p is not conservative over �PRED2, thenalso the formulas-as-types embedding from second order predicate logic into �P2is incomplete.Now we want to show the completeness of the formulas-as-types embeddingfrom �rst order predicte logic (PRED) into �P. We do this by showing complete-ness of the PTS-morphism H from �PRED to �P. As remarked in Chapter 2.1,the system PRED is on the one hand minimal (we only have � and 8), but on theother hand it has some extra features like higher order functions and �-de�nablepredicates that do not belong to the realm of `standard' �rst order predicate logicthat we have called PRED�fr in De�nition 2.3.9. We are actually interested inthe completeness of the embedding of PRED�fr into �P. That it is su�cient tostudy the mapping H is shown by Proposition 2.3.8 and Corollary 2.3.11 thatestablish the conservativity of PRED over PRED�fr.As has been pointed out already, the system PRED is too minimal to be ofreal interest for practical mathematics, also because a system like �P is usuallyseen as a logical framework (like LF or AUT-68 that we discussed in Chapter 3.1)However, the completeness result can be extended a little bit to systems with abottom type. We are then considering the formulas-as-types embedding fromPRED? to �P?, where PRED? is the system de�ned in 2.2.14 and �P? is �Pextended with a constant type ? : ? and a constant term E? with an extra rule� `M : ? � ` A : ?� ` E?MA : AThe system PRED? is more interesting because the full classical �rst order pred-icate logic is a subsystem of it. More precisely, there is a faithful embedding ofclassical �rst order predicate logic into PRED? by a double negation translation.The embedding of classical �rst order predicate logic in to �P? via the systemPRED? is now complete, due to the completeness of the embedding of PRED?into �P?.We now give the technical details of the proof of completeness ofH : �PRED !�P. In [Barendsen and Geuvers 1989] this proof appears in a slightly di�erentform. The proof uses techniques developped in [Swaen 1989] to show complete-ness of the formulas-as-types embedding from �rst order predicate logic into



146 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 6Martin-L�of's intuitionistic theory of types. A di�erent proof of the same resultcan be found in [Berardi 1990].Following Proposition 6.5.5 (which also holds for �PRED), we can write anycontext � of �PRED in the format�D;�T ;�P `M : Awhere� �D;�T ;�P is a permutation of �,� �D only contains declarations of the form x : Set,� �T only contains declarations of the form x : A with �D ` A : Set=Typep,� �P only contains declarations of the form x : ' with �D;�T ` ' : Prop.Then, if � `M : A, we have� if A � Set=Typep , then �D ` M : A,� if � ` A : Set=Typep, then �D;�T ` M : A.We shall refer to �D a set-context , to �T as an object-context , to �P as a proof-context and to the concatenation �D;�T as a language-context .The question of completeness is whether for any �PRED-context �D;�T ;�Pand proposition ' with �D;�T ` ' : Prop, ifH(�D;�T ;�P ) `M : H(') in �P;then there exists a term N with�D;�T ;�P ` N : ' in �PRED:In the following we assume for any �PRED-context � that1. � � �D;�T ;�P2. �D is not empty,3. all declared sets in �D are nonempty4. �T begins with a declaration �:Prop and �P begins with z:�.The third and fourth clause are added for convenience, we shall refer to the �:Propwith z:� as True. In case there are empty domains in the logic, the completenessresult would still hold with a slightly adapted argument. If the second were notsatis�ed we would in fact be working in propositional logic. The clause has as aconsequence that we can always refer to `the �rst declaration of a set variable in�'. For this set variable we choose a �xed name 0, so we may in the followingalways assume that 0 : Set is the �rst declaration of the �PRED-context �.



Sec. 6.5 Formulas-as-types of logics into the cube 1476.5.7. Definition. For �D;�T a language-context and � a context of �P, wesay that � is an elementary extension of H(�D;�T ), notation H(�D;�T ) b �if � � H(�D;�T ) and the extra declarations in � are all of the form x:� withH(�D;�T ) ` � : ? in �P.For example,H(�D;�T ;�P ) is always an elementary extension of H(�D;�T ).We now de�ne a mapping j � jp from �P to the objevt language of �PRED6.5.8. Definition. The mapping j � jp from terms of �P to terms of �PRED isde�ned as follows.(i) j ? jp := Set;(ii) j2jp := Types;(iii) jxjp := 0; if x is a variable of type � � �!?;(iv) jxjp := x; for x another variable;(v) j�x:A:Bjp := jBjp if A:?;B:2;:= �x:jAjp:jBjp else;(vi) j�x:A:M jp = jM jp if A:?;M :B:2; (for some B);= �x:jAjp:jBjp else;(vii) jPM jp = jP jp if M :A:?; P :B:2; (for some A;B);= jP jpjM jp elseThe de�nition extends immediately to contexts of �P, where a declaration of theform x : � � �!? is removed.That the mapping j � jp is indeed from �P to �PRED is justi�ed by thefollowing Proposition.6.5.9. Proposition.� `M : A (in �P)) j�jp ` jM jp : jAjp:Proof. By induction on the derivation of � `M : A in �P. �6.5.10. Fact. If �D;�T ` M : A(: Set), then jH(A)jp � A and jH(M)jp � M .(Note that H is the identity on these kind of terms.)6.5.11. Corollary. For � c H(�D;�T ), say � � H(�D;�T );�0 we have� `M : A(: ?)) �D;�T ; j�0jp ` jM jp : jAjp:Proof. Immediate by the fact that jH(�D)jp � �D and for a declaration x : Ain �T , if A:Set, then jx:Ajp � x:A and if A:Typep, then jxjp � 0 (and in that casethis declaration doesn't play a role anymore). �



148 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 6All this means that j � jp is a mapping back from terms of �P to the object-language of �PRED that does not change the terms that originated from theobject-language.Now we de�ne a mapping back from �P to the proof-language of �PRED,so now types in �P will become propositions and objects will become proofs of�PRED.6.5.12. Definition. Let � c H(�D;�T ). The map Tr on constructors of �P in� is de�ned as follows.(i) Tr(�) := True, if �:Set 2 �D;(ii) Tr(�) := �, if �: � � �!Prop 2 �T ;(iii) Tr(�x:A:M) := �x:jAjp:Tr(M);(iv) Tr(Qt) := Tr(Q)jtjp;(v) Tr(�x:A:B) := �x:jAjp:Tr(A)!Tr(B):6.5.13. Proposition. For � c H(�D;�T ), say � � H(�D;�T );�0 we have� ` C : �x1:A1: : : :�xn:An: ? in �P) �D;�T ; j�0jp ` Tr(C) : jA1jp!� � �!jAnjp!Prop in �PRED:Proof. By induction on the derivation. Note that if A:? in �P, then jAjp con-tains no object-variables. Furthermore, if � ` M : A(: ?), then �D;�T ; j�0jp `jM jp : jAjp by Corollary 6.5.11. �6.5.14. Corollary. For � c H(�D;�T ), say � � H(�D;�T );�0 we have� ` A : ? in �P) �D;�T ; j�0jp ` Tr(A) : Prop in �PRED:6.5.15. Lemma. If �D ` A : Set in �PRED, then9M [�D;�T ;�P `M : True$ Tr(A)] in �PRED:(To be precise we would have to write Tr(H(A)) in stead of Tr(A), but H is theidentity on terms of type Set.)Proof. Immediate from the de�nition of Tr. �6.5.16. Lemma. For � c H(�D;�T ), say � � H(�D;�T );�0, with � ` A;B : ?and � ` t : B we have Tr(A)[jtjp=x] � Tr(A[t=x])and if A =� A0,then9M [�D;�T ; j�0jp `M : Tr(A)$ Tr(A0)] in �PRED:



Sec. 6.5 Formulas-as-types of logics into the cube 149Proof. The �rst is easily proved by induction on the structure of A. The secondfollows from the fact that Tr(A) =� Tr(A0), which is justi�ed by the �rst and theChurch-Rosser property. �6.5.17. Proposition. For each language-context �D;�T and ' with �D;�T ` ' :Prop we have 9M [�D;�T `M : '$ Tr(H(')):(Note that H is the identity on expressioons of type Prop, so we can skip it.)Proof. By induction on the structure of '. By Lemma 6.5.16 we may assumethat ' is in normal form.(base) If ' � �t1 � � � tn with � a variable, then Tr(') � ' by the fact thatjtijp � ti. (Fact 6.5.10.)(�) Say ' �  !� with  ;�:Prop. Then Tr('! ) � 8x:j'jp:Tr(')!Tr( ).Now we are done by IH: The variable x will not occur free in '! andone easily constructs the required derivation trees.(8) Say ' � �x:A: with A : Set. Then Tr(�x:A: ) � �x:jAjp:Tr(A)!Tr( ).Now by Fact 6.5.10 and Lemma 6.5.15, �x:jAjp:Tr(A)!Tr( ) is equivalentto �x:A:Tr( ), so we are done by IH. �6.5.18. Definition. For � c H(�D;�T ), say � � H(�D;�T );�0, we de�ne thecontext TR(�) as TR(�) := �D;�T ; j�jp;Tr(�);where Tr(�) is de�ned by replacing every declaration z:A in �0 by z0 : Tr(A).(We have to make sure that the declared variables in Tr(�) are di�erent from theones in j�jp.)6.5.19. Proposition. Let � c �D;�T , then� ` M : A(: ?) in �P) 9N [TR(�) ` N : Tr(A)] in �PRED:Proof. By induction on the derivation of � `M : A in �P.(var) M � x then either x:A in �T or in �0. In the �rst case Tr(A) $ Trueand in the second case x:Tr(A) 2 TR(�).(app) Say � `M : �x:A:B � ` t : A� ` Mt : B[t=x]By IH, TR(�) ` N : Tr(�x:A:B) � �x:jAjp:Tr(A)!Tr(B) and TR(�) `Q : Tr(A). We also have TR(�) ` jtjp : jAjp, by Corollary 6.5.11. So wemay conclude TR(�) ` N jtjpQ : Tr(B)[jtjp=x] � Tr(B[t=x]).



150 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 6(�) Say �; x:B `M : C � ` �x:B:C : ?� ` �x:B:M : �x:B:CBy IH, TR(�; x:B) ` N : Tr(C). TR(�; x:B) � TR(�); x:jBjp; x0:Tr(B),so we haveTR(�) ` �x:jBjp:�x0:Tr(B):N : �x:jBjp:Tr(B)!Tr(C) � Tr(�x:B:C):(conv) We are immediately done by Lemma 6.5.16. �6.5.20. Corollary. The embedding H from �PRED into �P is complete, i.e. if�D;�T is a language-context with �D;�T ` ' : Prop and �P a proof-context, thenH(�D;�T ;�P ) `M : H(') in �P ) 9N [�D;�T ;�P ` N : ' in �PRED:Proof. H(�D;�T ;�P ) is an elementary extension of �D;�T , so by the Proposi-tion we have �D;�T ; j�P jp;Tr(�P ) ` N : Tr(')for some termN . Now all declarations in j�P jp are of the form y : B whereB : Set,so we can substitute other terms for each of these variables. Furthermore, forevery B for which y0:B 2 Tr(�P ) we have 9M:�D;�T ` M : B $ Tr(B) byProposition 6.5.17. So we can replace each y0:Tr(B) by y00:B, at the same timesubstituting My00 for y0 inside N . (These variables do not occur in Tr(').) Weobtain a term N 0 with �D;�T ;�P ` N 0 : ':By again applying Proposition6.5.17,we can transform this N 0 into a N 00 with�D;�T ;�P ` N 00 : ': �6.5.3. Conservativity relations inside the cubeWe now want to address the question of conservativity inside the cube of typedlambda calculi and the logic cube. We �rst look at the cube of typed lambdacalculi, because the situation for the logic cube is very similar. There are four



Sec. 6.5 Formulas-as-types of logics into the cube 151results that do the whole job, resulting in the following picture.�! - �P!6 6������� ..................��2 - �P26 6�! - �P!������� ��������! - �Pwhere an arrow denotes a conservative inclusion and a dotted arrow denotesa non-conservative inclusion. By transitivity of conservativity (if system 3 isconservative over system 2 and system 2 is conservative over system 1, thensystem 3 is conservative over system 1), it is no problem to �ll in the picturefurther. (Draw the arrows between two non-adjacent systems) We can collect allthis in the following Proposition.6.5.21. Proposition. For S1 and S2 two systems in the cube of typed lambdacalculi such that S1 � S2:S2 is conservative over S1 , S2 6= �P! & S1 6= �P2:Proof. It su�ces to prove the following four results.1. If S2 � S1, S1 a system of the lower plane in the cube, then S2 is conservativeover S1.(Proposition 6.5.22.)2. If S2 a system in the right plane of the cube, S1 the adjacent system in theleft plane, then S2 is conservative over S1.(Proposition 6.5.25.)3. �P! is not conservative over �P2,4. �! is conservative over �2. (Corollary 2.4.27.)The fourth is a consequence of Corollary 2.4.27, saying that PROP! is conser-vative over PROP2 and of the fact that PROP! and PROP2 are isomorphicto, respectively, �! and �2 via the formulas-as-types embedding. (See para-graph 4.3.1 and especially Proposition 4.3.4.) The third was ver�ed in detail by



152 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 6[Ruys 1991], following an idea from Berardi. The idea is to look at a context �in �P2 that represents Arithmetic. Then � with �P2 is as strong as second orderArithmetic and � with �P! is as strong as higher order Arithmetic. Hence wecan use G�odel's Second Incompleteness Theorem to show that in �P2 one cannot derive from � that � is consistent in �P2. On the other hand in �P! one canderive from � that � is consistent in �P2. Hence the non-conservativity. �We �rst prove the Proposition about conservativity of systems over systemsin the lower plane. The Proposition was also proved in [Verschuren 1990] in aslightly di�erent way.6.5.22. Proposition. Let S1 be a system of the lower plane and S2 be any systemof the cube such that S1 � S2. Then� `S1 B : ?� `S2 M : B� and M in normal form 9>=>;) � `S1 M : B:Proof. By induction on the structure of M .applic. Say M � xP1 � � �Pn. Then x:�y1:C1:D1 2 �, so� `S1 C1 : ?;� `S2 P1 : C1:Now by IH, � `S1 P1 : C1, so � `S1 xP1 : D1[P1=y1]. We can now gofurther with P2: We know that D1[P1=y1]�� �y2:C2:D2 with� `S1 C2 : ?:Also � `S2 P2 : C2;so again by IH � `S1 P2 : C2 and hence � `S1 xP1P2 : D2[P2=y2]. Con-tinuing in this way upto n we �nd that � `S1 xP1 � � �Pn : Dn[Pn=yn] withDn[Pn=yn] = B. Now by one application of the conversion rule (using� `S1 B : ?) we conclude � ` xP1 � � �Pn : B.abstr. SayM � �x:A:N . Then B �!� �x:A:C (because A in normal form). So� `S1 �x:A:C : ? and �; x:A `S2 M : C (by Stripping and the conversionrule). We can apply IH to conclude �; x:A `S1 M : C. Now we are done:By one �-abstraction and one conversion we conclude � `S1 �x:AM : B.�



Sec. 6.5 Formulas-as-types of logics into the cube 153The side condition � in normal form has just been added for convenience (ingiving the proof.) It is not essential and it may be dropped.We now prove the conservativity of the right plane over the left plane. Theidea is to de�ne a mapping that removes all type dependencies. This mappingwill go from a system in the right plane to the adjacent system in the left planeand is the identity on terms that are already well-typed in the left plane. Hencethe conservativity. The proof is originally independently due to [Paulin 1989]and [Berardi 1990]. The �rst described the mapping from �P! to �! in the �rstplace to use it for program extraction; the second described the collection of fourmappings (which is a straightforward generalisation of the mapping from �P!to �!) to give a conservativity proof. The mappings are very much related tosimilar mappings one can de�ne from predicate logic to proposition logic to proveconservativity of the �rst over the second.6.5.23. Definition ([Paulin 1989] and [Berardi 1990]). Let S2 be a system ofthe right plane and S1 the adjacent system in the left plane. The mapping[�] : Term(S2)! Term(S1) is de�ned as follows.[2] = 2;[ ? ] = ?;[x] = x; for x a variable;[�x:A:B] = [B] if A:?;B:2;= �x:[A]:[B] else;[�x:A:M ] = [M ] if A:?;M :B:2; (for some B);= �x:[A]:[M ] else;[PM ] = [P ] if M :A:?; P :B:2; (for some A;B);= [P ][M ] else;6.5.24. Remark. The side conditions in the de�ntion are justi�ed by the Clas-si�cation Lemma (4.4.37). We could also have distinguished cases according tothe heart or the level of subterms. (See Lemma 6.3.2 and Lemma 6.3.4.)The mapping [�] extends straightforwardly to contexts. The following jus-ti�es the statement in the de�nition that the mapping [�] goes from the rightplane to the left plane.6.5.25. Proposition. ([Paulin 1989],[Berardi 1990]) Let S2 be a system in theright plane and S1 the adjacent system in the left plane of the cube.� `S2 M : A) [�] `S1 [M ] : [A]Proof. By a straightforward induction on the derivation of � `S2 M : A. �



154 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 66.5.26. Corollary. ([Paulin 1989],[Berardi 1990]) For S2 a system in the rightplane and S1 the adjacent system in the left plane of the cube we haveS2 is conservative over S1:Proof. The only thing to check is that for M 2 Term(S1), [M ] � M . This isdone by an easy induction on the structure of M . �The conservativity relations in the logic cube (De�nition 4.3.5) are as follows.(An arrow denotes a conservative extension, a dotted arrow a non-conservativeextension.) �PROP! - �PRED!6 6������� ..................��PROP2 - �PRED26 6�PROP! - �PRED!������� ��������PROP - �PRED6.5.27. Proposition. For S1 and S2 two systems in the logic cube such thatS1 � S2:S2 is conservative over S1 , S2 6= �PRED! & S1 6= �PRED2:Proof. Completely analoguous to the proof for the cube of typed lambda calculi,of Proposition 6.5.21. �In Chapter 2.1 we also discussed �rst order predicate logic with (PRED)and without (PRED�f ) functional domains. We stated a conservativity result ofPRED over PRED�f in Proposition 2.3.8. In Chapter 4.1 we saw that �PREDcorresponds to PRED and we also de�ned the system �PRED�f that correspondsto PRED�f (De�nition 4.3.7). The conservativity of PRED over PRED�f cannow easily be stated and proved in terms of typed lambda calculi. Let therefore



Sec. 6.6 Consistency of (contexts of) CC 155H 0 : �PRED�f ! �PRED be the PTS-morphism de�ned byH 0(Set) = Set;H 0(Fun) = Set;H 0(Prop) = Prop;H 0(Typep) = Typep;H 0(Types) = Types:It is easy to verify thatH 0 is almost the identity: forM a term of �PRED�f , ifM 6� Fun, then H 0(M) �M . We have the following. Compare with Proposition2.3.8.6.5.28. Proposition. For � a context and �;Prop in �PRED�f ,� `PRED M : ' ) nf(�) `PRED�f nf(M) : nf('):So the embedding H 0 is complete with respect to provability and PRED is conser-vative over PRED�f .Proof. By induction on the derivation. �6.6. Consistency of (contexts of) CCAs the embedding H from �PRED! into CC is not complete (CC proves morepropositions than �PRED!), one may wonder whether there are propositionsthat CC can not prove, or to pose the question di�erently, is CC consistent?That this is the case can be shown quite easily by giving a two-point model forCC. (See [Coquand 1990].) The type ? is interpreted as f;; f;gg (or f0; 1g inthe language of ZF) and if ` M : A, the interpretation of M is in the set A.This model is also called the `proof-irrelevance' model (e.g. in [Coquand 1990])because in the model all proofs of a proposition are mapped to the same element0. So the model also implies that:9M [`M : a 6=A a0 for ` a; a0 : A]:The interpretation will be such that the proposition ?(:� ��:Prop:�) is inter-preted by 0, so :9M [`M : ?];that is, CC doesn't prove ?. We shall make the model construction precise here.It is in fact a model construction for �!. Using the mapping [�] of De�nition6.5.23, we �nd that it is also a model for CC. So the consistency of CC followsfrom the consistency of higher order propositional logic and the conservativityof CC over �!. (Proposition 6.5.21.) It is not so easy to construct the model



156 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 6immediately for CC, a problem that is solved in [Coquand 1990] by describingthe model for a variant of CC. Here we use the mapping [�] from CC to �! forthis purpose.Before constructing the model we want to recall some properties of �! thatwill be used. They have already been stated in Proposition 4.3.4. First, the setof kinds of �! (those terms A for which � ` A : 2 for some �) can be describedby K, where K ::= ?; jK!K:Second, no proposition-variables are subterms of propositions or constructors, i.e.� `M : A : Kind) �0 `M : A : Kind;where �0 consists just of those declarations x:B in � for which � ` B : Kind.These two properties imply that we can build the interpretation in three stagesby �rst giving a meaning to the kinds, then to the types and constructors andthen to the objects. Also recall that the variables are seperated into two sets, Var?for object-variables and Var2 for constructor-variables. The �rst will be denotedby Latin characters, the latter by Greek characters.In general, an interpretation of terms of �! uses a valuation � of constructor-variables and a valuation � of proof-variables. In our simple model all free object-variables have the value 0, so we only need �. For convenience we think ofcontexts of �! as being split up in a �2, containing the declarations of constructorvariables, and a �?, containing the declarations of object-variables.6.6.1. Definition. (i) The valuation � satis�es �2 (notation � j= �2) if for all� : A 2 �2, �(�) is in the interpretation of A. (A : 2, so A doesn't contain anyfree variables.)(ii) The valuation � satis�es � (notation � j= �) if � satis�es �2 and for allx:A 2 �?, the interpretation of A under � is not empty. (A : ?, so A can onlycontain free constructor-variables.)6.6.2. Definition. For � ` M :A we de�ne the interpretation function [[�]] :Term(�!)! Sets as follows.1. For types, [[?]] = 2 and [[k1!k2]] = [[k1]]! [[k2]] (for k1, k2 2 K), where thelatter arrow denotes set-theoretic function space.2. For constructors, let � be a valuation of constructor-variables such that� j= �1, [[�]]� = �(�);[[�x:A:B]]� = 1 if 8a 2 [[A]][[[B]]�(x:=a) = 1];= 0 else, (for A : 2; B : ?),[[A!B]]� = [[A]]� ! [[B]]�; (for A;B : ?),[[PQ]]� = [[P ]]�[[Q]]�;[[��:A:P ]]� = ��a 2 [[A]]�:[[P ]]�(x:=a):



Sec. 6.6 Consistency of (contexts of) CC 1573. All objects are interpreted as 0.Here, ��a 2 U:V (a) denotes a set-theoretic function. Further we identify allsingleton sets (like e.g. [[A]]� ! [[A]]�) with 1 and we use the fact that no proof-variables occur in propositions.By induction on derivations one can prove the following property.6.6.3. Proposition. If � `M : A, then for all valuations � with � j= �, [[M ]]� 2[[A]]�.It is good to realise here that for example for � = x:?(� ��: ? :�), there isno � with � j= �, so in this case the conclusion of the proposition is vacuouslysatis�ed.6.6.4. Corollary. �!, and hence CC, is consistent.Proof. For all valuations �, [[?]]� = 0. All valuations satisfy the empty context,so if `M : ?, then 0 2 0, quod non. �One may wonder whether EXT0 := ��; �:? :(�$�)! (� =? �); is consistentin CC. That this is the case can be seen by using the proof-irrelevance model ofDe�nition 6.6.2. The interpretation of EXT0 in the model is 1, so if CC wouldprove EXT0!?, CC itself would be inconsistent, quod non. The same argumentapplies to show that CC with classical logic is consistent. De�neCL := �� : ?:� _ :�:Then [[CL]] = 1;so z : CL is a consistent context. A more interesting example is the Axiom ofChoice. LetAC := �P :A!B! ? :(�x:A:9y:B:Pxy)! (9f :A!B:�x:A:Px(fx)):Applying the mapping of De�nition 6.5.23 we obtain[AC] = 8P : ? :(A!B&P )! (A!B)&(A!P ):Now [AC] is inhabited by a closed term in �!, so AC is not inconsistent in CC(by the consistency of �!.) Notice that in all these cases the proof of consistencyof an assumption is done by giving a model in which the assumption is satis�ed;for EXT and CL the proof-irrelevance model and for AC the system �!.In some (quite trivial) cases it is even possible to use CC itself as model: Ifthe context � consists only of declarations x : A with A : 2 or A =� zt1 : : : tpwith z a variable, then � is consistent. Contexts of this kind are called stronglyconsistent in [Seldin 1990].



158 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 66.6.5. Proposition ([Seldin 1990]). Strongly consistent contexts of CC are con-sistent.Proof. Let � = x1:A1; : : : ; xn:An be a strongly consistent context and supposethat � ` M : ? for some M . Now we consecutively substitute closed terms forall free variables that are declared in �, such that all the assumed propositionsbecome >(= ��:�!�). It works as follows: if xi : Ai 2 � with � ` Ai : 2, thenAi =� �~y:~B:?, (with FV( ~B) � fx1; : : : ; xi�1g) and we substitute �~y: ~B�:> for xi,where the B� are the terms in which the substitution for x1; : : : ; xi�1 has alreadybeen done. If x : zt1 : : : tp(: ?) with z a variable, we substitute x by ��: ? :�x:�:x,which is of type >. If we denote this substitution by �, we can conclude from� ` M : ? and the Substitution Lemma that ` M� : ?. So � is consistent bythe consistency of CC. �The techniques described above to show that a context is consistent are notsu�cient to handle the more interesting examples. For mere proof theoreticreasons it will for example not be possible to show the consistency of �HA (de�nedin the second proof of Proposition 6.5.3) with these techniques: This would give usa �rst order consistency proof of higher order arithmetic. These kind of contextshave to be handled by a normalization argument: Assuming the inconsistency of�HA, show that a proof of ? in �HA can not be in normal form, and so there isno such proof. In [Seldin 1990] one can �nd a detailed proof of the consistency ofa context that represents Peano Arithmetic in a system that is a slight extensionof CC. Coquand shows in [Coquand 1990] by a normalization argument that thecontextINF = A:?; a:A; f :A!A;R:A!A! ?z1:8x:A:(Rxx)!?; z2:8x; y; z:A:Rxy!Ryz!Rxz; z3:8x:A:Rx(fx)is consistent. When contexts become larger, a consistency proof by the normal-ization argument can of course get very involved. Semantics is then a very helpfultool for showing consistency and in general to show the non-derivability of a for-mula from a speci�c set of assumptions. Of course one has to use more interestingmodels then the one of 6.6.2 to establish this. In [Streicher 1991] there are someexamples of this technique using realisability semantics.Knowing that a certain context is consistent is of course not enough to useit safely for doing proofs. Due to the incompleteness of the formulas-as-typesembedding, a well-understood context that is beyond suspicion in higher orderpredicate logic, may have unexpected side-e�ects when embedded in CC. Further-more, CC has a greater expressibility then higher order predicate logic so we mayalso put in the context axioms that do have a meaning but can not be expressed inthe logic. An example is given by the axiom of de�nite descriptions that makes ageneric statement about all domains. It is described in [Pottinger 1989] as followsDD := 8�: ? :8P :�! ? :8z:(9!x:�:Px):P (��Pz);



Sec. 6.6 Consistency of (contexts of) CC 159where 9!x:�:Px := (9x:�:Px)&(8x; y:�:Px!Py!(x =� y))and � is a term of type 8�:? :8P :�! ? :(9!x:�:Px)!�. (One can take some �xedclosed term for � but also declare it as variable in the context.) We assume theintended meaning of DD in PRED! to be clear. Together with classical logic,the axiom of de�nite descriptions has an unexpected side-e�ect in CC.6.6.6. Proposition. [[Pottinger 1989]] `Classical logic' and `de�nite descriptions'yield proof irrelevance in CCWe have already encountered the semantical notion of proof irrelevance in thediscussion of the model in 6.6.2. It can also be expressed in purely syntacticalterms as the phenomenon that for all propositions ', all proofs of ' are Leibniz-equal. It is then formalised in CC by the propositionPI := 8�: ? :8x; y:�:(x =� y):Of course, PI holds in the proof-irrelevance model of 6.6.2 (the interpretation ofPI is 1), so PI doesn't imply inconsistency. However, if we intend to use CCfor predicate logic it is clearly undesirable: if � proves PI, then any assumptiona 6= a0 makes � inconsistent. We see that PI, which is a very useful principle forproofs, is a very odd principle when applied to domain-objects. Because of thetreatment of domains and propositions at the same level, principles about (proofsof) propositions have unwanted applications to the domains.The proof of Proposition 6.6.6 in [Pottinger 1989] uses an adapted form of aproof by Coquand ([Coquand 1990]), showing that CC with classical logic and aderivation rule for a strong version of disjoint sum yields proof irrelevance. Let'salso state this result, but not by adding a derivation rule but by adding an axiom,which really amounts to the same as the rule used in [Coquand 1990]. (Using theresult by Reynolds that polymorphism is not set-theoretic, Berardi has provedthat in CC, classical logic with a stronger form of de�nite descriptions (replacingthe 9! by 9) implies PI. See [LEGO-examples] for details.)6.6.7. Proposition ([Coquand 1990]). `Classical logic' with `disjunction prop-erty for classical proofs' implies proof irrelevance in CC.Here we mean by `disjunction property for classical proofs', that for c : CL inthe context and ' : ?, c' is in the smallest set of proofs of ' _ :' that containsall proofs that are obtained by _-introduction from a proof of ' or a proof of:'. Put in syntactical terms this says that, for i and j the injections from A toA _B, respectively from B to A _ B, the proposition8P :(A _B)! ? :(8x:A:P (ix))!(8x:B:P (jx))!P (c')



160 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 6holds. So proof irrelevance follows from the contextcl:CL; z:8�: ? :(�+ :�)(cl�);where for A;B:?,A+B := �y:A _B:8P :(A _B)! ? :(8x:A:P (ix))!(8x:B:P (jx))!Py:In presence of CL also the reverse can be proved, so we can construct a proof pwith cl:CL ` p : PI $ (8�: ? :(�+ :�)(cl�)):The implication from right to left is the most interesting. In [Coquand 1990] it isproved by using the fact that if in � one can construct A : ?, E : A!?, � : ?!Aand a proof of 8�: ? :�$ E(��), then � proves ?.6.7. Formulas about data-types in CCHaving seen the incompleteness of the formulas-as-types embedding of higherorder predicate logic in CC, we shall now see that the distance between CC andPRED! is not so large when it comes to propositions about inductive data types.This follows from a recent result by Berardi, which we shall discuss here only forwhat concerns the implications for the formulas-as-types embedding. For detailsand proofs we refer to [Berardi 199+]. The point is that for purposes of derivingprograms from proofs, it doesn't seem to make sense to declare a theory in thecontext. Instead one uses the de�nable impredicative data types and inductivepredicates on them, as is done in the examples of 6.4.3. This is not the place todiscuss in detail the topic of extracting programs from proofs in CC, for which werefer to [Paulin 1989], but to get some avor we treat the �rst example of 6.4.3.Roughly, the program extracted from the proof is the �!-term obtained by themapping [�], as de�ned in De�nition 6.5.23.Suppose t is a proof of�l:List:9n:Nat:�m:Nat:`m 2 l! m � n'in the context a:IndNat. Then in �! we havea:�P : ? :P!(Nat!P!P )!(Nat!P ) ` [t] : List!(Nat�Nat!True1!True2);where True1 and True2 are some trivially provable propositions. Now [t] stillcontains computationally irrelevant information; the real program to be extractedshould be something like �x:Nat:�1([t]�x) : List!Nat; where � substitutes someclosed term for a in [t]. Of course it is not irrelevant what we substitute for a,but the general picture should be clear: From the proof of the speci�cation onecan obtain the program that satis�es the speci�cation. In [Paulin 1989] it is also



Sec. 6.7 Formulas about data-types in CC 161shown how to extract from the proof the logical content which is a proof thatthe extracted program satis�es the speci�cation. Some parts of the proof havecomputational content while others don't. Therefore, to mechanize the extractionproces, in [Paulin 1989] the type ? is divided in Prop, Data and Spec, the �rstconsisting of the propositions with purely logical content, the second consistingof the propositions with purely computaional content and the third consisting ofpropositions containing both logical and computaional content.In view of the discussion of the example above it is an interesting questionwhether CC proves more propositions about inductive data types then higher orderpredicate logic does. It is clear that we have to be more precise if we want to havea negative answer, because in general the answer will be positive. (E.g. in CC wecan still prove EXT ! 9x:Nat:Sx =Nat x (see the second proof of Proposition6.5.3) and IndNat&(Z 6=Nat SZ) ! �x; y:Nat:(Sx =Nat Sy)!(x =Nat y) (seeExample 6.4.2.)) First we have to consider only the strongest version of inductivedata types, called parametric data types in [Berardi 199+]. A parametric datatype is in set-theoretic terms the smallest set X closed under some �xed operators(functions of type A1!A2! : : :!An!X, where n � 0 and each Ai is X or analready de�ned parametric data type.) IfD is a parametric data type this impliesthat the induction and uniqueness properties for D are satis�ed. In algebraicterms, a parametric data type is just a free (or initial) algebra. Further we haveto restrict ourselves to a speci�c class of propositions, what Berardi calls thepropositions on functional types. The functional types are the ones obtained byputting arrows between the parametric data types; further there are the so calledlogical types, which is the class of (higher order) predicate types on functionaltypes. The propositions on functional types are the propositions obtained fromthe basic propositions by the usual logical connectives �;_;&;:;8L and 9L,where L is a logical type. The basic propositions are those propositions obtainedby applying an inductive predicate to the right number of terms (of the righttype), so this class is already quite big. (Inductive predicates are minimal subsetsamong those closed under some �xed monotone constructors; they can be de�nedin higher order predicate logic by the higher order quanti�cation over all suchpredicates. For example �� Nat � Nat and 2� Nat � List of the Examplesin 6.4.3 are inductive predicates.) In [Berardi 199+] all this is de�ned in set-theoretic terms and then translated into CC. Following [Berardi 199+], we donot denote this translation explicitly (but there are no ambiguities about this.)The main result of [Berardi 199+] is now saying that for ' a proposition inthe set Pos, if � ` M :' in CC for some term M , and � is satis�ed in the modelPER, then ' is provable in Set theory. Here PER is some model based on theinterpretation of propositions of CC as partial equivalence relations on � (theset of untyped lambda terms.) The model-construction is in [Berardi 199+]; wewill not go into it here but state the important facts that for all parametricdata type D, the interpretation of IndD in PER is not empty, which means thatz:IndD is satis�ed. The set of propositions Pos consists of those propositions on



162 The Calculus of Constructions Ch. 6functional types that are built up from the basic propositions using �;_;&;:and 8x:D;9x:D (for D a parametric data type) with the restriction that a 8x:Dthat is not bound may only occur in a positive place. (The 8x:Nat for example,is bound if it appears as 8x:Nat:(� (x; n)! : : :).)One of the obvious examples where the result applies is the �rst of 6.4.3.Berardi shows that also the statement of Girard's normalization theorem, sayingthat all typable terms in system F are strongly normalizable, is in Pos. It is ofthe form�t:Te:�A:Ty:Oft(t; A) � 9n:Nat:�t0:Te:�m:Nat:Redd(t; t0;m) � m � n;where the type of pseudoterms Te and the type of types Ty are parametric datatypes and Oft � Te� Ty and Redd � Te� Te� Nat are inductive predicateswith Oft(t; A) if t is of type A in F, Redd(t; t0;m) if t reduces to t0 in m steps.We see that the restrictions on the form of the propositions is not very serious; aspeci�cation will usually be of the form �x:D:9y:D0:P (x; y) with P (x; y) 2 Pos.Further the result is very general, as there are no restrictions at all on the shapeof � or M . So � may even contain assumptions that can not be expressed in set-theoretical terms: As long as the assumptions are satis�ed in PER, the conclusionis valid.It would be interesting to see whether the result discussed above can berephrased syntactically by extending �PRED! with inductive data types and de-scribing a formulas-as-types embedding from the extended higher order predicatelogic to CC. This extension of �PRED! can be de�ned by adding a scheme forinductive types (by allowing a kind of least �xed point construction for positivetype constructors), but also by extending �PRED! with polymorphic domains.As we know how to de�ne inductive data types in polymorphic lambda calculusand the formulas-as-types embedding from �PRED! to CC immediately extendsto �PRED! with polymorphic domains, we want to say a bit more about thelatter possibility. Let �PRED!p be the following Pure Type System.S = Prop;Set;Typep;Types;A = Prop : TypepSet : Types;R = (Set;Set); (Types;Set); (Typep;Set)= (Set;Typep); (Typep;Typep);= (Prop;Prop); (Set;Prop); (Typep;Prop):So this is �PRED! with (Types;Set): a higher order predicate logic built on thepolymorphic lambda calculus in stead of the simple theory of types. Note thesimilarity with De�nition 6.5.4. In view of the description of parametric datatypes in the beginning of this section it is natural to leave the rule (Typep;Set)out of the system to eliminate things like ��:Set:(�!?)!� : Set. This is anoption that we want to leave open.



Sec. 6.7 Formulas about data-types in CC 163The formulas-as-types embedding from �PRED!p into CC is now induced bythe formulas-as-types embedding from �PRED! into CC of De�nition 3.2.6, soit is the PTS-morphism H with H(?) = ?;H(Set) = ?;H(Typep) = 2;H(Types) = 2:This immediately shows that �PRED!p is consistent. (In fact the mappingH shows that all extensions of �PRED! with rules of the form (s; s0), s; s0 2fProp;Set;Typep;Typesg, are consistent.) The embedding H is not complete; thesame counterexamples as for �PRED! do the job. (See the proof of Proposition6.5.3.) However, if we restrict ourselves to propositions in the set Pos, we maystill be able to prove that ifz1:IndD1; : : : ; zn:IndDn; a:IndNat; b:Z 6=Nat SZ `M : ' in CC,then there is a proof P in �PRED!p withz1:IndD1; : : : ; zn:IndDn; a:IndNat; b:Z 6=Nat SZ ` P : ';where D1; : : : ;Dn are the parametric data types that occur in '. (We omit themapping H for reasons of readability.) In view of the proof of the original resultin [Berardi 199+], we have a strong feeling that this adapted completeness of theformulas-as-types embedding from �PRED!p into CC holds. However, it is notas general as the original result; one would like to allow more assumptions thenjust those stating the parametricity of the data types. Still the matter couldbe interesting for further investigations, because it may give a more syntacticalhandle as to which propositions about data types are provable in CC.Let's end this section with the remark that, just like for the system �PRED2p,it is an open question whether �PRED!p is conservative over �PRED!. The samereasons for believing that �PRED2p is not conservative over �PRED2, apply to�PRED!p. A possible non-conservativity result does, however, not a�ect theuse of the system �PRED!p when the use is restricted to proving the kind ofpropositions about parametric data types that we discussed above.
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Chapter 7Strong Normalization for �� inthe Calculus of Constructions7.1. IntroductionIn this Chapter we prove the strong Normalization for CC with �� conversionrule. We shall denote this system by CC��, to distinguish it from CC�, whichis the original Calculus of Constructions, with only � conversion. Similarly wehave F!�� and F!��.One of the main problems with proving SN�� for CC�� is that we do not knowwhether Term(CC��) is closed under �-reduction. We know that SR� holds forCCs�� (Lemma 4.4.32), but that doesn't immediately imply SR� for CC��. Onething to do is to prove SN�� for CCs��, which immediately implies SN�� for CC��(because the set of terms of the latter is a subset of the set of terms of the �rst).We choose to prove �rst SR� for CC�� and then SN�� for CC�� directly. On theone hand this is more natural and on the other hand we have found in Chapter5.1 a simple criterion for SR� to hold, which also applies to CC��.7.2. Meta-theory for CC with ��-conversionIn the section where we studied the meta theory for general Pure Type Systemswe have seen some properties that we could only prove for PTS�, whereas wewould like to have them also for the other notions PTS�� and PTSs��. In factthis was one of the reasons for introducing PTSs�� in the �rst place: We couldn'tprove SR� for PTS��, so we introduced PTSs��. One of the properties that wewere unable to prove for both PTS�� and PTSs�� is the Classi�cation Lemma,4.4.37. As this Lemma is very important for de�ning mappings on the set oftypable terms in an easy way, we shall show that the Lemma does hold for CC��.So, in the following we use the syntax with sorted variables, as it was describedin De�nition 4.2.9. 165



166 SN for �� in CC Ch. 77.2.1. Sublemma. The system CC�� has the following (expected) properties.1. If M 2 Term(CC��), M =�� 2, then M � 2.2. There are no terms of the form �u:A:2 in CC��.Proof. 1. If M =�� 2, then M �� 2 by the Key Lemma 4.4.18. We cannot have the situation that � ` M : A, because this implies (using theStripping Lemma 4.4.27 and the Key Lemma 4.4.18) that there must be anaxiom (2 : s) among the axioms of CC��. So there is an s 2 f?;2g withM � s. It is easily seen that the s can only be 2.2. Suppose �u:A:2 2 Term(CC��). Then � ` �u:A:2 : B for some � and B.So �; u:A ` 2 : s for some sort s, which is not the case. �7.2.2. Lemma. CC�� satis�es ��-preservation of sorts (De�nition 5.2.7). Thatis, for A and A0 terms of CC��, � and �0 contexts of CC�� and s; s0 2 f?;2g,� ` A : s�0 ` A0 : s0A =�� A0 9>=>;) s � s0Proof. By induction on the structure of A we showA0 2 Term(�0)� ` A : 2A =�� A0 9>=>;) �0 ` A0 : 2:Then we are done because, by Uniqueness of Types (Lemma 4.4.29), a term cannot at the same time be a type and a kind. We distinguish cases according tothe possible structure of A.� A � A1A2. Then � ` A1:�u:C:2, which is not possible. (Sublemma 7.2.1.)� A � �u:A1:A2. Then A can not be of type 2 by the Stripping Lemma4.4.27.� A � �u:A1:A2. Then A0 �� �u:A01:A02 with (among other things) A2 =��A02 and �; x:A1 ` A2 : 2. We are now done by induction hypothesis.� A � ?. Then A0��� ?, hence �0 ` A0 : 2 and we are done. �7.2.3. Corollary (Classi�cation in CC��). In CC�� we haveKind \ Type = ;;Constr \ Obj = ;:



Sec. 7.3 The proof of SN for �� in CC 167Proof. Note that, just as in the proof of the Classi�cation Lemma 4.4.37, itsu�ces to prove the following two statements (let s; s0 2 f?;2g.)� ` A : s; � ` A : s0 ) s � s0;� `M : A : s; � `M : A0 : s0 ) s � s0:These follow immediately from Lemma 7.2.2, using Uniqueness of Types. �7.2.4. Corollary. CC�� satis�es strengthening and SR�.Proof. In Chapter 5.1 we have shown that a PTS�� that satis�es ��-preservationof sorts satis�es strengthening (Lemma 5.2.10) and SR� (Corollary 5.2.11.) �7.3. The proof of SN for �� in CCWe now turn to the proof of strong normalization for ��-reduction in the Calculusof Constructions with ��-conversion.This is the most general property aboutnormalization in versions of CC that one would want: It implies SN for �(�)-reduction for CC with �(�)-conversion. The proof we give here is a generalisationof the proof of SN� for CC� , given in [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991].Before giving the proof we want to see why SN�� for CC�� does not followimmediately from SN� for CC� by a `postponement of �-reduction' argument.(That is, we strongly believe that there should be some `easy' combinatorialargument deriving one from the other, but we haven't been able to �nd it.) Thepostponement of � still works, as was shown in paragraph 4.4.2. From it weget that SN� for CC� implies SN�� for CC�. Now the problem is that the set oftypable terms of CC�� is larger then the set of typable terms of CC�. An exampleis given by the term �x:P (�y:A:My)! ? :�z:PM:xzwhich can be typed in CC��, but not in CC� if y =2 FV(M).We do have the following, which says that it is enough to prove strong nor-malization for �-reduction on CC��.7.3.1. Proposition. CC�� j= SN� ) CC�� j= SN��:Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 4.4.9, which says thatX j= SN� ) ##�X j= SN�� if X is a set of pseudoterms closed under �-reduction.Note that Term(CC��) is closed under � and �. (The �rst by SR� for arbitraryPTSs; the second by Corollary 7.2.4.) So Term(CC��) = ##�Term(CC��) and weare done. �Although the Proposition says that it is su�cient to study �-reduction, weprove SN�� for CC��, because the proof of SN� for CC�� would be exactly thesame.



168 SN for �� in CC Ch. 77.3.1. Obtaining SN�� for CC from SN�� for F!We de�ne a reduction preserving mapping from CC�� to F!��. The mapping isthe same as the one in [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991], where it was de�ned as amapping from CC� to F!� to prove the strong normalization property for CC�.The problem with the extension to CC�� is that we don't have all the meta theoryfor CC�� that was used in [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991] for the CC� case. In thefollowing we verify that the whole argument can still go through.The original intuition of the mapping is due to [Harper et al. 1987] who de�nea ��-reduction preserving mapping from LF to �! to prove the strong normal-ization of LF. The map [[�]] that will be used can be seen as a higher order versionof the map de�ned by [Harper et al. 1987], although things get quite a bit morecomplicated here. It's also possible to restrict the map [[�]] to Term(�P2), toderive the result �2 j= SN�� ) �P2 j= SN��.The map [[�]] doesn't work uniformly on the terms of CC��. That is, we can'tde�ne [[�]] such that for all �;M and A,� `CC�� M : A) [[�]] `F!�� [[M ]] : [[A]]:To show that [[�]] really maps terms of CC�� on terms of F!��, one has to de�neanother map � from types and kinds and sorts of CC to types and kinds andsorts of F!�� such that� `CC�� M : A) � (�) `F!�� [[M ]] : � (A):In order to get a feeling for the mappings [[�]] and � we give some heuristics(following [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991].)The idea of the mappings in [Harper et al. 1987] is to replace redexes that usetype dependency by �!-redexes. We follow this idea, so let for example A be atype such that � `CC�� F : A! ? � `CC�� t : A� `CC�� Ft : ?then [[�]] and � must erase all type dependencies such that� (�) `F!�� [[F ]] : � (A)! ? � (�) `F!�� [[t]] : � (A)� `F!�� [[Ft]] : � (?)is sound. This is solved for LF by taking [[Ft]] = [[F ]][[t]], � (A!?) = � (A)!0and � (?) = 0, where 0 is a �xed type variable. A redex that is obtained by typedependency, say (�x:A:M)t, with A a type, M a constructor and t an object, isreplaced by (�z:0:�x:� (A):[[M ]])[[A]][[t]], where z is a fresh variable. This term isthen typable in the system without type dependency and also the possible redexesin A are preserved by the abstraction over z:0 and the application to [[A]].



Sec. 7.3 The proof of SN for �� in CC 169If we add polymorphism the situation gets more complicated. Let for example� `CC�� F : ��: ? :�!� � `CC�� � : ?� `CC�� F� : �!�then � (�) `F!�� [[F ]] : � (��: ? :�!�) � (�) `F!�� [[�]] : 0� `F!�� [[F�]] : � (�!�)must be sound. This means that taking � (��: ? :�!�) = 0!� (�!�), [[F�]] =[[F ]][[�]] doesn't work. (The application is not sound.) But also the option taking� (��: ? :�!�) = ��: ? :�!�, [[F�]] = [[F ]]� (�) doesn't seem right, because thepossible reductions in � are not preserved. The solution is to do both and take� (��: ? :�!�) = ��: ? :0!�!�;[[F�]] = [[F ]]� (�)[[�]]:This implies that a higher order abstraction should have a di�erent interpretationtoo. For example the interpretation of F : ��: ? :�!� now has to be applied totwo arguments. The solution for the case F � ��: ? :�x:�:x is to take somethinglike ��: ? :�z:0:�x:�:x, but the general picture is of course quite a bit morecomplicated because kinds can have much more structure (and have objects assubexpresions) then in F!��. Therefore we de�ne a mapping � which provides atype for the image of � (so we have � `CC�� A : B ) � (�) ``F!�� � (A) : �(B)for A a type constructor or a kind).The mapping � in fact just takes what is usually called the `order' of a kind,in terms of the underlying F!�� kind. The de�nition is as follows.7.3.2. Definition. The map � : f2g [ Kind(CC��)! Kind(F!��) is de�ned by1. �(?) = �(2) = ?,2. �(��:A:B) = �(A)!�(B) if A is a kind,3. �(�x:A:B) = �(B) if A is a type.Note that the case distinction in the De�nition is allright in CC��. As themapping � removes all type dependencies and all variables we have the followingeasy properties. (Also use the fact that for A and B typable terms, if A =�� B,then A is a kind if and only B is. This was proved in Lemma 7.2.2.)7.3.3. Fact. For A;B kinds of CC��, u a variable and M a term,1. �(A[M=u] � �(A) � �(A)[M=u],2. A =�� B ) �(A) � �(B).



170 SN for �� in CC Ch. 7We now want to devote some attention to the interpretation of types and kindsunder [[�]], before giving the de�nition of � . For example, if � `CC�� A : ? and�; �:A `CC�� B : 2, then we want � (�) `F!�� [[�x:A:B]] : � (2). The intendedinterpretation of ? under � was 0 (some �xed type variable.) This leaves us withthe possibility to also take � (2) = 0 and to take [[�x:A:B]] = c[[A]][[B]][c0=x], withc some term of type 0!0!0 and c0 some term of type � (A).So it will be required that we have �xed terms of every type and every kindin F!��. However, not every type in F!�� is inhabited by a closed term andtherefore it seems necessary to extend the syntax with a possibility of having(closed) constants of all types. However, this becomes a very complicated system(what if we substitute a term in a constant of a not-closed type?) and it turnsout that we can stay away from these kind of atrocities. The solution is to workin a �xed context 0 : ?; d:? (? � ��:? :�) in F!�� and de�ne a �xed term cA : Afor every type or kind A.We give the de�nition of � , reecting the intuitions about preservation ofreductions etc.7.3.4. Definition. The map � : f2g[Kind(CC��)[Constr(CC��)! Term(F!��)is inductively de�ned by� (?) = � (2) = 0;� (�) = �;� (��:A:B) = ��:�(A):� (A)!� (B) if A is a kind;� (�x:A:B) = �x:� (A):� (B) if A is a type,� (��:A:M) = ��:�(A):� (M) if A is a kind,� (�x:A:M) = � (M) if A is a type,� (MN) = � (M)� (N) if N is a constructor;� (MN) = � (M) if N is an object.The de�nition by cases is correct by Classi�cation for CC��, Corollary 7.2.3.That the range of � is indeed a subset of Term(F!��) will be stated in Lemma7.3.9. The mapping � deletes object variables and therefore type dependency,and is compatible with substitution and reduction, as is stated by the followingfact. (Proofs are by induction on the structure of the terms, using the StrippingLemma 4.4.27 and Fact 7.3.3.)7.3.5. Fact. For A;B kinds of CC��, x an object variable, � a constructor vari-able, Q a constructor and M an object of CC��,1. � (A) does not contain free object variables and � (A[M=x]) � � (A),2. � (A[Q=�]) � � (A)[� (Q)=�],3. A �!� B ) � (A) �!� � (B) or � (A) � � (B),4. A �!� B ) � (A) �!� � (B).



Sec. 7.3 The proof of SN for �� in CC 171Using the mapping � we now de�ne the mapping of contexts of CC�� ontocontexts of F!��. This mapping will be called � too, although it is not de�nedstraightforwardly by applying � to all types and kinds in the context. The reasonfor this is that constructor variables have to be `split' in a constructor variableand an object variable, replacing � : A in the context by � : �(A); x� : � (A),where x� is some fresh object variable connected with �. This splitting has tobe done because a �- or �-abstraction over a constructor variable is replaced bytwo abstractions.To make this splitting precise we assume an injection of i : Var2 ,! Var?such that Var? n i(Var2) is countable, consisting of those object variables thatare used in the derivations in CC�� (so an object variable i(�) is always `fresh'.)Notationally we don't work with the injection i but write x� for i(�). So forevery variable � 2 Var2 we have a fresh variable x�.7.3.6. Definition. The mapping � on declarations and contexts is de�ned asfollows.1. For A a type in CC��, x an object variable,� (x : A) := x : � (A);2. For A a kind in CC��, � a constructor variable,� (� : A) := � : �(A); x� : � (A);3. For � = u1:A1; u2:A2; : : : ; un:An a context in CC��,� (�) := 0 : ?; d : ?; � (u1:A1); � (u2:A2); : : : ; � (un:An):The 0 : ? in the context serves as the image of ? and 2 under � . Further itis used as the canonical inhabitant of ? and canonical inhabitans for the otherkinds of F!�� are built from it. In fact we could have left it out and used anyclosed F!��-type for it. The d : ? in the context is necessary to have a canonicalinhabitant for every type. It is essential for the construction of the reductionpreserving mapping [[�]].7.3.7. Definition. Canonical inhabitants of types and kinds in � (�), denoted bycA for A a type or kind, are de�ned as follows.(i) c? := 0;(ii) cA!B := ��:A:cB, for A!B a kind;(iii) cA := dA, for A a type.



172 SN for �� in CC Ch. 7Note that cB[N=u] � cB[N=u] for all kinds and types B, variables u and termsN . Further note that the inhabitant cA of A is independent of the context inwhich A is typed (it only depends on the speci�c choice of the variables 0 and d,which are constants relative to our exposition.) Before showing the soundness of� : � `CC�� M : A) � (�) `F!�� � (M) : �(A); for M not an object;we treat some examples of the application of the mapping � to a CC��-term.7.3.8. Examples. These examples are also meant to show the connection (atleast computationally) between � and the Mohring-Berardi mapping from CC�to Fb when it comes to constructors.1. � (��: ? :�!�!�) = ��: ? :0!�!�,2. � (��: ? :�!�!�!?) = ��: ? :0!�!�!0,3. � (��: ? :�x:�:�P :�! ? :Px) = ��: ? :�P : ? :P7.3.9. Lemma. For M 2 Term(CC��), M not an object,� `CC�� M : A) � (�) `F!�� � (M) : �(A):Proof. The proof is the same as in [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991] for CC�, so byinduction on the derivation. We treat the case that the last rule was (app) andthe case that the last rule was (�). (In the proof we omit the subscript underthe turnstile as it will always be clear from the context whether we are workingin CC�� or in F!��.)(app) Say M � PQ and � ` M : �u:B:C, � ` N : B, A � C[P=u]. Now PQ isa constructor, and hence P is. We distinguish subcases between Q beinga constructor or an object.If Q is a constructor, we �nd by induction hypothesis that � (�) ` � (P ) :�(�u:B:C)(� �(B)!�(C)) and � (�) ` � (Q) : �(B). By one (app) we �nd� (�) ` � (P )� (Q) : �(C) and we are done because � (P )� (Q) � � (PQ) and�(C) � �(C[Q=u]).If Q is an object, we �nd by induction hypothesis that � (�) ` � (P ) :�(�u:B:C)(� �(C)). We are done because � (P )� (Q) � � (P ) and �(C) ��(C[Q=u]).(�) Say M � �u:B:N and �; u:B ` N : C, � ` �u:B:C : ?=2. We distinguishsubcases between B being a type or a kind.If B is a type, we have � (�u:B:N) � � (N), �(�u:B:C) � �(C) and furtherby induction hypothesis � (�); u:� (B) ` � (N) : �(C). By substituting c�(B)for u we �nd � (�) ` � (N) : �(C).IfB is a kind, then � (�u:B:N) � �u:�(B):� (N), �(�u:B:C) � �(B)!�(C)



Sec. 7.3 The proof of SN for �� in CC 173and further by induction hypothesis � (�); u:�(B); xu:� (B) ` � (N) : �(C).By substituting c�(B) for xu we �nd � (�); u:�(B) ` � (N) : �(C). Now also� (�) ` �(B)!�(C):2, and hence � (�) ` �u:�(B):� (N) : �(B)!�(C). �7.3.10. Definition. The map [[�]] from Term(CC��) n f2g to Term(F!��) is de-�ned inductively by[[?]] = c0;[[x]] = x if x 2 Var?;[[�]] = x� if � 2 Var2;[[�x:A:B]] = c0!0!0[[A]][[B]][c�(A)=x] if A a type;[[��:A:B]] = c0!0!0[[A]][[B]][c�(A)=�; c�(A)=x�] if A a kind;[[�x:A:M]] = (�z:0:�x:� (A):[[M ]])[[A]]; if A a type;[[��:A:M]] = (�z:0:��:�(A):�x�:� (A):[[M ]])[[A]]; if A a kind;[[MN ]] = [[M ]][[N ]]; if N an object;[[MN ]] = [[M ]]� (N)[[N ]]; if N a constructor:Here z is always assumed to be a fresh object variable.The de�nition by cases is allright by the Classi�cation for CC��, Corollary7.2.3. It is not very di�cult to verify that the mapping preserves �- and �-reductions, which will be stated in 7.3.16. That the image of the mapping [[�]]is indeed a subset of Term(F!��) is stated by the following lemma. It is onlyin the proof of this lemma that we really have to add something to the proof ofstrong normalization for � in CC� (apart from the quite non-trivial veri�cationof a lot of meta-theoretical facts for CC�� of course, but this has already beendone in Chapter 4.1.) What we have to do extra here is to verify that for A andB types in CC��, if A =�� B then � (A) =�� � (B). For CC� this problem waseasily settled by the Church-Rosser property, which we lack here. This turns outto be not so easy: We can not just redo the reduction-expansion path from A toB to get � (A) =�� � (B), because � removes abstractions (and hence redexes.)Also constructors can be ��-equal to objects, like in ��: ? :� =�� �x:?:x, andalthough objects are not in the domain of � , this may have an e�ect on the ��-conversion. An example where the equality between A and Bis really establishedin a di�erent manner then the equality between � (A) and � (B) is the following.��:?! ? :�x:?:�x =�� ��: ?! ? :��: ? :��;and� (��:?!?:�x:?:�x) � ��:?:� =�� ��:?!?:��:?:�� � � (��:?!?:��:?:��):In this case the two images are still ��-equal, but one could imagine that thereare dirtier tricks. That there are however no dirtier tricks is shown in Lemma7.3.13. For the proof of that Lemma it is convenient to modify the mapping � a



174 SN for �� in CC Ch. 7bit to a mapping � 0 from the erased terms to erased terms. (Here we mean theerasure j � j that removes only the domains; it was de�ned in De�nition 4.4.11.)We then de�ne � 0 by induction on the structure of terms, distinguishing casesaccording to the heart of speci�c subterms. (The notion of `heart' of a term A,h(A), is de�ned in De�nition 4.4.38.)7.3.11. Definition. Consider the set E which is obtained from the set f2g [Kind(CC��) [ Constr(CC��) by �rst applying the erasure mapping j � j and thenclosing down under ���. On this set E we de�ne the mapping � 0 by inductionon the structure of terms as follows.� 0(?) = � 0(2) = 0;� 0(�) = �;� 0(��:A:B) = ��:�(A):� 0(A)!� 0(B) if � 2 Var2;� 0(�x:A:B) = �x:� 0(A):� 0(B) if x 2 Var?;� 0(��:M) = ��:� 0(M) if � 2 Var2;� 0(�x:M) = � 0(M) if x 2 Var?;� 0(MN) = � 0(M)� 0(N) if h(N) 2 Var2;� 0(MN) = � 0(M) if h(N) 2 Var?The de�nition is justi�ed by Lemma 4.4.39.7.3.12. Fact. If A 2 f2g [ Kind(CC��) [ Constr(CC��), thenj� (A)j � � 0(jAj):7.3.13. Lemma. For A;B terms of CC��, not objects,A =�� B ) � (A) =�� � (B):Proof. Immediately from the following.A =�� B ) jAj =�� jBj) � 0(jAj) =�� � 0(jBj)) j� (A)j =�� j� (B)j ) � (A) =�� � (B):The �rst is a standard property of j�j, the third is justi�ed by the fact that we juststated and the last step is also a standard property of j�j. (See Corollary 4.4.17.)This leaves us with the second step. Suppose jAj =�� jBj, say jAj��� Q ��� jBj.Then we can copy all the reduction steps from jAj to Q and from jBj to Q inthe � 0-image. A precise proof of this fact can be given by verifying that theproperties of 7.3.5 also hold for � 0, i.e. for x an object variable (x 2 Var?) and �a constructor variable (� 2 Var2)1. � 0(A) does not contain free object variables and � 0(A[M=x]) � � 0(A),2. � 0(A[Q=�]) � � 0(A)[� 0(Q)=�],



Sec. 7.3 The proof of SN for �� in CC 1753. A �!� B ) � 0(A) �!� � 0(B) or � 0(A) � � 0(B),4. A �!� B ) � 0(A) �!� � 0(B). �7.3.14. Lemma. � `CC�� M : A) � (�) `F!�� [[M ]] : � (A)Proof. By induction on the structure of terms as in [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991],using Lemma 7.3.13 and the Stripping Lemma 4.4.27. We treat the cases for Mbeing a �-abstraction, a �-abstraction or an applicatioin.�-abstr. Say M � �u:B:C and note that A can only be ? or 2. By inductionhypothesis we obtain that � (�) ` [[B]] : 0 and � (�; u:B) ` C : 0. Nowwe distinguish cases according to whether B is a type or a kind.If B is a type, � (�; u:B) = � (�); u:� (B), so by substituting c�(B) for uand applying c0!0!0 to [[B]] and [[C]][c�(B)=u] we conclude that � (�) `c0!0!0[[B]][[C]][c�(B)=u] : 0 and we are done.If B is a kind, � (�; u:B) = � (�); u:�(B); xu:� (B), so by substituting c�(B)for u, c�(B) for xu and applying c0!0!0 to [[B]] and [[C]][c�(B)=u; c�(B)=xu]we conclude that � (�) ` c0!0!0[[B]][[C]][c�(B)=u; c�(B)=xu] : 0 and we aredone.�-abstr. Say M � �u:B:P and note that (by the Stripping Lemma 4.4.27)A =�� �u:B:C with �; u:B ` P : C. By induction hypothesis we obtainthat � (�; u:B) ` [[P ]] : � (C) and � (�) ` [[B]] : 0. Now we distinguishcases according to whether B is a type or a kind.If B is a type, � (�; u:B) = � (�); u:� (B). Now � (B) and � (C) are bothtypes, so we can do a �-abstraction and we obtain � (�) ` �u:� (B):[[P ]] :�u:� (B):� (C). From this we easily conclude that� (�) ` (�z:0�u:� (B):[[P ]])[[B]] : �u:� (B):� (C). Now we are done becausefrom �u:B:C =�� A it follows by Lemma 7.3.13 that �u:� (B):� (C) =��� (A) and we can apply the conversion rule to obtain what was to beproved.If B is a kind, � (�; u:B) = � (�); u:�(B); xu:� (B). Now � (B) is a typeand �(B) is a kind, so we can do two �-abstractions to obtain � (�) `�u:�(B):�xu:� (B):[[P ]] : �u:�(B):� (B)!� (C). From this we easily con-clude that� (�) ` (�z:0�u:�(B):�xu:� (B):[[P ]])[[B]] : �u:�(B):� (B)!� (C). Nowagain we are done because from �u:B:C =�� A it follows by Lemma7.3.13 that �u:� (B):� (C) =�� � (A).applic. SayM � PQ with � ` P : �u:B:C, � ` Q : B such that A =�� C[Q=u].By induction hypothesis we �nd that � (�) ` [[P ]] : � (�u:B:C) and



176 SN for �� in CC Ch. 7� (�) ` [[Q]] : � (B). We distinguish subcases according to whether Pis an object or a constructor.If Q is an object then B is a type, so [[PQ]] � [[P ]][[Q]] and � (�u:B:C) ��u:� (B):� (C). We can conclude that � (�) ` [[PQ]] : � (C)[[[Q]]=u] andwe are done by the fact that � (C)[[[Q]]=u] � � (C) =�� � (A) (by Lemma7.3.13.)If Q is a constructor then B is a kind, so [[PQ]] � [[P ]]� (Q)inteQ and� (�u:B:C) � �u:�(B):� (B)!� (C). We can conclude that � (�) `[[PQ]] : � (C)[� (Q)=u] and we are done by the fact that � (C)[� (Q)=u] �� (C[Q=u]) =�� � (A) (by Lemma 7.3.13.) �7.3.15. Lemma. For M 2 Term(CC��), x 2 Var?, � 2 Var2, N an object and Qa constructor,1. [[M [N=x]]] � [[M [[[N ]]=x]]],2. [[M [Q=x]]] � [[M ]][� (Q)=�; [[Q]]=x�].Proof. Both by induction on the structure of M , using the fact that a term�(A) does not contain any free variables and that a term � (A) does not containany free object variables. Further one needs some (easy) substitution propertiesfor the canonical inhabitants of types and kinds likec�(A)[[[N ]]=x] � c�(A[N=x]);c�(A)[[[N ]]=x] � c�(A[N=x]);c�(A)[� (B)=�; [[B]]=x�] � c�(A[B=�]);c�(A)[� (B)=�; [[B]]=x�] � c�(A[B=�]): �7.3.16. Theorem. For M;M 0 2 Term(CC��),M �!�� M 0 ) [[M ]]�6=0�� [[M 0]]:Proof. By induction on the structure of M . The only interesting cases arewhen the reduced �- or �-redex is M itself, which are handled by distinguishingsubcases according to the domain of the lambda abstraction. We only treat thecases for which the domain is a kind. (The cases for which the domain is a typeare similar but easier.)� M � (��:A:N)Q with A a kind. Then[[M ]] � (�z:0:��:�(A):�x�:� (A):[[N ]])[[A]]� (Q)[[Q]]�6=0� [[N ]][� (Q)=�; [[Q]]=x�]� [[N [Q=�]]] � [[M 0]]:



Sec. 7.3 The proof of SN for �� in CC 177� M � ��:A:N� with A a kind. Then[[M ]] � (�z:0:��:�(A):�x�:� (A):[[N ]]�x�)[[A]]�6=0�� [[N ]] � [[M 0]] �7.3.17. Theorem. F!�� j= SN�� ) CC�� j= SN��:Proof. An in�nite ��-reduction sequence in CC�� yields an in�nite ��-reductionsequence in F!�� by the mapping [[�]]. �One can be a bit more careful in the last proof and use the positive formulationof Strong Normalization: for every termM there is an upperbound to the lengthof all reduction sequences starting from M . Then one can show that, from anupperbound to the length of ��-reductions starting from [[M ]], one can computean upperbound to the length of ��-reductions starting from M .7.3.2. Strong Normalization for ��-reduction in F!The proof of F!�� j= SN�� will be done by �rst proving that �!-reduction isstrongly normalizing and that the combination �2!-reduction is strongly normal-izing. Using this, we then show that, if �0-reduction is strongly normalizing onthe erased terms (the erasure here is the `typed' erasure de�ned in 6.3.5, di�erentfrom the one de�ned in 4.4.11, which is totally syntactical), then �-reduction isstrongly normalizing. In this way we avoid the need to de�ne the so called `candi-dats de r�educibilit�e' as typed sets, as is done for example in [Girard et al. 1989].This makes the exposition more perspicious and clearly points out where theproof is essentially complex (in proof-theoretical terms.) This idea of provingstrong normalization (reducing the problem to the set of underlying type-freeterms) is applied to the polymorphic lambda calculus in [Mitchell 1986] (see also[Scedrov 1990]).7.3.18. Proposition. F!�� j= SN��! :Proof. We only have to consider the constructors, because an in�nite ��!-reduction in a term of F!�� will always be due to an in�nite ��!-reduction in asubterm that is a constructor.The proof is now by de�ning a ��-reduction preserving mapping [�] from theconstructors of F!�� to the objects of �! such that a constructor M :k becomesan object [M ]:[k], where [k] is de�ned inductively as follows.[?] = 0;[k1!k2] = [k1]![k2];



178 SN for �� in CC Ch. 7where 0 is some �xed type variable to be declared in the context. The reductionpreserving mapping [�] on constructors is[�] = �;[�!� ] = c0!0!0[�]![� ];[��:k:�] = [�][c[k]=�];[��:k:P ] = ��:[k]:[P ];[PQ] = [P ][Q];where for k a kind of F!��, the �xed object c[k] of type [k] is de�ned induc-tively by taking c0 as a �xed variable of type 0 in the context and de�ningck1!k2 = �x:[k1]:c[k2]. We then have for � a context containing only declarationsof constructor variables,� `F!�� P : k ) 0:?; c0:0; [�] `�! [P ] : [k];where the extension of [�] to contexts is the straightforward one. �7.3.19. Lemma. For M;M 0 2 Term(F!��), objects,(i) M 2�!�� M 0 ) #(�2s in M) = #(�2s in M 0)� 1;(ii) M !�!�� M 0 ) #(�2s in M) = #(�2s in M 0);(iii) M 2�!�� M 0 or M !�!�� M 0 ) jM jt � jM 0jt:Proof. The only way in which the number of �s of a certain form can increaseby a reduction step is when the � of this particular form occurs in Q and(�x:A:N)Q �! N [Q=x];with x free in N more then once. So we look for each case of the lemma at a�-redex of the above form in the premise and check the conclusion.1. (�2�:K:N)Q �!2 N [Q=�]: Then Q is a constructor, so it does not containany objects as subexpressions, so it certainly contains no �2s. So the numberof �2s is reduced with one.2. (�!�:K:N)Q !�!� N [Q=�]:ThenQ is a constructor again and so it containsno �2s. The number of �2s in the term remains the same.3. By the de�nition of the erasure j�jt, which removes all type information.A �!-reduction step will always be inside a type of the object M , sojM jt � jM 0jt. A �2-reduction step insideM is of the form (�2�:K:N)Q �!2N [Q=�]: After applying j�jt the �rst becomes jN jt and so does the second.�



Sec. 7.3 The proof of SN for �� in CC 1797.3.20. Lemma. F!�� j= SN��2!Proof. Suppose we have an in�nite reduction sequenceM1 2!�!�� M2 2!�!�� M3 2!�!�� : : : ;in F!��. By Proposition 7.3.18 we know that all theMi must be objects and thatthis in�nite reduction can not have a tailMn !�!�� Mn+1 !�!�� Mn+2 !�!�� : : : :So the in�nite ��2!-reduction sequence contains in�nitely many ��2-contractions.By Lemma 7.3.19 this is not possible: a ��2-contraction reduces the number of�2s by one and a ��!-contraction does not change the number of �2s. So therecan be no in�nite ��2!-reduction in F!��. �7.3.21. Proposition.8M 2 Obj(F!��)[SN(jM jt)) SN(M)]Proof. Let M be an object such that SN(jM jt) holds. Suppose we have anin�nite reduction sequenceM �!�� M1 �!�� M2 �!�� : : : ;in F!��. Then all Mi are objects of F!��. By Lemma 7.3.20, only �nitelymany ��2!-contractions are performed after one another, so the sequence containsin�nitely many ��0-contractions. Now we can apply j�jt to obtain an in�nite ��-reduction sequence starting from jM jt (using Lemma 7.3.19.) This contradictsSN(jM jt), so there is no in�nite ��-reduction sequence starting from M . �The Proposition is telling us that we only have to check that the set of erasuresof objects of F!�� satis�es SN�� in order to proveF!�� j= SN��:This will be done by extending the well-known method of computability pred-icates to the higher order case. This method can be seen as the building of amodel of F!�� inside the untyped lambda calculus, where types become sets ofstrongly normalizing terms and the interpretation (modulo a valuation � thatassigns untyped terms to the free variables) of a termM of type � is an untypedterm in the set that is represented by �. The Strong Normalization property thenfollows from the fact that one can take the identity for the valuation �, in whichcase the interpretation of M becomes jM jt, which is then Strongly Normalizingby the construction of the model.Let in the following SN � � be the set of untyped lambda terms that isStrongly Normalizing under ��-reduction. (By posponement of �-reduction andthe fact that �-reduction itself is Strongly Normalizing on �, this is the same asthe set of terms that is Strongly Normalizing under �-reduction.)



180 SN for �� in CC Ch. 77.3.22. Definition. A set of untyped lambda terms X is saturated if1. X � SN,2. 8~Q 2 SN8x 2 Var[x~Q 2 X],3. 8~Q;M;P 2 SN[M [P=x]~Q 2 X ) (�x:M)P ~Q 2 X].Note that SN is itself saturated and that all saturated sets are nonempty.The types of F!�� will be interpreted as saturated sets. This requires someclosure properties for the set of saturated sets which will be proved in Lemma7.3.24. The kinds of F!�� will be interpreted as the set-theoretic function spacesexcept for the kind ? which will be interpreted as the set of all saturated sets.Recall that Kind(F!��) = K ::= ? jK!K:7.3.23. Definition. For k 2 Kind(F!��), the set of computability predicates fork, CP(k), is de�ned inductively as follows.CP(?) = fX jX � � is saturatedg;CP(k1!k2) = ff j f : CP(k1)!CP(k2)g:The interpretation of a kind k in the intended model will now be by taking CP(k).7.3.24. Lemma. The set of saturated sets is closed under arbitary intersectionsand taking function spaces. That is,1. for I a set and Xi saturated for all i 2 I,\i2IXi is saturated2. for X and Y saturated,X!Y := fM 2 � j 8N 2 X[MN 2 Y ]g is saturated:Proof. The closure under arbitrary intersections is easy to prove. For the clo-sure under function spaces, let X and Y be saturated sets and take X!Y as inthe lemma. It is easy to see that allM 2 X!Y are SN. Further, for x a variableand ~Q 2 SN, we have that for all N 2 X, x~QN 2 Y , because N is SN and Y is asaturated set. Finally, for ~Q;M;P 2 SN with M [P=x]~Q 2 X!Y , we know that8N 2 X[M [P=x]~QN 2 Y ]. So 8N 2 X[(�x:M)P ~QN 2 Y ] by the saturatednessof Y , so (�x:M)P ~Q 2 X!Y . �One may wonder why we need the saturated sets (a speci�c class of subsetsof SN) and can not just interpret all the types by the set SN itself. However, thisbreaks down on the fact that SN!SN 6= SN. (For example, �x:xx =2 SN!SN.)



Sec. 7.3 The proof of SN for �� in CC 1817.3.25. Definition. For � a context of F!��, a constructor valuation of � (no-tation � j=2 �) is a map � : Var2 ! [k2KCP (k) such that� : k 2 �) �(�) 2 CP(k):7.3.26. Definition. For � a context of F!�� and � a constructor valuation of �,the interpretation function[[�]]�� : �-Constr(F!��)![k2K CP(k)is de�ned inductively as follows.[[�]]�� = �(�);[[PQ]]�� = [[P ]]�� [[Q]]�� ;[[��:k:Q]]�� = ��f 2 CP(k):[[Q]]��(�:=f);[[�!� ]]�� = [[�]]��![[� ]]�� ;[[��:k:�]]�� = \f2CP(k)[[�]]��(�:=f):In most situations the � will be clear from the context, and will therefore not bementioned explicitly.The de�nition is justi�ed by the Stripping Lemma 4.4.27 and the followingLemma, which states that the interpretations of the constructors are elements ofthe right computability predicate.7.3.27. Lemma. For � a context of F!��, Q; k 2 Term(F!��) and � j=2 �,� ` Q : k(:2)) [[Q]]� 2 CP(k):Proof. Easy induction over the structure of Q. �7.3.28. Lemma. For � a context of F!��, Q;P 2 �-Constr(F!��), � 2 Var2 and� j=2 �,(i) [[Q[P=�]]]� � [[Q]]�(�:=[[P ]]�);(ii) Q =�� P ) [[Q]]� = [[P ]]�:Proof. The �rst by an easy induction over the structure of Q. For the secondit is su�cient to prove Q �!�� P ) [[Q]]� = [[P ]]�;which is easily done, by induction over the structure of Q. That this is su�cientfollows from the fact that the Church-Rosser property for ��-reduction and Sub-ject Reduction for ��-reduction hold for F!��. The �rst is easy by the separationof contexts in F!. (See Proposition 4.3.4. In the discussion that ends Chapter5.1 we have pointed out how to prove CR�� for such a system.) SR� for F!�� isa consequence of Corollary 7.2.4 (but there are easier ways to obtain this result).�



182 SN for �� in CC Ch. 77.3.29. Definition. For � a context of F!�� and � j=2 �, an object valuation of� with respect to � (notation �; � j= �) is a map � : Var? ! � such thatx : � 2 �) �(x) 2 [[�]]�:7.3.30. Definition. For � a context of F!�� and � and � valuations such that�; � j= �, the interpretation function[[�]]�� : �-Obj(F!��)!�is de�ned inductively as follows.[[x]]�� = �(x);[[PQ]]�� = [[P ]]�� [[Q]]�� ; if Q is an object,[[PQ]]�� = [[P ]]�� ; if Q is a constructor,[[�x:�:Q]]�� = �x:[[Q]]��(x:=x); if � is a type,[[��:k:Q]]�� = [[Q]]�� ; if k is a kind:In most situations the � will be clear from the context, and will therefore not bementioned explicitly.The interpretation of objects of F!�� does not use the valuation for the con-structor variables at all. We could therefore have given the previous de�nitionwithout mentioning the �, letting � be an arbitrary mapping from Var? to �. Weput the restriction on the � because on the one hand it is the natural restrictionto make for an interpretation function and on the other hand it will be neededfor the theorem we are to be proving.The fact that the interpretation of objects does not depend on the interpre-tation of the types is also expressed by the following fact.7.3.31. Fact. ForM an object, � a valuation as in the de�nition and ~x the vectorof free variables in M , [[M ]]� � jM jt[�(~x)=~x];where �(~x) is the vector obtained by consecutively applying � to ~x.7.3.32. Definition. For � a context,M an object and � a type of F!��, � modelsM of type �, notation � j=M : � is de�oned by� j=M : � := 8�; �[�; � j= �) [[M ]]� 2 [[�]]�]:7.3.33. Theorem. For � a context, M an object and � a type of F!��,� `M : �) � j=M : �:



Sec. 7.3 The proof of SN for �� in CC 183Proof. By induction on the structure of M we prove that if �; � j= �, then[[M ]]� 2 [[�]]�. So let � and � be valuations such that �; � j= �.� M � x 2 Var?. Then x:� 2 � with � =�� �. So [[M ]]� = �(x) 2 [[� ]]� and[[� ]]� = [[�]]� and we are done.� M � �x:�:Q with � a type. Then �; x:� ` Q : � for some � with � =���!�. By IH [[Q]]�(x:=p) 2 [[�]]� for all p 2 [[� ]]�, so [[�x:�:Q]]�p 2 [[�]]� for allp 2 [[� ]]�, so [[�x:�:Q]]� 2 [[� ]]�![[�]]� = [[�]]�.� M � ��:k:Q, with k a kind. Then �; �:k ` Q : � for some � with � =����:k:� . By IH [[Q]]� 2 [[� ]]�(�:=f) for all f 2 CP(k), and so [[��:k:Q]]� =[[Q]]� 2 \f2CP(k)[[� ]]�(�:=f) = [[�]]�.� M � PQ, with Q an object. Then � ` P : �!� and � ` Q : � forsome � and � with � =�� �. By IH [[P ]]� 2 [[� ]]�![[�]]� and [[Q]]� 2 [[� ]]�, so[[PQ]]� = [[P ]]�[[Q]]� 2 [[�]]� = [[�]]�.� M � PQ, with Q a constructor. Then � ` P : ��:k:� and � ` Q : kfor some � with � [Q=�] =�� �. By IH [[P ]]� 2 [[� ]]�![[�]]� and [[Q]]� 2 [[� ]]�,so [[PQ]]� = [[P ]]�[[Q]]� 2 [[�]]� = [[�]]�. By Induction Hypothesis [[P ]]� 2\f2CP(k)[[� ]]�(�:=f). Further we know that [[Q]]� 2 CP(k), so in any case[[PQ]]� = [[P ]]� 2 [[� ]]�(�:=Q). �7.3.34. Theorem. 8M 2 Obj(F!��)[SN(jM jt)]:Proof. Let M be an object of F!��, say that � and � are a context and a typesuch that � `M : �. Then � j=M : � by the previous theorem.Now we de�ne canonical elements ck in the sets CP(k) as follows.c? := SN;ck1!k2 := ��f 2 CP(k1):ck2:For the constructor valuation for � we take � with �(�) = ck if �:k 2 � (and �(�)arbitrary otherwise), and for the object valuation for � with respect to this � wetake � with �(x) = x.Now �; � j= � and so [[M ]]� 2 [[�]]�. This implies that jM jt is Strongly Normalising,because [[M ]]� � jM jt and [[�]]� � SN. �
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Chapter 8DiscussionAt the end of this thesis we want to make some remarks about points that deservesome extra attention. We �rst try to make the situation around the proof ofSN�� and CON�� for CC�� clear. In the middle of all the general Lemmas andPropositions it may have become a bit obscure what exactly is required for theseproofs. Then we compare the PTS- syntax with a di�erent formalization of PureType Systems which has a more `semantical' nature.8.1. Conuence and Normalization8.1.1. Remark. If one wants to study the conuence of ��-reduction in a PureType System, one should be looking at the property CON��, i.e.� `M;N : A with M =�� N ?)M ##�� N;because CON�� is not a consequence of CR�� on the well-typed terms. Thisbecause a ��-reduction-expansion path from M to N can contain terms that arenot typable. (M =�� N means that they are equal as pseudoterms.) For thesenon-typable terms, CR�� on the well-typed terms does not apply.The proof of CON�� for CC�� in this thesis is done in the following steps.1. Prove the Key Lemma 4.4.18.2. Prove SR� (Lemma 4.4.30). This is relatively easy, by induction on deriva-tions, using the Key Lemma.3. Prove SR�. This follows quite easily from the fact that CC�� satis�es ��-preservation of sorts. (See De�nition 5.2.7, Lemma 7.2.2 and Corollary7.2.4.)4. Prove F!�� j= CON��. This is easy, by the fact that contexts in F!��can be separated. (See paragraph 5.3 for a proof of CON�� of a calculuscontaining F!��.) 185



186 Discussion Ch. 85. Prove F!�� j= SN��. This is hard; the proof in paragraph 7.3.2 is done by�rst showing that it is su�cient to prove SN�� for erased terms. The proofuses F!�� j= CON��.6. Prove CC�� j= SN��. This is hard. It is done by de�ning a reductionpreserving mapping from CC�� to F!��, so the proof uses F!�� j= SN��.7. Prove CC�� j= CON��. This is hard; it requires CC�� j= WN��, so it usesCC�� j= SN��. The proof in Chapter 5.1 is for a more general case. ForCC�� it su�ces to prove Lemmas 5.2.2, 5.2.4, 5.2.5, Proposition 5.2.3 andTheorem 5.2.6.Obviously, the fourth, �fth and sixth item can be compressed to one, namelyto prove CC�� j= SN��. Up to now there is however no other proof of this factthen the one given in this thesis along the lines sketched above.Some issues immediately come up here. First that we prove Strong Normal-ization whereas we only need Weak Normalization (usually this property is justcalled Normalization) for the proof of CR��. Also in other situations, Weak Nor-malization often su�ces. (For example to prove consistency of a context.) Thisraises the following conjecture.8.1.2. Conjecture. For all Pure Type Systems �,� j=WN�(�) ) � j= SN�(�):Another thing that we do not know is if Strong Normalization for a systemwith (conv�) implies Strong Normalization for the system with (conv��). Theproblem is that if we extend the conversion rule with �, there are more well-typed terms. (See the discussion in the beginning of section 7.3.) Our intuitionsays that this extension can not a�ect the normalization, so we have the followingconjecture.8.1.3. Conjecture. For all Pure Type Systems �,� with (conv�) j= SN�(�) ) � with (conv��) j= SN�(�):Finally we still have the open problem whether CON�� holds for all Pure TypeSystems. We strongly believe that this is so and raise the following conjecture.(Motivated by Proposition 5.3.2.)8.1.4. Conjecture. In all Pure Type Systems,� `M :A� ` M 0:AM =�� M 0 9>=>;) M ##�� M 0:



Sec. 8.2 Semantical version of the systems 187For each of these questions, a counter-example showing that the property doesnot hold would probably be much more interesting then a proof. (Which makesit unlikely that they will soon be proved, unless there are `easy' proofs.)There are reasons to believe that Conjecture 8.1.4 is false. It was shownto us by Werner that Conuence of ��-reduction conicts with a �xed pointcombinator. Let us state this precisely for the system �? with (conv��) rule. A�xed point combinator in �? is a termY : ��: ? :(�!�)!�such that Y �F =�� F (Y �F )for � : ? and F : �!�.8.1.5. Fact. [Werner 1993] If �? has a �xed point combinator then �? 6j= CON��and �? 6j= CR��.The proof is more general and applies to all PTSs that have a sort ? for which(?; ?) is a rule and for which there is a sort s such that (s; ?) is a rule and ? : s isan axiom. Hence we have the following Corollary by the fact that �U j= CON��.(A proof of this fact was sketched in section 5.3.)8.1.6. Corollary. In the system �U there is no �xed point combinator.Up to now it is not known whether there exists a �xed point combinatorin �?. Our conviction that CON�� holds has led us to believe that there isno �xed point combinator. (There is a so called `looping' combinator, which isa family of combinators Y0; Y1; Y2; : : :, all of type ��: ? :(�!�)!�, such thatYn�F =� F (Yn+1�F ). See for example [Coquand and Herbelin 1992].)8.2. Semantical version of the systemsIn fact the Conuence property (Conjecture 8.1.4) is the one that justi�es theuse of Pure Type Systems with (conv��) in the �rst place.If one wants to give a semantics to a Pure Type System, one only wants toassign a meaning to the well-typed terms. The pseudoterms are just introducedbecause they make meta-theory easier, being so closely related to the untypedlambda calculus. Even those who are just interested in syntax will agree with thepoint of view that only the well-typed terms have a meaning. This point of viewimplies that if two well-typed terms are equal, but only via a path that passesthrough the non-typable terms, then these terms should not really be consideredas being equal.Because pseudoterms do not have a semantics, a `semantical' presentationof Pure Type Systems would not contain a conversion rule of the form that we



188 Discussion Ch. 8have. The side-condition in the conversion rule would be stated by an equalityjudgement of the form � ` M = N : A in stead of an equality condition onthe set of pseudoterms. This equality judgement would then be axiomatised insuch a way that � ` M = N : A holds only if there is a reduction-expansionpath from M to N that passes through the set of well-typed terms of type A in�. Obviously, this is also the intended meaning of the equality in the conversionrule of a Pure Type System: If � ` A;B : Type and A =�� B, then it should bethe case that the equality of A and B can be established via a path that passesthrough the set of �-types only. However, when we consider ��-equality it isnot clear that this intended meaning is also the actual meaning. (If one onlyconsiders �-equality this is obviously the case, due to CR� on the pseudoterms.)8.2.1. Definition. The semantical version of a Pure Type System �(S;A;R))has the following rules. The typing rules are (sort), (weak), (var), (�), (�), and(app) as for ordinary PTSs. (To denote that we are in a semantical version wewrite `= in the rules.) The conversion rule is(conv0��) � `= M : A � `= A = B : s� `= M : BThe judgement � `= A = B : s is generated by(�) � `= �x:A:M : �x:C:D � `= N : C� `= (�x:A:M)N =M [N=x] : D[N=x](�) � `= M : �x:A:B� `= �y:A:My =M : �x:A:B(axiom) � `= M : A� `= M =M : A(sym) � `= M = N : A� `= N =M : A(trans) � `= M = N : A � `= N = Q : A� `= M = Q : A



Sec. 8.2 Semantical version of the systems 189(�-eq) � `= A = A0 : s1 �; x:A `= B = B0 : s2� `= �x:A:B = �x:A0:B0 : s3 if (s1; s2; s3) 2 R;(�-eq) � `= A = A0 : s �; x:A `= M =M 0 : B � `= �x:A:B : s� `= �x:A:M = �x:A0:M 0 : �x:A:B(app-eq) � `= M =M 0 : �x:A:B � `= N = N 0 : A� `= MN =M 0N 0 : B[N=x](conv-eq) � `= M =M 0 : A � `= A = B : s� `= M =M 0 : BWe would like to be able to show the equivalence of our version of the syntaxof Pure Type Systems and the semantical version in the sense that, if � is a PTS��and �= the semantical version of �, then the following holds.� `� M : A� `� N : AM =�� N 9>=>;, � `�= M = N : A:Now, the method for proving this is by showing that CON�� holds for � as itwas expressed in Conjecture 8.1.4:� `� M :A� `� M 0:AM =�� M 0 9>=>;)M ##�� M 0:Let us focus on a possible proof of the equivalence of � and �= to see why CON��is so essential. The implication from right to left should be relatively straightfor-ward by showing that, if � `�= M = N : A, then M =�� N as pseudoterms and� `�= M : A. It is obvious from the rules of �= that the �rst holds. The secondis by induction on the derivation of � `�= M = N : A.The implication from left to right is more interesting. It implies the followingstatement(1)If M and N are two terms that are typable with the same type in a context,then they are equal via a ��-reduction-expansion paththrough the well-typed terms.It is even impossible to imagine that one could prove the implication ()) withouthaving �rst proved (1). Obviously, the way to prove (1) is by proving CON��.This stresses the importance of the �nal open problem (8.1.4) that we raised.
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SamenvattingDit proefschrift behandelt het verband tussen logica's en getypeerde lambd-calculi, in het bijzonder door bestudering van de zogenaamde `formules-als-types'inbedding. Deze inbedding geeft een betekenis aan logische bewijzen (het waremisschien beter te spreken van `aeidingen') in termen van getypeerde lambdatermen. Een belangrijk gevolg hiervan is dat de bewijzen een getrouwe lineairerepresentatie krijgen in een formeel systeem. Dit heeft aanleiding gegeven totbelangrijke toepassingen, allen gebaseerd op de mogelijkheid tot het manipulerenvan bewijzen binnen een formeel systeem. Men denke hierbij aan de computer-veri�catie van bewijzen en aan de mogelijkheid om uit een bewijs van een uit-spraak van de vorm 8x:9y:'(x; y) een algoritme te extraheren dat voor iedere xeen y berekent waarvoor '(x; y) geldt. In dit proefschrift wordt met name gekekennaar de formules-als-types inbedding zelf en tevens worden de bijbehorende sys-temen van getypeerde lambda calculus uitgebreid bestudeerd. Slechts zijdelingswordt in de hoofdstukken 3.1 en 6.1 enige aandacht besteed aan de toepassingen.De formules-als-types inbedding werd voor het eerst formeel beschreven in[Howard 1980], die ook de eerste was die de terminology `formulas-as-types' ge-bruikte. Het manuscript van dit artikel dateert al uit 1968 en veel van deidee�en uit dit werk zijn nog ouder en gaan terug tot Curry (zie bijvoorbeeld[Curry and Feys 1958]). Howard stelt zich met name tot doel een interpretatiete geven van de intuitionistische logische voegtekens volgens de zogenaamdeBrouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov (BHK) interpretatie. Volgens deze BHK inter-pretatie (zie bijvoorbeeld [Troelstra and Van Dalen 1988]) wordt een voegtekenverklaard door te zeggen wanneer iets een bewijs is van een uitspraak die opge-bouwd is met behulp van dat voegteken. Howard geeft een formele semantiek vanintuitionistische bewijzen in termen van een getypeerde lambda calculus door eeninterpretatie te geven van de introductie en eliminatie regels van de voegtekens.De introductie regels voor � en 8 corresponderen bijvoorbeeld met �-abstractieen de eliminatie regels voor � en 8 met applicatie. Het werk van Howard is laterver�jnd en uitgebreid door onder andere Martin-L�of en Girard.Een andere benadering werd gekozen door de Bruijn in het Automath project[de Bruijn 1980], die onafhankelijk van Howard een soort van formules-als-typesinbedding de�ni�eerde. Deze inbedding heeft een andere vorm, met name vanwegehet feit dat de Bruijn niet gericht was op bewijstheoretische bespiegelingen maar205



206 Samenvattingop een veel praktischer doel: het formaliseren van wiskundig redeneren op eencomputer. Het verschil in vorm zit hem erin dat men niet zoekt naar getypeerdelambda-calculi die getrouw met logische systemen corresponderen, maar dat men�e�en systeem probeert te vinden dat kan dienen als raamwerk (logical framework)voor wiskundig redeneren. Dit raamwerk zal dus vrij `kaal' zijn en alleen dieonderliggende principes bevatten waar alle wiskundigen het over eens zijn. In deeerste plaats is de Bruijns werk dus een poging om deze onderliggende principesboven tafel te krijgen, met als mogelijk gevolg dat, zodra deze principes gefor-maliseerd zijn, deze ge��mplementeerd kunnen worden als een programma voorveri�catie van wiskundige redeneringen.Uiteraard kunnen ook de lambda-calculi �a la Howard ge��mplementeerd wor-den. Met name voor de toepassing van het extraheren van algoritmen uit bewijzenblijken deze systemen het meest geschikt te zijn. Het is uiteraard ook mogelijkom beide benaderingen te gebruiken binnen �e�en systeem.Het voornaamste deel van dit proefschrift is gewijd aan de formules-als-typesinbedding �a la Howard. Interessante vragen hierbij zijn of de inbedding volledig isen in hoeverre zij een isomor�sme is. Volledigheid van de inbedding betekent hierdat voor alle formules' uit de logica, als er een term is van type ' in de getypeerdelambda calculus, dan is ' bewijsbaar in de logica. Isomorphie wil zeggen dat deinbedding een structuur behoudende bijectie op het niveau van bewijzen is. Het isook van belang eigenschappen van de getypeerde lambda-calculi zelf af te leiden.In de eerste plaats om met behulp van die eigenschappen iets over de formules-als-types interpretatie te zeggen, maar verder zijn deze eigenschappen ook vanbelang voor de implementatie van de calculus. Tot slot hebben zij vaak ookbelangrijke corollaria in de logica's.De twee belangrijkste van deze eigenschappen zijn conuentie en normalisatie.Zowel in de logische taal (zeker als die hogere orde is) als op de bewijzen is ereen notie van reductie en een daaruit voortvloeiende notie van gelijkheid. In delogische taal worden deze meestal gerepresenteerd door de �- (of ��-)reductie engelijkheid. Deze wordt vaak de de�nitionele gelijkheid van de taal genoemd. Degelijkheid op aeidingen komt voort uit de reductie-relatie die bestaat uit hetelimineren van sneden. Nu is het zo dat in de bijbehorende getypeerde lambda-calculi zowel de de�nitionele gelijkheid als de gelijkheid op aeidingen gerepre-senteerd worden door �- of ��-gelijkheid (afhankelijk van wat men precies alsde�nitionele gelijkheid in de taal neemt en hoe men precies de notie van snedede�nieert.) De conuentie eigenschap (die zegt dat twee termen die gelijk zijnook een gemeenschappelijk reduct hebben) is van vitaal belang om te laten ziendat niet alle termen aan elkaar gelijk zijn. De normalisatie-eigenschap (die zegtdat iedere term reduceert naar een term in normaal vorm, i. e. een term die nietverder gereduceerd kan worden) is van vitaal belang om de consistentie van een(logische) theorie te laten zien.Dit proefschrift is opgebouwd uit de volgende componenten.Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een overzicht van logische systemen, van eerste orde proposi-



Samenvatting 207tielogica tot en met hogere orde predicatenlogica, in de klassieke en intuitionis-tische varianten. We beschrijven en bewijzen eigenschappen en verbanden zoalsbeslisbaarheid en conservativiteit.Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een gedetailleerde bescrijving van de formules-als-typesinbedding, zowel die �a la Howard als die �a la de Bruijn. We geven een gedetailleerdbewijs van de isomor�e van eerste orde predicatenlogica en een corresponderendegetypeerde lambda-calculus.In Hoofdstuk 4 bestuderen we een algemeen raamwerk voor de beschrijvingvan getypeerde lambda-calculi, de zogenaamde `Pure Type Systems'. We bewi-jzen een reeks eigenschappen voor deze systemen en geven voorbeelden van PureType Systems die corresponderen met logica's uit Hoofdstuk 1.In Hoofdstuk 5 bestuderen we de conuentie van ��-reductie in getypeerdelambda calculi. Conuentie van �-reductie is relatief eenvoudig, maar voor �� ishet algemene probleem verrassend moeilijk. Het algemene resultaat dat we hierbewijzen is dat conuentie geldt voor �� als het Pure Type System normalizerendis. Hoofdstuk 6 gaat over de Calculus of Constructions (CC), een getypeerdelambda-calculus gede�ni�eerd door Coquand en Huet waarin de hogere orde log-ica ingebed kan worden door middel van de formules-als-types inbedding. Webestuderen CC en zijn �jnstructuur en de inbedding van logica in (subsystemenvan) CC.Hoofdstuk 7 geeft een gedetailleerd bewijs van sterke normalisatie van ��-reductie in CC. (Sterke normalisatie betekent dat er geen oneindige reductiepaden zijn.)Tenslotte bespreken we in Hoofdstuk 8 nog een aantal vermoedens die naarvoren komen naar aanleiding van de bewijzen van conuentie en normalisatie.
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